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Abstract
The T2K experiment is an off-axis long baseline neutrino flavour oscillation experiment. In

T2K, the neutrino beam produced by an accelerator at J-PARC, Tokai, is detected using the
Super Kamiokande (SK) detector, Kamioka, located 295 km away from Tokai. The accelerator
produces a very pure νµ beam. During the propagation of neutrinos between their production
point and SK they may change flavour. This effect is the neutrino flavour oscillation.

The main objective of T2K is to measure some parameters describing the neutrino flavour
oscillation, in particular of θ13 and eventually δCP . This determination is performed by measuring
the νµ → νe oscillation probability, via the νe appearance search. In 2011, T2K was the first
experiment to observe νe appearance and published a 2.5 σ evidence that θ13 is not null.

In this thesis we present the work done on the evaluation of the systematic error on the π0

background reconstruction efficiency. The π0 background is one of the main background sources
affecting the νe appearance search through the detection of νe charged current quasi-elastic events
at SK. Two different and complementary approaches have been developed. First, we have started
developing a new device that partially reproduces the topology of physics events. Second, we
have created a specific sample to estimate the systematic uncertainty of π0 events reconstruction
efficiency. This result was used in the official 2011 νe search. Furthermore, results from this
sample will be used in future extended oscillation analysis.

We also present the first study of the leptonic CP violation phase (δCP ) using T2K νe data,
using the recently measured value of θ13 by reactor experiments.

Keywords : T2K, Super Kamiokande, neutrino flavour oscillation, θ13 mixing angle, CP viola-
tion phase, π0 background, oscillation analysis

Résumé
L’expérience T2K est une expérience de recherche d’oscillation de saveur de neutrinos utilisant

une base longue avec la technique du faisceau hors axe. Dans T2K, un faisceau de neutrinos est
produit dans l’accélérateur J-PARC à Tokai pour être détecté ensuite dans le détecteur Super
Kamiokande (SK) à Kamioka qui se situe à 295 km de Tokai. Cet accélérateur produit un faisceau
très pur de νµ. Au cours de la propagation des neutrinos entre leur point de production et SK,
ils peuvent changer de saveur, phénomène que l’on appelle oscillation quantique de saveur des
neutrinos.

L’objectif principal de T2K est de mesurer certains paramètres décrivant l’oscillation de
saveur des neutrinos, et plus particulièrement les paramètres θ13 et éventuellement δCP . Cette
estimation est réalisée, via la mesure de la probabilité d’oscillation νµ → νe, avec la recherche
d’apparition de νe. En 2011, l’expérience T2K a été la première à observer l’apparition de νe et
ainsi exclu, à 2.5 σ, une valeur nulle de θ13.

Cette thèse présente le travail réalisé pour estimer l’erreur systématique de l’efficacité de
reconstruction du bruit de fond π0. Celui-ci est l’une des principales sources d’erreur affectant la
recherche d’apparition de νe par la détection d’événements quasi élastiques à courant chargé à
SK. Deux méthodes différentes et complémentaires ont été développées. Dans un premier temps,
nous avons développé un nouvel outil expérimental qui reproduit partiellement la topologie des
événements physiques, et en parallèle crée avec des simulations et données un échantillon spéci-
fique pour estimer l’incertitude systématique de l’efficacité de reconstruction des événements π0.
Ce dernier résultat a été utilisé dans l’analyse officielle d’apparition de νe publiée en 2011. Le
nouvel échantillon produit sera également utilisé dans les futures analyses d’oscillation.

En tenant compte de la valeur récemment mesurée de θ13 par des expériences faites auprès
de réacteurs, nous présentons dans cette thèse une première étude de la phase de violation CP
dans le secteur leptonique (δCP ) en utilisant les données νe de T2K.

Mots-clés : T2K, Super Kamiokande, oscillation de saveur de neutrinos, angle de mélange θ13,
phase de violation CP, bruit de fond π0, analyse d’oscillation
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Introduction

After the discovery of radiation in 1896 by Becquerel [1], Chadwick observed in 1914
a continuous electron spectrum from a β-decay [2], therefore the law of conservation of
energy, momentum, spin and associated statistics seemed to be violated by the β-decay. In
1930 Pauli postulated the existence of a new particle, which he called neutron, produced
in the β-decay along with the electron to avoid violating the conservation laws previously
mentioned [3]. At this moment there was no perspective for any possible measurement of
the existence of such particle, which needed to interact weakly, be neutral, have spin 1/2
and have a mass much smaller than the proton mass. In 1934 Fermi incorporated this
newly postulated particle in the β-decay theory [4] and renamed it as neutrino, given the
experimental discovery of the neutron by Chadwick [5].

The first experimental observation of the neutrino happened many years after its pos-
tulate and integration to the β-decay theory by the detection of anti-neutrinos produced
by the nuclear reactor at Savannah River [6] in 1956 by Reines and Cowan. For this
experimental discovery Reines was attributed the Nobel prize in 1995. In 1962 the ex-
istence of two flavours of neutrinos [7], which correspond to electron neutrinos (νe) and
muon neutrinos (νµ), was experimentally discovered. For such discovery the Nobel prize
was attributed in 1988 to Lederman, Schwartz and Steinberger. Later on, in 2000, the
DONUT experiment discovered a third flavour of neutrino [8], called tau neutrino (ντ ),
which completed the third family of fundamental fermions. In 2006, the LEP showed that
there are only three flavours of neutrinos produced by Z0 decay [9], which are the already
mentioned νe, νµ and ντ .

After the discovery of neutrinos, several experiments were performed to measure their
properties and to use neutrinos to measure the properties of other objects. It was through
the measurement of the neutrino flux produced at the Sun and at the Earth’s atmosphere
that neutrino oscillations were discovered, which awarded the Nobel prize to Davis in 2002.
At first, in late 1960s it was observed at Homestake a deficit of the number of electron
neutrinos observed from the Sun in relation to what was expected from the Standard Solar
Model [10]. Such findings were later confirmed by other experiments and named the “Solar
neutrino problem”. One solution for such problem was the neutrino flavour oscillation, in
which case a part of the electron neutrinos produced at the Sun would not be detected
on the Earth’s surface because they oscillated during their propagation and, at the same
time the detector was only able to detect electron neutrinos. At the same time the rate
of electron and muon neutrinos produced at the Earth’s atmosphere was measured and
it was also not compatible with the expected value, and which could also be explained
through neutrino flavour oscillation. In 1998, the Super Kamiokande collaboration has
proven the oscillation of neutrinos produced in the Earth’s atmosphere [11] and in 2001,
the SNO collaboration has proven the oscillation of neutrinos produced at the Sun [12].

The neutrino flavour oscillation is parametrized by six quantities : three mixing angles
(θ12, θ13, θ23), two squared mass differences (∆m2

32, ∆m
2
21) and one CP violation phase
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Introduction

(δCP ). Studies with solar, atmospheric, reactor and accelerator neutrinos had measured
the value of θ12, θ23, |∆m2

32| and ∆m2
21 and found an upper bound for θ13 by the beginning

of this thesis. The natural continuation of such measurements was to obtain the value of
θ13, the sign of ∆m2

32 and the value of δCP , the latter term only exists if θ13 6= 0. The
estimation of the value of these parameters has fundamental consequences in physics,
since through the CP violation in the lepton sector, we could expect to open the path for
an explanation of the observed matter-antimatter asymmetry in the universe.

The theoretical aspects of neutrino physics and neutrino oscillations as well as the cur-
rent status of the estimation of the parameters describing the neutrino flavour oscillations
is presented in chapter 1.

The measurement of the remaining parameters describing the neutrino flavour oscilla-
tion is currently being performed by experiments using neutrinos produced in reactors or
in accelerators. The experiments based on reactor neutrinos are able to measure only the
value of θ13, via νe disappearance. On the other hand, those based on accelerator neutri-
nos have the potential to measure at the same time θ13, δCP and the sign of ∆m2

32, though
these quantities are slightly correlated, via νe appearance, considering matter effects, and
also improve the precision of θ23, via νµ disappearance. In this context the Tokai to
Kamioka (T2K) experiment was designed to measure neutrino flavour oscillation using a
neutrino beam generated at J-PARC, at Tokai, and measured at Super Kamiokande (SK),
at Kamioka. T2K was tuned to have an excellent resolution for θ13 being the first exper-
iment to use the off-axis neutrino beam technique which produces neutrino beams with
narrow energy spectrum which allows T2K to perform its measurement at first oscillation
maximum. The T2K experiment and its goals is presented in detail in chapter 2.

In order to measure θ13 and δCP using T2K data it is essential to observe νµ → νe
oscillation, and calculate its probability. This measurement can only be achieved with
small statistical and systematic uncertainties, that is, it is not enough to measure the
νµ → νe oscillation during a long period but it is essential to constrain the experimental
uncertainties related to the production and detection of neutrinos.

One of the main backgrounds for the νe search at SK are π0 events, that are mis-
reconstructed as if they were events produced from νe CCQE interaction, and for which
there is no natural control sample. In order to estimate the systematic error on the event
reconstruction we have started developing a new device, called Cone Generator, that is
a multi-ring light source which partly reproduces the topology of physics events at SK
chapter 3. We have created, in parallel to the development of the Cone Generator, a sam-
ple composed by mixing data and Monte-Carlo to estimate the reconstruction efficiency
systematic error of π0 events chapter 4. The estimation of this systematic error using
this hybrid sample was used in the official 2011 νe search [13]. An extension of the 2011
analysis using this hybrid sample has also been made for the official 2012 νe search which
is currently in progress.

Finally, given the recent measurements of θ13 by reactor experiments, we performed
the first study of the CP violation phase on the lepton sector using T2K νe data chapter 5.
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Chapter 1

Physics background

Contents
1.1 Neutrinos in the Standard Model . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3

1.1.1 Standard Model . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3

1.1.2 Neutrino mass . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6

1.1.3 Majorana particles and the seesaw mechanism . . . . . . . . . . 8

1.1.4 Measurement and estimation of neutrino masses . . . . . . . . 9

1.2 Neutrinos oscillations . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 13

1.2.1 Eigenstates . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 13

1.2.2 Oscillation probability in the vacuum . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 13

1.2.3 Neutrino propagation through matter . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 19

1.2.4 Usual decomposition of the PMNS matrix and currently known
values and experiments . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 22

1.1 Neutrinos in the Standard Model

In this section we will present briefly the neutrino in the Standard Model as well as some
recent areas of research in neutrino physics.

1.1.1 Standard Model

The Standard Model is a theory describing the strong, weak and electromagnetic interac-
tion between the elementary particles that constitute matter, within the framework of the
Quantum Field Theory that combines Special Relativity and Quantum Mechanics. Even
though the Standard Model is not a complete theory1, its results agree well with most of
the experimental data concerning the interaction between elementary particles through
these three forces. There are however a few observations that cannot be understood in
the framework of the Standard Model, such as neutrino masses (which will be further
discussed in section 1.1.2), the observation by astrophysicists of dark matter and energy

1The Standard Model is not a complete theory as it does not explain every observed phenomena, as
for example the gravitational interaction.
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Chapter 1. Physics background

in the universe and the predominance of matter in our universe with no traces of natural
anti-matter [14].

The elementary particles in the Standard Model are classified in fermions and bosons.
The 12 fermions are further divided between quarks and leptons depending on whether
they interact through strong interaction or not, respectively. The quarks and leptons
are further grouped depending on their electrical charge, which results in groups of three
particles each. To further categorize these particles they are also grouped in generations
that consist of one particle that had previously been classified in a different category using
the strong interaction and electrical charge. The fermions of the Standard Model and their
classification is shown in table 1.1. The gauge bosons of the Standard Model, which have
the role of vectors of the interactions, are four gauge bosons vectors of the Electroweak
interaction (γ, W± and Z0,), and eight gauge bosons vectors of the Strong interaction
(gluons). In addition to the gauge bosons, in the Standard Model is included a scalar boson
(Higgs) to explain why particles are massive. The Higgs is the only fundamental particle
of the Standard Model which had not been measured by the beginning of this thesis, and
this year we have finally measured a boson that is compatible with the predicted Higgs
boson [15, 16].

Table 1.1: Generations of fermions in the Standard Model and their classification.

quarks leptons
charge +2

3
−1

3
−1 0

First generation u d e νe
Second generation c s µ νµ
Third generation t b τ ντ

In this thesis we will not describe in details the Standard Model but we will focus on
the leptons, among which are neutrinos, and their interactions. This means that we will
not discuss the Quantum Chromodynamics since leptons do not interact via the strong
interaction.

We will also describe here this model for the first generation of particles only. The
other two families require only a simple extension of the model by adding new particles
coupling to the electroweak bosons in the same way the first generation particles couple
to the electroweak bosons.

Symmetry group of the electroweak theory

The symmetry group used to describe the electroweak theory is the group product :

SU(2)× UY (1)

The SU(2) group generates three W bosons (the “weak isospin”) and the UY (1) group
generates one A0 boson (the “weak hypercharge”).

In this description, the W and A0 bosons are naturally massless. In order to give a
mass to some of these particles and obtain the Uem(1) group corresponding to the elec-
tromagnetic interactions it is necessary to spontaneously break the electroweak symmetry
with the Higgs mechanism. This spontaneous symmetry breaking leads to a mixing of the
W 0 and A0 bosons that generate the Z0 and γ bosons.

4



1.1. Neutrinos in the Standard Model

In this formalism, the γ boson is defined as being generated by the Uem(1) group, thus
it is associated with the electromagnetic interaction. As the γ boson couples only with
charged particles and the neutrinos have no charge [14] there is no interaction between γ
and neutrinos. Their properties will not be discussed in this thesis.

The remaining bosons Z0 and W± are vectors of the weak interaction, and therefore
interact with neutrinos.

Chirality and representation of the leptons

The chirality is an intrinsic property of particles that can be defined on two different
states : left handed (L) and right handed (R). In the electroweak theory, each of the these
two different chiralities behave differently which leads to two different representations used
to describe the left and right handed particles.

In the case where the particles are massless the chirality and helicity (λ), the sign
of the projection of the spin in the direction of the movement (see equation (1.1)), are
equivalent operators. This gives us a simple interpretation of what is the chirality in
this case, where the left chirality state corresponds to the spin of the particle being
in the direction opposed to the movement direction. However there is no correspondence
between chirality and helicity with massive particles as it is possible to change the helicity
of a particle by choosing a different referential while the chirality, which is an intrinsic
property of the particle and therefore a Lorentz invariant, cannot be changed by changing
the referential. The physical processes do not change by changing the referential used to
observe it.

λ =
p · s
|p| , with p the momenta and s the spin of the particle. (1.1)

In the electroweak theory we have two leptons states : the electron (e) and neutrino
(ν). We have observed with the study of the β decay that only left handed leptons
interact with each other through a charged current weak interaction [17]. In order to take
into account this observation we introduce the left handed leptons as a doublet of SU(2)
and the right handed leptons as a singlet of SU(2), that would be written for the first
generation of particles :

lL =

(
(νe)L
eL

)

lR = ((νe)R) , (eR)

We should note that, as far as we have observed, right handed leptons do not interact
through the W± boson and right handed neutrinos are not produced through the decay
of the Z0 boson. In addition to that, given that the neutrino are neutral particles, the
(νR) singlet is not expected to interact through this theory and is removed from the
theory by the Occam’s razor2. Furthermore there is no experimental evidence of a right
handed neutrino which supports the validity of this theory and further reduces the need
to introduce a right handed neutrino.

In the Standard Model we have then a doublet and a singlet to describe the leptons
of each family as follows for the first generation of particles of the Standard Model3 :

(
(νe)L
eL

)

(eR)

2The Occam’s razor is the principle to remove from a theory anything that is not strictly needed, that is
if two theories predict the same results we should pick the one with the smaller number of parameters. [18]

3The structure is the same for the second and third generations of particles in the Standard Model.
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Chapter 1. Physics background

As we have described, the leptons are chiral fermions. We can add to the model a
Dirac mass term with Lagrangian Lm = −mΨeΨe where Ψe = PLΨe+PRΨe = eL+ eR is
the spinor representing electrons, and PL and PR are the operators that project the state
in the left and right chirality, respectively. This leads to Lm = −m (eLeR + eReL), given
that since eL = ePR, eR = ePL and PLPR = 0 we have that eLeL = 0 and eReR = 0.

Since the neutrinos described by this model are only left handed we cannot write
the mass Lagrangian for the neutrinos as it was done for the electrons. For this reason
the neutrinos are massless particles in the Standard Model, as such possibility was also
allowed by the low limits on the neutrino mass given by the experiments at the moment,
as will be described in subsection 1.1.2.

Types of neutrino interaction in the Standard Model

As it was mentioned previously the bosons Z0 and W± are associated with the weak
interaction and couple with neutrinos. This implies that we have two different types of
neutrino interactions possible in function of with which boson the neutrino interacts.

If the neutrino interacts with the boson Z0 one call the interaction “neutral current”
(NC) and the Feynman diagram representing it is :

Z

ν ν

Z

ν ν

If the neutrino interacts with the boson W± one call the interaction “charged current”
(CC) and the Feynman diagram representing it is :

W

νl l−

W

νl l+

where l is the lepton associated with the neutrino νl. In this diagram, as in the previous
one, we have drawn only half the particles present in this interaction, which is why the
charge of the input particle (νl or νl) is not the same as the charge of the output particles
(l− or l+).

From the experimental point of view, the distinction between NC and CC interactions
is that in order to be able to observe the NC interaction it is needed to observe the
nuclear recoil or by-products (for example, π0) of the interaction from the nuclei, while
in order to observe the CC interaction it is only needed to observe the lepton associated
with the ν that interacted. We should also note that by measuring the NC interaction we
cannot distinguish between neutrino flavors, while by measuring the CC interaction each
interaction can be distinguished.

1.1.2 Neutrino mass

As it was described previously the neutrinos are massless particles in the Standard Model.
However in 1998 the Super Kamiokande collaboration has shown [11] that the neutrinos
produced at the Earth’s atmosphere disappeared as function of the zenith angle, and in
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1.1. Neutrinos in the Standard Model

2001 the SNO collaboration has shown [12] that the neutrino flux from the Sun measured
using NC interactions with deuterium was compatible with the neutrino flux expected
from the Standard Solar Models, while the same neutrino flux measured using CC inter-
action with deuterium or electron scattering (which is composed of NC and CC interac-
tions with the electrons) was not compatible with the expected neutrino flux produced at
the Sun, as shown in figure 1.1. All these observations were however compatible between
themselves and with the expected neutrino flux from the Sun given by the Standard Solar
Model when we assume the neutrinos oscillate as proposed by [19].

Figure 1.1: Fluxes of 8B solar neutrinos for electron neutrinos (φe) and muon and
tau neutrinos (φµτ ) deduced from SNO and Super Kamiokande measurements of the CC
interaction (only sensitive to νe), of the NC interaction (sensitive to all ν flavours) and
of the ES, that is electron scattering (sensitive mostly to νe, but with some contribution
from the other neutrino flavours). In dashed lines is shown the Standard Solar Model
(SSM) prediction for the total neutrino flux. Figure extracted from [12].

As will be discussed on the section 1.2 in more details, the observation of neutrino
oscillation implies that the neutrino masses are not degenerate, thus cannot all be zero
as was assumed in the Standard Model. The neutrino oscillations allow only to measure
the difference between the square of neutrino masses, not their absolute value, as shown
in equation (1.5). For the moment we have only measured upper bounds for the neutrino
masses using different assumptions as will be discussed further on.

The observation that neutrinos are massive particles is the first evidence of physics
beyond the Standard Model. Even though there is a possible simple extension to the
Standard Model that give masses to the neutrinos using the same mechanism that was
used for the other particles (the Higgs mechanism) this solution requires the existence
of νR that we cannot observe, as discussed previously. In this case neutrinos are Dirac
particles.

Another way to introduce a mass Lagrangian to neutrinos is to extend the Stan-
dard Model by assuming the neutrino is a Majorana particle [20]. In this case we

7



Chapter 1. Physics background

can create a mass term without adding a right handed neutrino that has the form
LML

= −mL (νL (νL)
c + (νL)

c νL). It is also possible to add a right handed neutrino which
would also be related to another mass Lagrangian with the same format (by changing the
L fields to R fields in the previous expression), and in this case this right handed Majorana
mass Lagrangian could be added to the left handed Majorana mass Lagrangian and to
the Dirac Lagrangian to create a more general mass Lagrangian. It is however important
to notice that it has not yet been experimentally observed that neutrinos are Majorana
particles [14], because the principal measurements to observe the neutrino Majorana na-
ture, that is the search for neutrino-less double β decay, has only set upper limits to their
existence, as will be discussed in section 1.1.4.

1.1.3 Majorana particles and the seesaw mechanism

Majorana particles are particles which are their own anti-particles. In order for this to
be possible it is needed that these particles have null charge, therefore in the Standard
Model only neutrinos are candidates to be Majorana particles.

If the neutrinos are Majorana particles, that is if they are their own antiparticles,
there can no longer be conservation of the lepton number by interactions and therefore it
should be possible to observe processes violating the lepton number, such as a neutrino-
less double beta decay, where the two neutrinos that are usually produced by a double
beta decay annihilate during the interaction :

W−

W−

νe

νe

n

n

p

e−

e−

p

Furthermore, if the neutrinos are Majorana particles with also a Dirac mass term, it
is also possible to justify the smallness of the neutrinos masses in relation to the masses
of other fermions from the Standard Model using the seesaw mechanism4, in which the
neutrinos masses are m2

D

mR
and mR, where mD is the Dirac mass of the neutrinos and mR is

the Majorana mass of the right-handed neutrinos. In this context usually the Dirac mass
is assumed to be of the same order of magnitude as the mass of the other fermions, and the
Majorana mass mR could be as large as required to explain the observed neutrino mass5.
One could argue that in this case the problem of the smallness of neutrino masses was only
transfered to the bigness of mR compared to the other masses, however since the process
that engenders the other fermion masses is the Higgs mechanism it corresponds only to
the mD mass and has no relation whatsoever with the mR mass specific to neutrinos.

4To have the seesaw mechanism it is required that mD ≪ mR and mL = 0, mL is the Majorana mass
of the left-handed neutrinos. More precisely these are the required conditions for type I seesaw. In the
case of type II seesaw the mL = 0 constraint is softened to mL ≪ mD and the expression of the neutrinos
masses is slightly changed from the given ones.

5Usually the Majorana mass mR is assumed to be at the Grand Unification Theory scale.
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1.1. Neutrinos in the Standard Model

Figure 1.2: β-decay spectra of the electron. The right figure is a zoom-in of the end of
the left figure in order to show explicitly the effect of the neutrino mass at the end point
of the spectrum (E0). Figure extracted from http://www.katrin.kit.edu/.

Finally we should note that the Dirac or Majorana characteristic of the neutrinos do
not change the flavour oscillation probabilities, therefore it will not be further discussed
in the section 1.2.

1.1.4 Measurement and estimation of neutrino masses

There are actually several different methods to determine the neutrino masses using dif-
ferent data sets and assumptions, such as :

• measure of the end point of the beta spectrum;

• measure of the time of flight of neutrinos from a supernovae;

• observation of the cosmological formation of structures;

• measure of the neutrino-less double beta decay.

Measure of the end point of the beta spectrum

This method is based on the fact that in a three body decay the maximum energy each
particle can have is smaller than the total energy released subtracted to the mass energy
of each of the particles. Therefore if the electron spectrum from a beta decay is precisely
measured it is possible to measure the neutrino mass as the difference between the end
point of this spectrum and the energy difference between the two different nuclei, given
that we know well the mass of the other particles involved in the beta decay, as shown in
figure 1.2.

The current best results for the measurement of the νe mass were obtained from tritium
decay by the experiments Mainz and Troisk which lead to a superior limit on the neutrino
electron mass of 2 eV/c2 at 95% confidence level [14, 21, 22].

9
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Chapter 1. Physics background

There is also an ongoing experiment, KATRIN, which intends to measure the neutrino
electron mass with this method using tritium beta decay. The expected sensitivity for
this experiment is 0.2 eV/c2 at 90% confidence level [23].

Measure of the time of flight of neutrinos from a supernovae

By measuring the time a neutrino generated from a supernovae takes to arrive to Earth,
the distance from the supernovae and it’s energy it is possible to measure the neutrino
mass. Using the 1987A supernovae it was determined that the neutrino electron mass is
lower than 5.7-5.8 eV/c2 at 95% confidence level [24, 25].

Observation of the cosmological formation of structures

In the current models that explain the formation of our universe the neutrino mass is
one of the parameters that need to be implemented. From simulations of these models
it is possible to evaluate the type of structure formation would be observed for different
neutrino masses. These estimations depend strongly in the models used for the simula-
tions, and therefore do not provide a robust estimative for the neutrino masses. From the
observation of formation of structures and other cosmological observations it is possible to
obtain an upper limit for the neutrino masses of 0.44 eV/c2 [26] using 7 years of WMAP
CMB data, halo power spectrum (HPS) and the Hubble constant (HST). The best limit
quoted in [14] for the sum of neutrino masses is 0.17 eV/c2 [27] obtained using 3 years
of WMAP CMB data, large scale structure (LSS), Lyman-alpha forest power spectrum
(Ly-α) and Supernovae type 1a (SN1a) data.

Measure of the neutrino-less double beta decay

As was discussed previously, if the neutrinos are Majorana particles we can observe a
neutrino-less double beta decay. The branching ratio of this decay depends on the mass
of the neutrinos. It is this possible to measure in this case the effective weighted sum
of Majorana neutrino mass < mν >= |

∑
U2
1jmνj | with the measure of the neutrino-less

double beta decay branching ratio. As we have not yet observed this signature we can
only obtain a superior limit to the case the neutrino is a Majorana particle. The limits
are given as function of the isotope used for the measurement and are usually in the order
of the eV/c2, with limits that can be as low as 0.26-1.1 eV/c2 90% CL, which was quoted
by the KamLAND-Zen collaboration for 136Xe [28]. The mass range given reflects spread
of nuclear matrix elements considered in the given work. The current best limits for each
studied isotope, as reported by [14] is shown in figure 1.3.

The Heilderberg-Moscow collaboration has claimed a measurement of neutrino-less
double beta decay with 6σ significance level, leading to a neutrino effective Majorana mass
of about 0.32±0.03 eV/c2 (however the uncertainty quoted here does not take into account
uncertainties due to nuclear matrix elements) [37]. This claim is not widely accepted by
the physics community and was not verified by other independent measurements [14].

Currently several experiments are running, such as KamLAND-Zen (136Xe), EXO
(136Xe), CUORE 0 (130Te, upgrade from CUORICINO); and several others are under
construction and R&D, such as SuperNEMO (upgrade from NEMO 3), CUORE (contin-
uation of upgrade from CUORE 0), GERDA and Majorana (that use Ge as isotopes to
directly confirm or refute the Heilderberg-Moscow claim).
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Figure 1.3: Upper limit of < mν > given for different isotopes. Above each limit is
shown which collaboration or technique was used for this measurement. The results shown
here were obtained by IGEX [29], NEMO 3 [30–32], CUORICINO [33] and KamLAND-
Zen [28] collaborations or using CaF2 scintillators [34], 116CdWO4 scintillators [35] and a
geochemical method [36].

Current limits obtained from different searches

The current best knowledge of the neutrino masses is summarized on table 1.2 and on
figure 1.4 where is also shown the constraints on each neutrino mass from the known
oscillation parameters. The best limit currently accepted for the neutrino masses come
from the measure of the end point of tritium spectrum and is of 2 eV/c2 [14].

The more precise estimations given by the cosmological limits are currently not quoted
as the best limits on neutrinos masses since it is not yet clear how much these estimations
are dependent on the used models [14]. Likewise the estimations of neutrino masses from
neutrino-less double beta decay measurements is not quoted as the current limits for the
neutrino mass given that for this limit to be valid it is required that the neutrino is a
Majorana particle, which was not yet measured to be the case.

Table 1.2: Best limits on the neutrino mass from several different searches

measured mass actual limit (eV/c2)
end point of beta spectrum mνe <2 (95% CL)
time of flight of neutrinos from supernovae mνe <5.8 (95% CL)
cosmological formation of structures

∑

imνi <0.17,0.44 (95% CL)
neutrino-less double beta decay < mν > <0.26-1.1 (90% CL)
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Figure 1.4: Mass of neutrinos in function of the mass of the lightest neutrino for
normal (top) and inverted (bottom) hierarchy. It is also shown in the total sum of the
three neutrino masses, the νe mass and the effective Majorana mass (< mν >). The
line width represents the ±1σ region obtained from current knowledge of the oscillation
parameters given in table 1.3 for all calculated masses, expect for the effective Majorana
mass where we only consider the differences coming from the phase space produced from
the unknown Majorana phases. We should note that in normal hierarchy mνe and mν2

are quasi-degenerates and in inverted hierarchy mνe , mν1 and mν2 are quasi-degenerates,
therefore they are not clearly visible in the figure. The current limits on the neutrino
mass shown in table 1.2 are also shown in the same color as the mass they constrain.
These limits are given for 95% CL when not stated otherwise. In the case of < mν > we
show the worst value of the current limit given in table 1.2 given that the given range
correspond to uncertainties in the knowledge of nuclear matrix elements.
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1.2. Neutrinos oscillations

1.2 Neutrinos oscillations

In 1957 B. Pontecorvo proposed that neutrinos could oscillate between ν ↔ ν [38]. A
few years later, in 1962, it was observed the existence of two kinds of neutrinos [39]
and in the same year Z. Maki, M. Nakagawa and S. Sakata proposed neutrino flavour
oscillation [19], a bit earlier than the publication of [39]. Even though the neutrino flavour
oscillation formalized in reference [19] was described using as base a different model for
the composition of matter than the currently accepted Standard Model, the basis for
neutrino mixing and oscillation are the same with both models.

As will be explained neutrino oscillation can only happen if the neutrinos are massive
particles, with mass eigenstates different from flavour eigenstates. In this case neutrinos
are produced via weak interaction in a flavour eigenstate, a linear composition of the
different mass eigenstates. These states are propagated separately and, after some time,
measured through weak interaction in a different flavour eigenstate. In this section this
property will be studied.

1.2.1 Eigenstates

For each generation in the Standard Model we have different neutrino mass eigenstates
defined as |νi〉 = {|ν1〉 , |ν2〉 , |ν3〉}.

Likewise we define the neutrino flavour eigenstates from which of the charged leptons
interact with the neutrinos through charged current : |να〉 = {|νe〉 , |νµ〉 , |ντ 〉}. Each of
these states is a different linear composition of the |νi〉 eigenstates. We can thus write :

|να〉 =
∑

i

U∗
αi |νi〉 (1.2)

where U is an unitary matrix (UU † = 1).
This matrix, which is defined from the transformation between neutrino flavour and

mass states, is called Pontecorvo-Maki-Nakagawa-Sakata (PMNS) matrix6.

1.2.2 Oscillation probability in the vacuum

If not mentioned otherwise we will consider neutrino oscillations in the vacuum where
there is no interaction probability with matter during propagation. We will later discuss
the validity of this approximation for T2K.

If at given time (t = 0) a neutrino with flavour |να〉 is produced, we obtain at time t
the new |να, t〉 is given by :

|να, t〉 =
∑

j

U∗
αje

−iEjt |νj〉 (1.3)

The probability that we measure after t a neutrino with flavour |νβ〉 is given by :

P (να → νβ, t) = ||〈νβ|να, t〉||2 =
∑

j,k

UβjU
∗
αjU

∗
βkUαke

−i(Ej−Ek)t (1.4)

6The PMNS matrix is named after the first physicists that have proposed neutrino oscillation. Given
that some physicists do not consider B. Pontecorvo as one of the parents of neutrino oscillations the
PMNS matrix is also called MNS matrix. The PMNS matrix is also referred to as lepton mixing matrix
or neutrino mixing matrix given its function.
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Chapter 1. Physics background

We can note here that for t = 0 :

P (να → νβ, 0) =
∑

j,k

UβjU
∗
αjU

∗
βkUαk = (UU †)βα(UU

†)αβ = δαβ

that is as we would have expected.

As Ei =
√

m2
i + p2 ≈ p + 1

2

m2
i

p
where mi is the mass of the |νi〉 and p its momentum

for p≫ mi and t ∼= L we obtain that

(Ej − Ek)t ≈ (m2
j −m2

k)
L

2p
= ∆m2

jk

L

2p

⇒ P (να → νβ) =
∑

j,k

UβjU
∗
αjU

∗
βkUαke

−i∆m2
jk

L
2p (1.5)

This relation shows that with same degenerate mass eigenstates there would be no
neutrino oscillations as ∆m2

jk = 0, thus all neutrino masses cannot be 0 as assumed in
the Standard Model.

If we consider the case of anti-neutrinos rather than neutrinos we obtain in the same
way

P (να → νβ) =
∑

j,k

U∗
βjUαjUβkU

∗
αke

−i∆m2
jk

L
2p (1.6)

If the CP symmetry is conserved we should have P (να → νβ, t) = P (να → νβ, t), true
if U is a real matrix.

2-flavour case

In this case the matrix U can be written generically as a 2× 2 rotation matrix :

U =

(
cos θ sin θ
− sin θ cos θ

)

where θ is the mixing angle between the two flavours. Using the explicit formula for U
in (1.5) we can easily calculate the oscillation probability as

P (να → νβ) =
sin2 2θ

2

(

1− cos∆m2
jk

L

2p

)

(α 6= β) (1.7)

P (να → να) = 1− sin2 2θ

2

(

1− cos∆m2
jk

L

2p

)

(1.8)

Note that we cannot in this case add a CP violating phase in the 2-flavour U matrix :
if we considered a complex U matrix with the required properties (see A.3) :

U =

(
cos θ sin θe−iδ

− sin θeiδ cos θ

)

the oscillation probability would not depend on δ as ∀α, β, j, k the UβjU∗
αjU

∗
βkUαk do not

depend on δ, thus we cannot have CP violation in neutrino oscillations.
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1.2. Neutrinos oscillations

3-flavour case

In this case we can write generically a rotation matrix U as the product of 3 rotations
matrix :

U =





1 0 0
0 c23 s23
0 −s23 c23



×





c13 0 s13e
−iδ

0 1 0
−s13eiδ 0 c13



×





c12 s12 0
−s12 c12 0
0 0 1





=





c12c13 s12c13 s13e
−iδ

−s12c23 − c12s23s13e
iδ c12c23 − s12s23s13e

iδ s23c13
s12s23 − c12c23s13e

iδ −c12s23 − s12c23s13e
iδ c23c13





where cij = cos θij and sij = sin θij, with θij mixing angles and δ is a CP violating phase.
We should note that if we had written each rotation matrix with a complex phase the

obtained oscillation probability would have the same expression as the result obtained
with the given U matrix with only one complex phase. This is demonstrated in the
appendix A.4.

As was briefly discussed previously in the 2-flavour section we use a complex rotation
matrix in order to be able to violate the CP symmetry. A very weak CP violation has
already been observed in the quark sector. Furthermore, we expect there is CP violation in
the universe because currently we observe the universe to be composed mainly of matter,
while in the absence of CP violation we would expect to observe the same quantity of
matter and antimatter. In order to violate the CP symmetry in the lepton sector it is
necessary that all 3 θij angles be different from 0.

We can then use the U matrix to calculate the oscillation probability between any two
given neutrino types as previously. The results from this calculation have a complicated
expression7, thus we usually use a 2-flavour approximation to calculate these probabilities
as will be discussed further on.

In the 3-flavour oscillation probability there are 6 free parameters :

• 3 mixing angles : θ12, θ23 and θ13;

• 2 squared mass differences8 : ∆m2
21 and ∆m2

32;

• 1 CP violation phase : δ (or δCP ).

Even though the full expression of the oscillation probability in the 3-flavour case
cannot be easily written, given the current knowledge of the oscillation parameters, it
is composed by a long oscillation (defined by the ∆m2

21 term) and shorter oscillations
(defined by the ∆m2

32 ≈ ∆m2
31) that will be superposed to one another as shown in

figure 1.5 for P (νµ → νX) in function of L/E. In this figure we assume the value of the
oscillations parameters to be the currently best measured values for the 3 mixing angles
and 2 squared mass differences assuming normal hierarchy and δCP = 0◦.

The effect of different δCP phase on P (νµ → νe) is shown in figure 1.6 for four different
δCP values. For the typical T2K L/E of about 500 km/GeV (see chapter 2) it is possible
to distinguish well the δCP = 90◦ (lowest oscillation probability), δCP = 270◦ (highest
oscillation probability) and δCP = 0◦, however it is much harder to distinguish between
δCP = 0◦ and δCP = 180◦ which have similar oscillation probability, though with slightly
different position for the maximum L/E.

7The full 3-flavour calculation is developed in the appendix A.5 for the U matrix given previously.
8Note that the third squared mass difference can be written in function of the other two squared mass

differences as ∆m2
31 = ∆m2

32 +∆m2
21.
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Figure 1.5: Oscillation probability of νµ → νe (blue), νµ → νµ (red) and νµ → ντ (green)
as function of L/E. In the top plot the full effect of the 3-flavour oscillation is shown, where
we can clearly distinguish two oscillation frequencies related to ∆m2

21 (slow oscillation)
and ∆m2

32 (fast oscillation). In the bottom plot the L/E region is zoomed in near the
first oscillation peak. Oscillation probabilities were calculated using Prob3++ [40] with
sin2(2θ12) = 0.861, sin2(2θ13) = 0.092, sin2(2θ23) = 1, ∆m2

21 = 7.59 · 10−5 eV2/c4 ,
∆m2

32 = 2.43 · 10−3 eV2/c4 (normal hierarchy) and δCP = 0. In the figure are also shown
to which oscillation periods each ∆m2 corresponds, as well as to which amplitudes each
θ corresponds. The T2K experiment has L/E between about 300 and 600 km/GeV, with
maximum at about 500 km/GeV, as will be presented in chapter 2.
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Figure 1.6: Oscillation probability of νµ → νe as function of L/E assuming δCP = 0◦

(blue), δCP = 90◦ (green), δCP = 180◦ (red) and δCP = 270◦ (magenta). Oscillation
probabilities were calculated using Prob3++ [40] with sin2(2θ12) = 0.861, sin2(2θ13) =
0.092, sin2(2θ23) = 1, ∆m2

21 = 7.59 · 10−5 eV2/c4 and ∆m2
32 = 2.43 · 10−3 eV2/c4 (normal

hierarchy). The T2K experiment has L/E between about 300 and 600 km/GeV, with
maximum at about 500 km/GeV, as will be presented in chapter 2.
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Validity of 2-flavour approximation of 3-flavour case

The 2-flavour approximation for the 3-flavour oscillation can be used when the two ∆m2
jk

have large differences. In this case this approximation can be used when ei∆m
2L/2p ≈ 1,

∆m2 being the smallest mass difference.
Let’s suppose that |∆m2

21| ≪ |∆m2
32|. We have then that |∆m2| := |∆m2

32| ≈ |∆m2
31|.

As it is shown at the appendix A.6 the oscillation probability in the considered case is :






P (να → να) = 1− 4|Uα3|2 (1− |Uα3|2) sin2
(
c3

4~
∆m2 L

E

)

P (να → νβ) = 4|Uα3Uβ3|2 sin2
(
c3

4~
∆m2 L

E

)

As these oscillation probabilities depend only on |Uα3| they do not depend on the value
of θ12. This occurs since in the condition this approximation is valid |ν1〉 and |ν2〉 are two
degenerate mass states, which means that we can choose a |ν1〉 and |ν2〉 with any given
θ12 angle without changing our result.

We should note that using this approximation it is not possible to measure the CP
violation phase as |Uα3| do not depend on δCP . Therefore this approximation will not be
used in the oscillation analysis performed in this thesis, using the full 3-flavour oscillation
probability instead.

This same formalism can be used also to study neutrino oscillations when θ13 is small
at long distances [14]. In this case the oscillation from the ∆m2

32 is rapid and will average
to zero as our detector has a finite resolution. This approximation allows us to study
directly ∆m2

21 and θ12 directly, as shown in the top part of the figure 1.5.

Sterile neutrinos

Even though we know from the LEP’s measurement of the Z0 width [9] that there are
only 3 light neutrino9 flavours coupling to the Z boson, as shown in figure 1.7. We could,
on the other hand, suppose that there are more than 3 neutrinos and that the additional
neutrinos simply do not interact with the Z boson, therefore do not change the Z width.
The supplementary neutrinos that we can introduce in this way are called sterile neutrinos,
given that they do not have an ordinary weak interaction except those induced by mixing
with other neutrinos [41].

The existence of sterile neutrinos requires that there are more than 3 neutrino mass
eigenstates νi, which means that the PMNS matrix has a dimension higher than 3 and
therefore a part of the usual neutrinos would be from another |νi〉 with i > 3. The effect
of this change in the PMNS matrix is that the oscillation probabilities, in this case, have
no longer the given formula and we should be able to observe a different ν disappearance
or ν appearance rate than what would be expected by the 3-dimensional PMNS matrix.
Another implication of having sterile neutrinos is that the 3 × 3 PMNS matrix usually
considered no longer needs to be unitary because it would be in fact part of a larger
PMNS matrix.

For the moment there is no conclusive evidence of the existence of sterile neutrinos,
even though there are hints at a 3 σ level from experiments such as LSND [42] and
MiniBooNE [43], or from the reactor anomaly [44]. There are, on the other hand, other
measurements that do not favour the existence of sterile neutrinos, such as Karmen [45]
where it puts restrictions to the phase space allowed by LSND as shown in figure 1.8, or

9Here light neutrinos refer to neutrinos lighter than mZ/2 ≈ 45 GeV/c2.
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1.2. Neutrinos oscillations

that are even in some tension with the mentioned hints in the case of the simplest scenario
for sterile neutrinos [41].

Given that at present there is no conclusive evidence of sterile neutrinos, we will
consider in this thesis that they do not exist and will describe neutrino oscillation using
only 3 ν flavours.

1.2.3 Neutrino propagation through matter

In the previous section we have discussed how the neutrino oscillates when it propagates in
the vacuum. However, usually the neutrino will propagate through matter before arriving
at the detection point, typically it will travel through the Earth’s crust or mantle, or leave
the Sun core.

As was previously explained neutrinos can interact either via neutral current or via
charged current. The effect of matter in the neutrino oscillation is engendered by the
coherent forward scattering of neutrinos in matter that is given by the following Feynman
diagrams :

Z

p, n, e

νl

p, n, e

νl

W

e

νe

νe

e

We should note that the NC scatterings do not distinguish between neutrinos flavours,
therefore it will not change the oscillation probability. However the CC scattering happens
only for electron neutrinos since matter is mainly composed by protons, neutrons and elec-
trons. No µ and τ are naturally present to allow CC scattering for νµ and ντ , respectively.
This effect is called the Mikheyev–Smirnov–Wolfenstein (MSW) effect [46, 47].

The MSW effect changes the oscillation probability increasing the ν effective mass
in matter by adding a potential of

√
2GF (Neδαe +

Nn

2
) for ultrarelativistic left-handed

neutrinos, where GF is the Fermi constant, Ne the electron density of the medium, Nn

the neutron density of the medium and δαe is 1 for νe and 0 for νµ and ντ [48]. It should
also be noted that in addition to changing the effective mass the angular decomposition
of the PMNS matrix in θ12, θ13 and θ23 is also changed by this potential.

In figure 1.9 is shown how the νµ → νe oscillation probabilities change due to the MSW
effect for matter with uniform density of 2.6 g/cm3 and 3.2 g/cm3, values that correspond
the Earth’s crust mean density of the T2K baseline and the Earth’s mantle density [49],
respectively. As shown there is no strong MSW change in the shape of the νe appearance
probability for L/E of about 500 km/GeV which corresponds to the typical value of L/E
of T2K. For the oscillation analysis presented in chapter 5 we will assume that neutrinos
propagate through the Earth’s crust with constant density of 2.6 g/cm3.

The MSW effect is essential to explain the oscillation of the neutrinos produced in
the Sun and to measure the sign of ∆m2

21. In effect, the large oscillation from νe to
other neutrino flavours in the Sun cannot be explained simply by the vacuum oscillation
of neutrinos and to explain such oscillation rate it is needed to consider the case of
the MSW effect being applied to neutrinos being propagated through a medium with
decreasing electron density10. In this case, there a critical value for the electron density

10It is also required that the electron density at the production point be higher than the electron density
at the “resonance” point, which is the case in the Sun.
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Chapter 1. Physics background

Figure 1.7: Measurement of the hadron production cross-section around the Z resonance
at the LEP. The curves indicate the predicted cross-section for 2ν, 3ν and 4ν species
interacting with the Z boson, assuming Standard Model couplings and having a negligible
mass. Figure extracted from [9].

Figure 1.8: (∆m2, sin2 2θ) phase space allowed from fit to LSND data (blue). Here are
also shown exclusion limits at 90% CL from KARMEN 2 (red) and Bugey 4 (green) data.
Figure extracted from [41].
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Figure 1.9: Oscillation probability of νµ → νe as function of L/E for mean matter
densities during neutrino propagation corresponding to vacuum (blue), the crust of the
Earth (red) and mantle of the Earth (green). Oscillation probabilities were calculated
using Prob3++ [40] with sin2(2θ12) = 0.861, sin2(2θ13) = 0.092, sin2(2θ23) = 1, ∆m2

21 =
7.59 · 10−5 eV2/c4, ∆m2

32 = 2.43 · 10−3 eV2/c4 (normal hierarchy) and δCP = 0 calculated
for νµ at L=295 km. The T2K experiment has L/E between about 300 and 600 km/GeV,
with maximum at about 500 km/GeV, as will be presented in chapter 2.
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at which the flavour content of the neutrino “jump” to another state. This critical point is
called “resonance condition” and then it is possible to have large flavour oscillation rates.
This “resonance condition” can only happen if ∆m2

21 > 0. Since such “jump” is required
to explain the amount of νe measured at Earth in relation to the amount of νe produced
at the Sun it was determined that ∆m2

21 is positive [14].
It would be possible to measure the sign of ∆m2

32 using the MSW effect in the same way,
using another neutrino source, however we have not yet achieved the required precision
to perform such measurement.

1.2.4 Usual decomposition of the PMNS matrix and currently
known values and experiments

The PMNS matrix presented earlier is usually decomposed with the parts depending on
each of the θjk angles separately. Historically θ12 and ∆m2

21 were called θ⊙ and ∆m2
⊙,

respectively, because their values was measured via the neutrino oscillation observed for
solar neutrinos, therefore the part of the PMNS matrix depending on the θ12 parameter
was called “solar sector”. Also, historically θ23 and ∆m2

32 were called11 θatm and ∆m2
atm,

respectively, because their values was measured via neutrino oscillation observed for neu-
trinos produced in the Earth’s atmosphere, and therefore the part of the PMNS matrix
depending on the θ23 parameter was called “atmospheric sector”. Finally, since the first ex-
periences to measure and set limits on the θ13 parameter were reactor-based experiments
this remaining sector was called “reactor sector”.

PMNS matrix : U =





1 0 0
0 c23 s23
0 −s23 c23





︸ ︷︷ ︸

“atmospheric sector”

×





c13 0 s13e
−iδ

0 1 0
−s13eiδ 0 c13





︸ ︷︷ ︸

“reactor sector”

×





c12 s12 0
−s12 c12 0
0 0 1





︸ ︷︷ ︸

“solar sector”

Even though historically each sector was named after the first neutrino source that was
used to study them, it is usual to study each sector with more than one source. Typically
there are and have been experiences using a neutrino beams produced in an accelerator
complex, such as the T2K beam that will be described in section 2.3, that were used to
verify the measurement with “natural” neutrinos and for example improve the measured
precision of the parameter ∆m2

32.
In the following subsections we will describe the current best knowledge of the mea-

surement of each of the parameters of the neutrino oscillation matrix as it is quoted in
the PDG [14] for ∆m2

21, ∆m
2
32, θ12 and θ23. For the θ13 parameter we will describe the

Daya-Bay measurement which was not yet included in the PDG12.

Measure of ∆m2
21 and θ12

As mentioned previously the ∆m2
21 and θ12 parameters were measured first via neutrino os-

cillations from the Sun. Several experiences have contributed to the current measurement

11In this context the ∆m2 parameter is given for a 2-flavour oscillation probability, therefore the
difference between ∆m2

32 and ∆m2
31 is neglected.

12The 2012 version of the PDG already contains the measured value of θ13 obtained by combining the
results from reactor experiments Daya-Bay, Reno and Double-Chooz. However, the 2012 PDG was not
available at the moment the oscillation analysis in chapter 5 was performed.
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1.2. Neutrinos oscillations

given their different energy thresholds and resolutions which were therefore sensitive to
different reactions producing neutrinos that take place in the Sun, as shown in figure 1.10,
yielding results that were at first deemed incompatible with the Standard Solar Model,
as shown in figure 1.11, which resulted in the discovery of the neutrino oscillation with
solar neutrinos by SNO, which as already mentioned in the beginning of this section.

Figure 1.10: Neutrino solar flux in function the reaction that generated it. Neu-
trino fluxes are given in units of cm−2s−1MeV−1 for continuous spectra and cm−2s−1 for
line spectra. Typically the energy threshold of Super Kamiokande and SNO is of a few
MeV (in [50] the threshold in SNO is lowered to 3.5 MeV); of Gallium experiments is
of 0.233 MeV and of Chlorine experiments if of 0.814 MeV [14]. Figure extracted from
http://www.sns.ias.edu/~jnb/ based on [51].

In addition to solar neutrino measurements these parameters were also measured by
the disappearance of νe produced in reactors in Japan located in average about 180 km of
the detector where it is possible to observe more clearly the dependency of the oscillation
probability to L/E by KamLAND [52], as shown in figure 1.12.

The article [50] presents a new analysis done using SNO data, for global results for
∆m2

21 and θ12 by taking into account several measurements of solar neutrino oscillations
and results from KamLAND. The result of this analysis is shown in figure 1.13. It is
useful to note in this figure that the result from KamLAND is used mainly to determine
the value of ∆m2

21, while the global fit of solar data is used mainly to determine the value
of tan2 θ12.

The values of ∆m2
21 and tan2 θ12 quoted by [50] are (7.59 ± 0.21)10−5 eV2/c4 and

0.468+0.042
−0.033, respectively, giving θ12 = (34.1+1.2

−0.8)
◦. Furthermore from figure 1.13 it is shown

that these measurements are not correlated to each other.

Measure of ∆m2
32 and θ23

As mentioned previously, the ∆m2
32 and θ23 parameters were measured first via neutrino

oscillations from neutrinos produced at Earth’s atmosphere in function of the zenith angle,
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Chapter 1. Physics background

Figure 1.11: Neutrino solar flux measured by several different experiments in compar-
ison with the expected flux from the Standard Solar Model. Currently the differences
between the measurements and the Standard Solar Model is explained via neutrino oscil-
lations. Figure extracted from http://www.sns.ias.edu/~jnb/.
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Figure 1.12: Survival probability of νe emitted by nuclear power plants in Japan in
function of the L0/E (L0 = 180 km) for KamLAND. The best fit for 2 and 3 neutrino
oscillation fits is also shown. Figure extracted from [52].
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Figure 1.13: Solar and KamLAND oscillation parameter analysis for a three-flavor
oscillation hypothesis. The solar data include SNO’s LETA survival probability day/night
curves, SNO Phase III integral rates, Cl, SAGE, Gallex/GNO, Borexino, SK-I zenith
and SK-II day/night spectra. The χ2 was minimized with respect to all undisplayed
parameters. Figure extracted from reference [50].

which represents the distance the neutrino had to travel between its production point at
the Earth’s atmosphere and the detection point. In figure 1.14 are shown the number of
neutrino events measured in function of the zenith angle for νe and νµ of different energies.

In addition to those measurements of atmospheric neutrinos these parameters were
also measured by the disappearance of νµ from a νµ beam produced in accelerators.

The current limit for sin2(2θ23) is sin2(2θ23) > 0.92 with 90% confidence level, given in
reference [53], as shown in figure 1.15. In this reference Super Kamiokande measured the
atmospheric νµ and νe flux in function of the distance between the detector and the produc-
tion point at Earth’s atmosphere. This measurement corresponds to 36.8◦ < θ23 < 53.2◦

at 90% confidence level.
The current limit for |∆m2

32| is (2.43 ± 0.13)10−3 eV2/c4, given in reference [54], as
shown in figure 1.16. In this reference MINOS measured the disappearance of νµ in a
neutrino beam produced at Fermilab.

Measure of θ13

For a long period, an upper limit for the value of θ13 was only available. Until recently the
best upper limit had been measured by the CHOOZ experiment [55] in which νe produced
at a nuclear power plant were measured at a detector situated at roughly 1 km of the
nuclear reactors.

The new generation of experiments built to measure θ13 are composed mainly of two
kinds. The first kind intended to measure disappearance of νe from the νe produced in
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Figure 1.14: Zenith angle distribution of fully contained 1-ring e-like and µ-like events
with visible energy below or above 1.33 GeV, corresponding to the Sub-GeV and Multi-
GeV samples. For the “Multi-GeV µ-like events” distribution were also include partially
contained (PC) events. The dashed curves show non-oscillated expected flux and solid
curves show the best fit for νµ ↔ ντ oscillation. Figure extracted from reference [14],
provided by the Super Kamiokande Collaboration.
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reactors, such as Double-CHOOZ, RENO and Daya-Bay [56]. The second kind intended
to measure the appearance of νe from a νµ beam produced in an accelerator complex,
such as T2K and Nova. These two techniques are complementary because the first kind
of experience uses ν and is only sensitive to θ13 while the second kind of experience can
use both ν and ν and is sensitive to θ13 and δCP .

In July 2011 the T2K Collaboration published for the first time a result for sin2(2θ13)
that was about 2.5 σ from 0 [13], that is a strong indication of non zero θ13. In Decem-
ber the Double-Chooz Collaboration published their first results [57] which increases the
difference between the value of sin2(2θ13) and 0 to about 3 σ, in combination with results
from T2K and MINOS. By April 2012 a measurement of sin2(2θ13) = 0.092±0.016(stat)±
0.005(syst) was performed by Daya-Bay Collaboration [58], as shown in figure 1.17, verify-
ing that θ13 6= 0 at more than 5 σ level. This corresponds to θ13 = (8.8± 0.8)◦. After this
result was published it was sequentially followed by an independent measurement of the
same angle by the RENO collaboration of sin2(2θ13) = 0.113±0.013(stat)±0.019(syst) [59]
which is compatible with the quoted result from Daya-Bay.

Figure 1.17: Measured prompt energy spectrum in the Far hall compared to extrapola-
tion of the Near halls detected flux assuming no oscillation (top) and their ratio (bottom).
If there were no oscillation the Far/Near ratio should always be 1 (dashed line in the bot-
tom plot). The red line shows the best νe disappearance fit. Only statistical errors are
shown. Figure extracted from [58].

For the moment we will quote use only the Daya-Bay result since it is the one with
smallest uncertainty and we would like to avoid evaluating whether there are correlations
between both experiments.
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Summary of the current best knowledge of the oscillation parameters and
assumptions for their use in oscillation analysis described in chapter 5

In the reference [50] the θ12 angle is quoted as a value of tan2 θ12, for the oscillation
analysis it is more useful to have the value of sin2(2θ12). Since the PDG quotes the value
of reference [50] as sin2(2θ12) = 0.861+0.026

−0.022 these is the value we will be using later on.
For the moment we have only a lower bound measured for sin2(2θ23), it is useful for

the oscillation analysis to quote the current knowledge as sin2(2θ23) = 1.000+0.000
−0.045, where

we explicitly show the current knowledge for this value, that is : best fit of θ23 is 45◦; the
68% lower limit sin2(2θ23) given the |∆m2

32| from reference [54] is for sin2(2θ23) = 0.955
as shown in figure 1.15; and the upper limit for sin2(2θ23) is 1 because the sin2 function
is bound between 0 and 1.

In the reference [58] the uncertainty for sin2(2θ13) was quoted with systematical and
statistical errors separated. For the purpose of the oscillation analysis, and to summarise
better the current knowledge of the mixing angles, it is useful to combine both errors to
obtain one global error. This was done by adding both errors in quadrature as they are
independent errors, therefore sin2(2θ13) = 0.092± 0.017.

Finally, we will assume that there is no correlation between any of these five quantities
because each of these quantities was determined by a different experience and are quoted
separately.

In table 1.3 are summarized all values given previously in the form they will be used
for the oscillation analysis.

Table 1.3: Summary of current best knowledge of the neutrino oscillation parameters
that will be used to perform an oscillation analysis using T2K data in chapter 5

sin2(2θ12) = 0.861+0.026
−0.022

sin2(2θ23) = 1.000+0.000
−0.045

sin2(2θ13) = 0.092± 0.017
∆m2

21 = (7.59± 0.21)10−5 eV2/c4

|∆m2
32| = (2.43± 0.13)10−3 eV2/c4

Finally, we should note that in the Neutrino 2012 conference updates for the values of
these parameters were reported by several collaborations, however such updates will not
be quoted here because they have not been used for the oscillation analysis presented in
chapter 5 and they change the current the results shown in table 1.3 only slightly.
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T2K experiment
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2.1 Motivations

The T2K experiment was designed to achieve three different, though complementary,
objectives :

1. Measure θ13

2. Improve measurement of “atmospheric sector”

3. First study of δCP once θ13 is measured

We should note that in the moment the T2K experiment was designed, only an upper
limit to the value of θ13 was measured. At the same period where T2K was designed and
built other projects, such as Double-Chooz, Reno, Daya-Bay and Noνa were also being
prepared. T2K was the first of these experiments to start data taking, however because
of differences on the technique used to measure θ13 it was Daya-Bay which achieved the
first measurement that has shown this angle to be not zero. By June 2011 the value of θ13
measured by T2K already excluded the zero value with more than 90% confidence level
as was reported in [13] using all the data taken until the “2011 Tōhoku earthquake” that
has forced T2K to temporally stop data taking for about one year.
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Even though currently the value of θ13 has been measured with the disappearance of
νe produced from nuclear reactors, it will still be an important verification to measure
this angle using neutrinos instead of anti-neutrinos and using a different technique, that
is appearance of νe from a νµ beam.

The T2K collaboration has also published a measurement of θ23 and |∆m2
32| using all

the data taken until the “2011 Tōhoku earthquake” as was reported in [60]. For this result,
instead of the apparition of νe from the νµ beam, the νµ survival probability between the
production and detection points was measured. It should be noted that even though in
this article there is no improvement of the currently known values of θ23 and |∆m2

32| it
shows the potential of T2K to measure parameters in the atmospheric sector of the mixing
matrix.

The goal for T2K given in its letter of intent [61], for systematic errors within 10%:

• sensitivity for sin2 2θ13 = 0.006 with 90% confidence level

• uncertainty for sin2 2θ23 < 0.01

• uncertainty for |∆m2
32| < 10−4 eV2/c4

By comparing these values with the current knowledge of these parameters it is shown
that T2K should be able to reduce the measured uncertainty of the sin2 2θ23 angle by
a factor 5, with at the same time a measure of |∆m2

32| with the same precision of the
currently achieved result.

Finally, even though T2K did not expect to measure the δCP phase at the early stage
of the experiment, the large value of θ13 measured very recently means that it will be
possible to start using T2K data to study this phase.

2.2 Overview

T2K is a long-baseline neutrino experiment built to study neutrino oscillations near the
first maxima of the oscillations due to the squared mass difference ∆m2

32. In T2K, neutri-
nos are produced by the accelerator complex J-PARC (situated at Tokai, Japan), mostly
in the νµ flavour. In order to understand the neutrino flux produced at J-PARC there are
several neutrino detectors placed about 280 meters from the target. T2K will measure
the neutrino flux produced by J-PARC at the Super Kamiokande detector (situated at
Mozumi) situated 295 kilometers from J-PARC and compare with the expected neutrino
flux given the constraints in the neutrino flux from the measurements done at J-PARC.
A scheme of the T2K experiment and its detectors is shown in figure 2.1.

In the following sections we will present in more details the accelerator used to produce
the neutrino beam (section 2.3), the detectors placed at about 280 meters also called Near
Detectors (section 2.4) and the Super Kamiokande detector (section 2.5). In this thesis
we will detail more the Super Kamiokande detector because most of the work presented
here is related to.

As it was explained, the T2K experiment intends to measure the probability of os-
cillations νµ → νe and νµ → νµ, therefore it is required to produce a νµ neutrino beam
with as little of other neutrino flavours as possible. However the current methods used
to produce neutrino beams using the decay of pions and kaons will always produce some
fraction of νe that will be present on the neutrino beam, which should be reduced as much
as possible.
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In addition to the νe contamination of the produced νµ beam, the νµ beam that
can oscillate to νe or ντ has some contamination of νµ in the incorrect energy range for
oscillation at L = 295 km.

The solution proposed by T2K to reduce the impact of each of these contaminations
just described was to use a “off-axis beam”, that is, not pointing the beam direction
towards the Super Kamiokande detector. The angle between the on-axis beam direction
and the Super Kamiokande detector direction chosen to be used at the T2K experiment
is 2.5◦.

The “off-axis beam” reduces the contamination of the νµ beam from other νµ with the
incorrect energy due to the kinematics of the decays which produce the neutrinos (see
appendix B.1), this effect reduces the spread of the νµ energy distribution and increases
the number of neutrinos produced in the required energy range for oscillation, as shown
in figure 2.2.

Furthermore, the “off-axis angle” increase of the νµ beam flux at the energies of interest
for the oscillation analysis also have the effect to reduce the νe beam contamination. For
T2K, the νe beam flux contamination is 0.5%, as shown in figure 2.3, while at the beam axis
direction such contamination is of 1%. In appendix B.2, the reduction of νe contamination
in an “off-axis beam” is justified.

2.3 The accelerator complex to produce neutrino beam

The accelerator complex used by the T2K experiment to produce the neutrino beam is
J-PARC (Japan Proton Accelerator Research Complex), situated at Tokai. This accelera-
tor complex was built by KEK (The High Energy Accelerator Research Organization) and
JAEA (Japan Atomic Energy Agency) to provide a beam for several different experiments,
as shown in figure 2.4.

The J-PARC accelerator complex is composed of three proton accelerators, which are
shown in figure 2.4, which accelerate the protons one after the other until they reach the
desired energy.

The first of the proton accelerators is a standard linear accelerator (LINAC) meant to
accelerate protons up to 400 MeV and then inject these protons in the second accelerator.
Currently the LINAC is accelerating protons up to 180 MeV with a maximum beam power
of 30 kW [62].

The second accelerator is a 3 GeV synchrotron (called RCS or “Rapid Cycling Syn-
chroton”) which as the name indicates accelerate the protons up to 3 GeV. These protons
will be sent either to the “Materials and Life Science Experimental Facility” (MLF), or to
the third proton accelerator. The average beam power of the RCS is 200 kW.

The third accelerator of the chain is a 50 GeV synchrotron (called MR or “Main Ring”)
which was designed to accelerate protons up to 50 GeV. Currently however the protons
in the MR are accelerated only up to 30 GeV, with average beam power of 150 kW. From
the MR the protons can be sent either to the “Hadron Experimental Facility”, or to the
“Neutrino Beam Line”.

In this thesis we will only describe the extraction to the “Neutrino Beam Line”, as
well as how the neutrino beam is produced, two relevant parts of J-PARC for T2K. In
figure 2.5 is shown a schema of the “Neutrino Beam Line” after the MR up to the near
detectors site.

The beam is extracted from the MR to the “Neutrino Beam Line” by “fast extraction”,
that is, all the proton beam is sent to the “Neutrino Beam Line” at the same time.
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Figure 2.1: Schematic view of the neutrino propagation (orange arrow) in the T2K
experiment : the neutrino is produced at J-PARC (red dot), goes through the near de-
tectors (orange dot) that are placed at 280 m from the target, and then further 295 km
away goes through the Super Kamiokande detector (blue dot).

Figure 2.2: Neutrino energy spectrum as function of several different “off-axis angle”. It
is also shown the oscillation probability at Super Kamiokande as function of the neutrino
energy. It is shown that for |∆m2

32| ∼ 2.5 · 10−3 the first oscillation maxima is at about
0.7 GeV. To maximize the flux of neutrinos with this energy, while at the same time
reducing as much as possible the spread of the neutrino energy spectrum, the “off-axis
angle” is chosen as 2.5◦ (the green curve).
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Figure 2.3: Neutrino flux at Super Kamiokande (SK) as function of the neutrino energy
assuming no neutrino oscillation. For neutrino energies of about 800 MeV the νe contami-
nation of the beam is about 0.5%. These spectra were obtained from the simulation T2K
JNUBEAM, 10d version.

Figure 2.4: Schema of the different structures in J-PARC. Extracted from
http://www.teilchen.at/news/334.
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The period required for the accelerator components to be ready to perform another “fast
extraction” is 2 s, therefore the proton injection in the “Neutrino Beam Line” will happen
every 2 s, with duration of 5 µs.

The “Neutrino Beam Line” has in fact two different functions. Its first function is
to tune the beam so that its direction is 2.5◦ from the Super Kamiokande direction, as
explained previously. Its second function is to focus the beam to a target, at which it
will be produced pions and kaons through the target interaction with the proton beam.
The neutrino beam will be generated by the decay of these pions and kaons in the decay
tunnel.

The proton beam is focused on the T2K beam target in the “Neutrino Beam Line”.
The T2K beam target is composed of carbon graphite. This material has been chosen
because it will heat less when exposed to an intense proton beam than other materials with
larger atomic numbers, while at the same time it has a high fusion and sublimation point.
Furthermore, the target needs to be large enough to encompass all the proton beam, and
not being too thick to allow the particles produced by the proton beam interaction to leave
the target. The T2K target was constructed as a cylindrical rod with diameter of 26 mm
and length of 90 cm (which corresponds to about 2 radiation lengths), and to further
control the target temperature it is refrigerated by helium gas. The target is placed inside
the first horn which start the selection of which particles produced by the proton beam
on the carbon target will be kept, that is π+ and K+ when we want to produce a νµ beam
or π− and K− when we want to produce a νµ beam, and their focusing. A picture of the
target being inserted in the first horn is shown in figure 2.6.

The focusing of the pions and kaons in the required direction is made by a set of three
horns. Each horn produces a toroidal magnetic field that will focus particles with a given
charge and defocus particles with the opposite charge, as mentioned previously. The use
of horns is imperative because it increases the intensity of the mesons flux in the decay
tunnel, therefore increasing the intensity of the neutrino beam itself. Typically a horn will
reduce the angular distribution of the particles composing the “decay beam” by a factor
of 2, however in the case of the T2K horns the first two horns are close together and will
have the effect equivalent to the usual effect of one horn. A scheme of the position of the
three horns is shown in figure 2.7.

After the horns the “decay beam” composed of pions and kaons will go through the
decay tunnel (or decay volume), where these particles will decay producing neutrinos.
The decay tunnel in T2K is about 100 meters long and filled with helium to reduce the
meson absorption. At the end of the decay volume the remaining hadrons are stopped at
the “beam dump” composed of graphite, iron and copper. The beam dump will also stop

Figure 2.5: Schema the “Neutrino Beam Line” up to the near detector site. This schema
is not in scale.
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Figure 2.6: Picture of the T2K target being inserted in the first horn.

Figure 2.7: Schema of the setup around the horn area. The proton beam arrives
from the left of the figure and interacts in the target (inside the first horn). The mesons
produced are focused by the three horns shown and will proceed to the decay tunnel at the
right of the figure. Note that the proton beam line, horns and decay tunnel are slightly
pointed downwards with and angle of of 3.64◦ from the horizontal direction due to the
off-axis angle from Super Kamiokande and to the Earth’s curvature.
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Table 2.1: Decay modes that will lead to neutrino production in a conventional neutrino
beam. Typically, these beams are composed of pions and kaons, and the positive mesons
are focused to produce a neutrino beam. For simplicity, only decay modes with more than
0.01% branching ratio (BR) are shown. We should note that the K+ decay modes where
a π+ is produced are also shown here, as well as µ+, because it could produce neutrinos.
These values were extracted from [14].

Decay mode Branching ratio
π+ → µ+ + νµ 99.988%
π+ → e+ + νe 0.012%
K+ → µ+ + νµ 63.55%
K+ → π+ + nπ0 (n = 1 or 2) 22.42%
K+ → 2π+ + π− 5.59%
K+ → π0 + e+ + νe 5.07%
K+ → π0 + µ+ + νµ 3.35%
K0
L → π− + e+ + νe 40.55%

K0
L → π− + µ+ + νµ 27.04%

µ+ → e+ + νe + νµ 100%

muons with energy below 5 GeV, those with energy larger than 5 GeV will be detected
by the “muon monitor” behind the “beam dump”. The “muon monitor” is one of the tools
used to monitor the beam direction and its time structure.

The neutrinos produced by pions and kaons decays will then be detected at the Near
Detectors and at Super Kamiokande. The neutrino beams produced using this technique
will be mostly composed by νµ (or νµ) because pions and kaons will mostly produce νµ
when decaying as shown in table 2.1. We should note, however, that the neutrino beam
will be mainly created by pion decays, and not kaon decays, and therefore the “off-axis
angle” chosen for the beam direction in relation to the Super Kamiokande direction takes
into account mainly the kinematics of the π+ decay in νµ. That having been considered,
we should also note that the intrinsic νe contamination of the neutrino beam will have
been generated by the µ+ from π+ decays mainly, with a contribution from K+ and K0

L,
and not by the π+ decays directly.

In order for T2K to accurately determine the neutrino production, it is necessary to
know the amount of pions and kaons produced at the interaction of the proton beam with
the T2K carbon target, as well as their momenta. We have therefore collaborated with
the NA61 experiment which measure the particles produced by interaction of the proton
beam with a replica target from T2K using an independent setup. Their measurements
(for example [63]) are used as constraint to improve the current neutrino beam simulations.

The neutrino beam produced is not a continuous neutrino beam in time, but a pulsed
beam : each pulse of the proton beam will generate a corresponding pulse of neutrinos that
will compose the neutrino beam. These pulses of neutrinos are called “spills”. At nominal
operation, the “spills” have duration of 4.2 µs and the time between spills is of about
3.5 s. During a spill, about 3.3 · 1014 protons are fired in the target, which corresponds to
a power of 0.75 MW. To be more precise each “spill” is composed of 8 bunches, at nominal
configuration or 6 bunches during the beginning of T2K runs, of about 60 ns each. The
time between two bunches is of the order of 580 ns.
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2.4 Near Detectors

The near detectors have the role of controlling the neutrino beam properties before os-
cillation in order to predict the neutrino flux expected at the far detector. As explained
previously the near detectors are placed 280 meters downstream from the target position,
and are in fact composed of two different detectors. A scheme of these detectors is shown
in figure 2.8 inside the near detector pit.

Figure 2.8: Schema of the Near Detector pit including the two near detectors. In
this figure the “off-axis” near detector (ND280) is shown with the magnet open and the
components inside the magnet are visible. In this figure are not present the “on-axis”
near detector (INGRID) modules that were added after the first T2K run, namely the
“off-cross modules” and the “proton module”.

One of these detectors is placed in the beam direction and is used to monitor the beam
direction mainly and compare the beam profile with the one predicted by the simulation.
This detector is called “Interactive Neutrino GRID” (INGRID) and will be described in
section 2.4.1.

The other detector is placed in the same direction as the Super Kamiokande direction,
therefore it is specially useful to measure the composition, energy distribution and flux
of the neutrino beam sent to Super Kamiokande. This detector is called simply ND280
because it is a near detector placed at 280 meters from the target. The ND280 detector
is composed of several sub-detectors and will be described in section 2.4.2.

2.4.1 INGRID

As explained previously INGRID is the “on-axis” near detector. Its objective is to measure
the direction of the neutrino beam [64]. In figure 2.9 a scheme the INGRID detector is
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shown.

Figure 2.9: Schema of the INGRID detector. The horizontal and vertical bars are
10 meters long each (as shown in the schema they go from -5 meters to 5 meters). Figure
extracted from [65].

Even though several control measurements are made during the propagation of the
proton beam and on the µ produced by pions and kaons decays at the “muon monitor”,
these are only indirect measurements of the neutrino beam, and therefore it is not possible
to guarantee that the neutrino beam is created as expected. This problem is solved by the
measurement of the neutrino flux by INGRID which is able to study the neutrino beam
direction and profile.

Given the small cross section of neutrino interaction it is not possible to use only
INGRID for the beam monitoring, that is all the measurements made using the detectors
in the accelerator and the muon monitor are used to adjust the beam parameters in real
time, and the adjustment of the beam parameters and measure the “off-axis angle” of the
beam center in relation to Super Kamiokande using INGRID will be confirmed once per
day.

The INGRID detector is composed of 14 “standard modules” placed as a plus sign
(with 7 modules aligned horizontally and 7 modules aligned vertically with the center
of the plus sign being about the neutrino beam direction), 2 “standard modules” placed
close to the diagonal of the horizontal and vertical bars (called “off-cross modules”) and 1
“proton module” placed between the horizontal and vertical bars, as shown in figure 2.9.
Eventually, the “proton module” can also be placed in front of the modules just to the
right and left side of the central module of the horizontal bar for verifications of the
normalization between INGRID modules.

The “standard modules” of the INGRID detector are composed of several layers of
scintillators and iron put one after the other, as shown in figure 2.10. There are 9 iron
layers with 6.5 cm thickness and 11 scintillator layers that are divided in 24 scintillators
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placed side by side to measure the position in the horizontal direction perpendicular to
the beam direction and other 24 scintillators placed side by side to measure the position
in the vertical direction, therefore the position of each hit is measured at the same time in
the horizontal and vertical axis separately. The neutrino interactions will mostly occur in
the iron of the detector and the recoil protons are quickly absorbed by the iron not leaving
a long enough track to be reconstructed usually, therefore in a CCQE interaction only the
µ produced by νµ will leave tracks long enough to be detected with INGRID. The iron
layers are placed between two consecutive scintillator layers, and there is no iron layer
between the last two scintillator planes, as we consider that we need at least 3 tracking
planes hit to reconstruct a track. In addition to the scintillator and iron layers, there are
veto planes surrounding all INGRID modules at the top, bottom and sides of the module.
Note however that when two “standard modules” are placed side by side there will be only
one “veto plane” that will be used at the same time by both modules. We should also note
that the first tracking plane of the “standard modules” is also considered as “veto plane”
since there is no iron plane before it. Therefore the interactions observed by this plane
will come from the outside of the modules. The “veto planes” are used to reject events
where a track was reconstructed in the “standard modules” with direction of entering the
INGRID module when we follow the beam direction in the sense of the neutrinos move,
that is it is considered that CCQE reactions do not have any backward µ produced. The
dimensions of INGRID “standard modules” are 124 cm×124 cm×110 cm.

Figure 2.10: Schema of a “standard module” of the INGRID detector. In the left
is shown only the interior of the module with the iron planes in blue and part of the
scintillator planes in black and silver. In the right is shown the module composed of
scintillator planes and iron planes with at the top, bottom and sides “veto planes” shown
in black. In red are shown supporting structures of the INGRID modules. Figure extracted
from [65].

The “proton module” is similar to the “standard modules”, however without any iron
planes. Its internal part is more finely grained with scintillators than the “standard
modules”. The purpose of this module is to be able to study the beam composition in
more details, even though with less statistics, given that the iron planes are absent. It
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will be possible to track the recoil protons and other particles produced by the neutrino
interaction with the scintillators. Using the “proton module” we will be able to evaluate
the current interaction models that are used to predict how much CCQE interactions are
expected in the “standard modules” for the given neutrino energies in relation to other
interactions. Furthermore, given the possibility to move the “proton module” to place it
in front of 3 different “standard modules”, it will also be used for systematic error studies
of the normalisation between different “standard modules”.

A typical event display from an INGRID “standard module” is shown in figure 2.11,
where is is also possible to observe the described placement for the “standard module”
INGRID scintillator and iron layers. For further information on the INGRID detector
please refer to [65].

Figure 2.11: Typical event display from a neutrino event in the INGRID “standard
module”. In the left the event is shown in the vertical and horizontal projections sepa-
rately, with the size of the red dots being the amount of charge deposited by the particle
and the black line the reconstructed track. The axis show the position of the scintillators
in centimeters from the bottom right corner of the module. In the right the same event is
shown in 3D, where the horizontal scintillators are shown in red and the vertical scintilla-
tors are shown in blue and the reconstructed track is shown in white. In yellow is shown
a “veto plane” that measured some charge.

2.4.2 ND280

As previously explained, ND280 detector is the “off-axis” near detector. It was designed
to perform two different measurements. The first one is to measure the neutrino beam
spectra and flavour composition at the “off-axis” direction. The second one is to measure
of the cross-sections of different interaction types in relation to the CCQE cross-section.

The first objective is easy to understand in relation with the T2K objective, that is
measure the neutrino oscillation between J-PARC and Super Kamiokande. It is essential
in this kind of experiment to determine the composition of the beam emitted at J-PARC
in order to compare with the composition of the beam measured at Super Kamiokande,
estimating the oscillation parameters to fit the data. We should note that even though
the ND280 and Super Kamiokande detectors are both “off-axis” and at the same direction,
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the solid-angle of the neutrino beam observed by the near and far detectors are not the
same. Therefore the extrapolation of the fluxes from ND280 to Super Kamiokande is not
trivial and will rely on a beam simulation adjusted to the ND280 data.

The second objective, even though not directly related to the measure of the neutrino
oscillation parameters, is as important as the first one to perform the measurement with
the required precision. The determination of the neutrino cross-sections precisely for
neutrinos with same energy as those neutrinos composing the T2K beam are essential in
order to correctly estimate the fraction of interactions at the Super Kamiokande detector.
Even though there are already measurements of these cross-sections they are not all
known to the precision required by the T2K experiment. The NC 1π0 interaction at
Super Kamiokande can, for example, produce a signal similar to the νe CCQE signature
and it is currently one of the main backgrounds (about a third of the total background) for
the T2K νe appearance search, as will be discussed in chapter 4. It is therefore essential
to know well its cross-section.

The ND280 detector is composed of several sub-detectors to accomplish its two objec-
tives. In addition to this segmentation it is also essential to know the sign of the charge of
the particles to distinguish between the interaction types. A magnet is placed around sev-
eral of the sub-detectors to create a magnetic field. These sub-detectors and the magnet
are shown in figure 2.12.

Figure 2.12: Schema of the ND280 detector. The sub-detectors are shown in an
exploded view. Note that the “Side Muon Range Detector” is not shown and placed in
the space between the plates of the “UA1 Magnet Yoke” structure.

The magnet of the ND280 detector is the one used in the UA1 experiment at CERN,
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which was also used at the NOMAD experiment. The magnetized space in the interior of
the magnet has the shape of a rectangular parallelepiped. The interior volume is about
88 m3, and has an uniform, horizontal magnetic field that is also perpendicular to the
beam direction. For T2K the magnet will be used with a 3 kA current, which corresponds
to a 0.2 T field inside the magnet.

A neutrino of the T2K beam that passes through the center of the ND280 will first
go through the “π0-detector (“P0D”), after that it will go through the “Tracker” (that is
composed of “Time Projection Chambers” (“TPC”) and “Fine Grain Detectors” (“FGD”))
and finally it will go through the electromagnetic calorimeter (“Downstream ECAL”)
before leaving the detector.

The “P0D” was designed to study specifically the π0 production in water, which is one
of the main backgrounds for the νe appearance oscillation analysis as mentioned previ-
ously. This detector is composed of three successive modules. The external modules are
composed of scintillators and lead, while the central module is composed of scintillators,
water (that is the main neutrino target of this detector with about 2850 kg) and brass (to
reduce the energy of the particles produced by the neutrino interaction). The measure
of the neutrino cross-section in the oxygen (from the water) will be performed by taking
data with the “P0D” filled with water and empty. The π0 production in each case will
then be compared for the measurement of the cross-section.

The “Tracker” is the sub-detector which measures the flux and energy spectra of each
neutrino flavour going through the ND280 detector. It will also be used to measure the
cross-section of different types of interaction. The “Tracker” is composed of three “TPC”
and two “FGD” placed between the “TPC”. The “TPC” allows the reconstruction of particle
tracks in three dimensions at the same time with a good spacial resolution. A precise
reconstruction of the trajectory of the particles, and therefore of the moment and sign
of the charge of each particle is obtained. The “FGD” detectors are made of scintillators
placed either vertically or horizontally (as was done at the INGRID detector). In the
first “FGD” there are only scintillators, however in the second “FGD” there are also water
targets between the scintillator layers, and in this case there are less scintillator layers
than in the first “FGD”. The “FGD” will be the neutrino target of the “Tracker” given that
most of its mass is at the “FGD” (each module weights about 1 ton). In figure 2.13 are
shown examples of interactions in the ND280 Tracker.

Figure 2.13: Typical event displays in the ND280 Tracker. In the left, an event display
shows interaction produced at the first FGD that produces several particles and some of
them will shower when passing through the second FGD. In the right, an event display
shows a CC interaction produced in the second FGD with two tracks in the third TPC.
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Downstream from the “Tracker” is placed the “Downstream ECAL”. This electromag-
netic calorimeter, together with the “P0D ECAL” and the “Barrel ECAL” (surrounding the
“P0D” and “Tracker” respectively) form the “ECAL”. This sub-detector is used to identify
the particles that leave the “Tracker” and measure the energy of the particles such as the
electron from the νe charged current interaction of the photons from the π0 decays. These
modules are composed of scintillator layers separated by lead layers. The “Downstream
ECAL” was installed in the ND280 in October 2009, while the other ECAL modules were
installed only between July and October 2010. Therefore only the “Downstream ECAL”
was available from the beginning of the T2K data taking. The “Downstream ECAL” was
present at the moment the event displays shown in figure 2.13 were made.

The remaining sub-detector that compose the ND280 is the “Side Muon Range Detec-
tor” or “SMRD”. This detector is placed between plates of the “UA1 Magnet” structure
and is composed of scintillators and because of that it is the only sub-detector from the
ND280 that is not explicitly shown in figure 2.12. The “SMRD” is used to veto particles
coming from outside the detector and to detect muons produced at the “Tracker” at large
angles that will produce tracks that can not be correctly reconstructed by the “TPC”.

For information on the ND280 detector please refer to [66] or to [67].

2.5 Super Kamiokande

The far detector of the T2K experiment is the Super Kamiokande detector (also called
SK). This detector that is also used for other measurements than T2K, has been running
since 1996, and is currently in its fourth phase. The Super Kamiokande detector is used to
measure solar and atmospheric neutrino oscillations, from which are extracted the current
best knowledge of some of the oscillation parameters. It also searches for proton decays
and neutrinos from supernovae that occur in the Milky-Way, such as the 1987A supernova
measured in 1987. The Super Kamiokande detector had been used as far detector for the
K2K experience between 1999 and 2004.

The Super Kamiokande detector is located inside the Mount Ikenoyama in an old mine
from the “Kamioka Mining and Smelting Co.”. This mine is located near the Kamioka
town, Gifu prefecture, Japan. The Super Kamiokande detector is at a depth of 1 km
bellow the peak of the mount, with a horizontal entrance from the surface at the mount’s
base.

The different phases of the Super Kamiokande detector are :

• Phase I: between April 1996 and July 2001. This is the original detector configura-
tion as described in [68] with 11146 Inner Detector (ID) PMTs.

• Phase II: between 2003 and fall 2005. During the refill of the Super Kamiokande
detector after maintenance which lead to a chain effect that has destroyed about
half the PMTs from the ID. The remaining PMT tubes were redistributed in the
whole detector. The Super Kamiokande II has therefore a worse resolution and light
collection than in the first phase.

• Phase III: between end of 2005 and summer 2008. This phase started after the
reconstruction work made to reinstall almost all the PMTs that had been destroyed
in the incident. To avoid an accident similar to the one that happened in 2001
acrylic covers were added in front of each of the PMTs, reducing the number of
PMTs that could be put in the Super Kamiokande ID to 11129.
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• Phase IV: since summer 2008. The main difference in relation to Super Kamiokande
phase III is an upgrade on the electronics modules responsible for the data acquisi-
tion allowing higher trigger rate and more complex triggers. One of the reasons for
this upgrade was to prepare Super Kamiokande for T2K data taking. Other benefit
from this upgrade is the reduction of the “dead time” of the detector.

We should note that the T2K period starts during the fourth phase of data taking for
Super Kamiokande and only this phase of data taking will be described.

The Super Kamiokande detector is a cylindrical pit, filled with ultra-pure water and
inside of which are placed several photo-multiplier sensors (PMT), as shown in figure 2.14.
The cylindrical pit has diameter of 39.3 m and height of 41.4 m. Inside the cylindrical pit
are placed structures where the PMTs are mounted. These structure divides the detector
in two parts : the outer detector (OD) and the inner detector (ID), where the ID is also
a cylinder concentric to the pit with 33.8 m diameter and 36.2 m height.

Figure 2.14: Scheme of the Super Kamiokande detector. The cilindrical pit is shown
in a cut view where the interior of the detector is shown. Inside the detector are placed
photo-multiplier sensors that are shown as yellow circles. In the bottom right side of the
image is shown the location of the Super Kamiokande detector inside the Mount Kamioka.

On the inner wall of the OD facing towards the pit are placed 1885 8-inch PMTs of
which 1275 are placed on the barrel of the cylinder, 302 on the top and the remaining 308
on the bottom of the cylinder. The distance between the OD PMTs and the tank wall is
of about 2.6 m. The walls of the OD are covered with “Tyvek”, a highly reflective material
to increase the light collection of the OD, given the poor coverage of the PMTs on the
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OD. The OD will be used mainly as veto for most of the Super Kamiokande analysis. It
is essential that the OD collects as much light as possible even at the cost of good vertex
resolution.

On the wall of the ID are placed 11129 20-inch PMTs facing towards the interior of
the ID. Those PMTs are placed at interval of approximately 70 cm between neighbouring
PMTs. The wall of the ID without PMT is covered by “black sheet”, having the role to
reduce as much as possible the light reflection in the wall of the ID. The PMT coverage
of the ID is of about 40% and the volume of the inner detector corresponds to about
32.5 kton of water. Furthermore, for physics analysis, it is defined a region inside the ID
where the reconstruction performance is considered good. This region is also a cylinder
with constant distance to the ID wall of 2 m and is called the fiducial volume (FV). The
fiducial volume corresponds to 22.5 kton of water and is used as the neutrino target of
the Super Kamiokande detector.

The Super Kamiokande detector detects neutrinos through the detection of Cerenkov
light emitted by charged particles moving faster than the light speed in the water. For
the T2K case, these particles are created via the neutrino interaction with the water.
The Cerenkov effect produces the emission of light in the shape of a cone, as explained in
appendix C, as long as the particle is moving faster than the speed of light in the medium.
The light produced by Cerenkov effect is then collected at the wall of the detector by the
PMTs. Depending on the particle type the pattern the Cerenkov light will be a ring
with either sharper or fuzzier edges. These characteristics correspond to muon or electron
types of events, respectively, since the muons will tend to travel in a straight line in the
detector because of their large mass, while the electrons will scatter more easily, therefore
emitting Cerenkov light in several different directions. One muon-like and one electron-
like event displays are shown in figure 2.15 where the characteristics described here are
clearly shown.

In order for Super Kamiokande to have a good detection efficiency and energy resolu-
tion, as shown in figure 2.15, it is essential that the quality of the water used to fill the
Super Kamiokande tank be pure, in order to reduce as much as possible the absorption
and scattering of the light in the detector. Furthermore it is also essential that the radia-
tion level of the water be kept as low as possible as decays inside the fiducial volume would
produce a signal similar to the one produced by low energy neutrinos. To insure the high
purity of Super Kamiokande water, a “water purification system” was constructed to filter
and circulate the water in the Super Kamiokande tank. The water quality is monitored
in real time using several different calibration sources.

For T2K data taking the Super Kamiokande detector uses a time based trigger which
records data for each T2K beam spill. This new trigger relies on the upgrades made for
the fourth phase of Super Kamiokande. The T2K specific trigger at Super Kamiokande
is based on a trigger signal sent from J-PARC via a private network connection with
the GPS time of the spill. The given GPS time is then corrected to take into account
the time of flight of the neutrino between J-PARC and Super Kamiokande assuming the
neutrino travels at the speed of light (which corresponds to about 984 µs for 295 km)
and delays in the hardware used to set the time of the event. The data within ±500 µs
of the given time are saved, corresponding to 1 ms time window around the expected
arrival time. The timing of the Super Kamiokande PMT hits is checked with a redundant
clock system, which uses information from two independent GPS modules and a rubidium
atomic clock. Events between -2 µs and 10 µs of the expected timing are considered on
time events and are used in the T2K data analysis. The remaining events in the 1 ms time
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Figure 2.15: Event display of a muon like event (top) and an electron like event (bottom)
that were observed in the expected T2K time window. In these event displays the Super
Kamiokande detector is shown in an unrolled view with the rectangular band being the
barrel and each circle the top and bottom of the ID in black and the OD is shown in the
same way on the top right of each of the unrolled ID plots. Each dot in the event display
correspond to a PMT where some charge was observed and its color indicates the amount
of charge observed. In the top event display the ring has a sharp edge, which characterizes
a muon-like ring. The reconstructed ring is shown in white, the rhombus represents the
reconstructed particle direction from its vertex that is given by the crossing of the plane
defined by the + signs in the barrel and the + signs at the top and bottom circles. In the
bottom event display the ring has a fuzzy edge, which characterizes an electron-like ring.
In both event there is almost no charge observed in the OD, which indicates these events
were produced inside the ID.
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window are used to evaluate the background and as backup in case of de-synchronization
of the timing system.

2.5.1 Event selection and classification

The data taken during the T2K trigger needs to be classified before further usage. Even
though this classification is somewhat similar to the usual Super Kamiokande classification
for “atmospheric events” [53] it is not exactly the same. The event selection for T2K
consists of :

1. Super Kamiokande DAQ is alive.

2. Reject sub-runs of data in case of problem, such as persistent “flasher”, that is PMT
malfunctions with emission of light. When a PMT enters in a “flasher” mode it is
turned off as soon as possible and the events are rejected. A “flasher” is typically
identified by charge pattern matching and correlation. This rejected about 0.5% of
the spills in the T2K data period used for this dissertation.

3. Reject data if there is a problem in the DAQ (significantly less hits than what would
be expected for the dark noise in the 1 ms time window) or in both GPS (that is if
both GPS units report an error). This has not rejected any spill in the T2K data
period used for this dissertation.

4. Reject data when during the on-timing region were done maintenance operations,
such as “TDC reset block” which resets some counters on the TDC chips, or cal-
ibration tagged events, such as a “pedestal block” to take pedestal data from the
ADCs. This rejected about 0.08% of the spills in the T2K data period used for this
dissertation.

5. Reject data when there is an event at least 100 µs before the on-timing range in
order to avoid contamination of the neutrino sample by particles decaying from
these first events. This rejected about 0.3% of the spills in the T2K data period
used for this dissertation.

Once the T2K data at Super Kamiokande passes through this first selection mentioned
it is classified as follows, in the order (that is the first classification matching the data is
used only) :

1. Calibration : events where the calibration flag was on. Obviously this data is not
used in any regular analysis.

2. Outer detector (OD) : events with a hit cluster in the OD with more than 16 hits.

3. Low energy (LE) : events with less than 200 PE in the ID in a 300 ns time window
or events where more than half of the total charge in the 300 ns time window are
measured from a single PMT.

4. Flasher : this classification is similar to the categorization used for the event se-
lection of “flasher” and is also verified via charge pattern matching using a “flasher
database”. The difference between this classification and the event selection men-
tioned previously is that in this case the selection is done on an event by event basis,
while previously it was done in a sub-run by sub-run basis.
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5. Fully contained (FC) : all events that are not in any of the previous classifications.
That is events that are in the ID, with high energy, that are neither flashers nor
calibration events. This is the sample that is mostly used for data analysis.

Given that for the neutrino oscillation analysis presented on this thesis only the fully
contained sample was used, we will only describe the event selection of the fully contained
sample. Note that there are other event reconstructions which are used to study the OD
and LE samples.

2.5.2 Reconstruction for fully contained events

The reconstruction used for the fully contained events of the T2K data sample is the
ATMPD (Atmospheric and Proton Decay group at Super Kamiokande) reconstruction
that uses the “APfit” software 1. This software performs several reconstruction steps to
refine the quality of the reconstruction output. This reconstruction will perform in order :

1. vertex finding;

2. count number of rings;

3. particle type identification;

4. redetermine vertex for single ring events;

5. decay electron tagging;

6. momentum reconstruction;

7. correction of the number of observed rings from ring counting;

8. search of π0 events that were mis-reconstructed.

Each of these steps will be described in more details in the following subsections. Some of
these parts are merged into one subsection if they have the same function to give a more
complete view of each algorithm.

In addition to the usual ATMPD reconstructions, we also calculate the neutrino recon-
structed energy assuming the neutrino interacts through CCQE and that the interacting
neutrino direction is the direction of the neutrino beam at Super Kamiokande.

Vertex finding

The vertex is reconstructed from the timing and charge observed in the SK tank. The
first vertex is reconstructed assuming all the light is produced at a single point in SK. It
is determined by the minimization of the spread of the timing distribution of hit PMTs
corrected to take into account the time of flight of the light from the vertex to the PMT.
A preliminary direction is then reconstructed by the direction of the charge barycenter of
the PMTs.

After the preliminary direction reconstruction and the first vertex reconstruction, the
direction and Cerenkov angle are fitted to the Cerenkov ring edge by analysing the charge
distribution as a function of the opening angle for different directions. Once this new

1The description here is based on the code of “APfit” and on reference [69].
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direction and the Cerenkov opening angle are obtained the vertex is re-fitted assuming
the photons are emitted along the particle trajectory.

In the case of single ring events, we recalculate the vertex and direction by taking
into account the expected charge produced by a particle of the reconstructed type in
the detector taking into account detector effects. This recalculation of the vertex and
direction performed just after the “particle type identification” allows a better vertex
resolution than the usual reconstruction. It can only be used for single ring events.

The variables defined by this step used afterwards are :

• Interaction vertex

• Direction of the first ring

• Cerenkov angle of the first ring

• Distance between the interaction vertex and the detector wall (“distance from wall”
or “dwall”)

• Distance between the interaction vertex and the wall calculated following the T2K
beam direction (“distance from wall parallel to beam”)

Note that the fiducial volume condition described previously consists of requiring
dwall > 2 m and that the “distance from wall parallel to beam” is only defined for
T2K events, given that a neutrino beam direction is not defined for atmospheric Super
Kamiokande samples.

The interaction vertex is decomposed in the (r, z) plane, the “dwall” and the “distance
from wall parallel to beam” are used as verification of the neutrino data distribution, given
that we expect that neutrino interactions are randomly distributed in the detector.

Ring counting (RC)

The ring counting algorithm is separated in two parts. The first part, also called ring
counting, tries to find the number of rings for each event using the Hough transforma-
tion [70] to select new ring candidates and a likelihood comparison to decide if such new
ring found is reasonable given the charge distribution. The second part, also called “ring
number correction”, will further reduce the number of rings reconstructed by the first part
of the algorithm using supplementary information that has been obtained between the
first and second parts.

In the first part of the algorithm, new ring candidates are found by the position of
peaks of direction in the Hough transformed distribution of the hits observed at the Super
Kamiokande detector assuming the previously reconstructed vertex and that the new ring
Cerenkov angle is 42◦2. For each new ring candidate it is evaluated the likelihood of the
charge pattern in SK for all previously found rings and the new ring, and if this likelihood
is better than the likelihood of the charge pattern in SK for all previously found rings
without the new ring then the new ring is considered found and this process is started
again, up to five rings being found, in which case the ring search is stopped.

After the rings are found and separated, and the particle that produced each ring are
identified, the total charge of each ring, given the charge distribution and ring type, is

242◦ is about the maximal Cerenkov that can be produced by particles moving in water, and therefore
is typically the Cerenkov angle of an electron produced by a high energy neutrino through CCQE
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calculated and corrected for detector effects and used to obtain the ring momentum via
a table generated by simulation.

In the second part of the algorithm are rejected rings that had been found, but which
have a low energy associated to them and at the same time are overlapping with other
rings with higher energy. This procedure is useful to remove mis-reconstructed rings
which could be generated by a showering of the first particle. Evidently, whenever a ring
is rejected at this stage the rings are separated again and their momenta are reconstructed
again.

The variables defined by this step used afterwards are :

• Ring counting likelihoods

• Number of rings (“nring”)

• Direction of all rings but the first ring

• “Visible energy” (“evis”)

Note that the likelihoods defined here are related to the first part of the ring counting
algorithm and do not take into account the effect of the “ring number correction”.

Note also that the “visible energy”, despite what the name indicates, is not the total
charge observed in the detector. In fact, it is defined as the sum of the momentum of all
the reconstructed rings, where the momentum of each ring was calculated assuming the
ring was produced by an electron.

Particle type identification (PID)

Once the first part of the “ring counting” algorithm is performed, we have a first number
of rings for which we need to identify the particles that generated them. This is done ring
by ring by calculating the likelihood that the ring corresponds to an electron (showering)
or a muon (non-showering) ring. Examples are shown in figure 2.15. This likelihood will
mainly depend whether the ring edge is fuzzy or sharp, which corresponds respectively to
the electron and muon cases.

In the case of the single ring event the Cerenkov angle calculated at the vertex fitting
step is used to calculate an “angle likelihood” that will be composed with to the “charge
likelihood” described in the previous paragraph to compose the “PID likelihood”. For the
“angle likelihood” the particle type identification is performed by taking into account the
probabilities that the measured Cerenkov angle could be produced by the given particle.
Typically, the electron will have larger Cerenkov angle than a muon given that its mass
is smaller and therefore its β will be larger, for the same momentum.

The particle type identification algorithm will only distinguish between electrons and
muons, therefore it classifies events as “e-like” or “µ-like”. In the case of other particles
they will be classified as “e-like” or “µ-like” depending on their characteristics. Typically,
a γ will be classified as “e-like” because it will pair-produce electrons while traveling in the
water which will produce a showering ring. A charged pion will be classified as “µ-like”
given that it has a large mass, compared to the electrons, and as the muon will roughly
keep the same direction during all the propagation.

The variables defined by this step used afterwards are :

• Particle type likelihood for each ring

• Particle type identification for each ring
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Decay electron tagging

In all other steps of the reconstruction we consider only hits from a narrow time window
around the event. Typically this time window is defined between -50 ns and 250 ns around
the peak of the time distribution of hit PMTs corrected by the light time of flight in water
from the vertex to the PMT. For the decay electron search and tagging we will search
for peaks in the number of hits during the 40 µs that follow the original event. When an
increase in the number of hits is found, and is verified to be larger than what could be
expected just from a statistical fluctuation of the background noise, a decay electron is
considered to be found.

Decay electrons that have been identified as just described will be reconstructed only
in some conditions using a low energy fitting algorithm called “Kai-fit”. The required
conditions to perform the fit is that in the 50 ns time window that maximizes the number
of hit PMTs in the time of flight subtracted timing distribution there are more than
30 hit PMTs, and in this time window the total number of photo-electrons is smaller than
2000 PE. Furthermore it is also required that the decay electron was found at least 600 ns
later than the original event to fit the decay electron found.

This procedure is effective to tag decay electrons at 95% of the µ+ and 81% of the µ−

events, where inefficiencies are mainly caused by decays close to the parent event for both
µ+ and µ− or by the capture of the µ− by oxygen which will emit a low energy γ which
has lower detection efficiency in the case of µ−.

The variables defined by this step used afterwards are :

• Number of decay electrons (“nmue”)

• Timing of each decay electron

• Position and direction of each the decay electron, if “kai-fit” is applied

π0 search

After the main reconstruction procedure there could be several π0 events not tagged as
multi-ring events and are still in the single ring sample. This happens typically in the
case where low momentum γ from the π0 decay has momentum small enough that it
will not be easily reconstructed by algorithms applied for the ring counting. In order to
correct this mis-reconstruction, a special algorithm, called POLfit, was developed to tag
π0 events.

In this algorithm, it is assumed that the event observed is composed of two γ rings (π0

decay in two γ with branching ratio of about 99%), and that the vertex and direction of
the γ ring with higher momentum was correctly reconstructed previously. The algorithm
will then search the direction and momentum of the second ring that will give the best
likelihood for the two γ rings charge pattern corresponding to the observed charge pattern.

Once the second γ is found, the momentum of each ring is recalculated taking into
account more detector details than POLfit does, by using the same algorithm previously
used after particle type identification.

Finally, using the best fit for the second γ the invariant mass of the two γ is recon-
structed (with the formula given in the appendix D.1.1). For events corresponding to π0

events one would expect that the reconstructed mass would be around 135 MeV/c2.
In the case where the observed event is produced by an electron and not a π0 the

likelihood of the best fit value will be small (no good fit for a second γ in the given event)
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and the reconstructed mass will be small either because the second γ was reconstructed
on top of the first γ or because the second γ momentum is very small.

The variable defined by this step used afterwards is :

• POLfit π0 mass (“pi0mass”)

Neutrino energy reconstruction

The neutrino energy for a CCQE event, that is for νl + n → l− + p interactions, can
be calculated from the lepton momentum and direction assuming the original neutrino
direction, even in the case where we cannot measure the recoil p because its momentum is
below the Cerenkov threshold. As explained previously, the reconstruction of the neutrino
energy is specific to the T2K data set because in atmospheric Super Kamiokande data
there is not enough information to reconstruct the neutrino energy for CCQE interactions.
For T2K however we know a priori the incident neutrino direction, that is the direction
between J-PARC and Super Kamiokande, and therefore we can reconstruct the incident
neutrino energy.

The expression for the reconstructed neutrino energy for CCQE events is shown in
equation (2.1) where Eν is the reconstructed neutrino energy, ml, mp and mn are the
masses of the lepton, proton and neutron, respectively, pl is the lepton momentum,
El =

√

p2l +m2
l is the lepton energy, ϑνl is the angle between the lepton and the neu-

trino and V is the nuclear potential to take into account that the neutron is not a free
neutron but bound. The value of V used is of 27 MeV. The demonstration of a simplified
version of (2.1) is given in appendix D.2 in the case where we consider a free neutron.

Eν =
2(mn − V )El −m2

l − (mn − V )2 +m2
p

2(mn − V − El + pl cosϑνl)
(2.1)

The reconstruction of other types of neutrino interaction at Super Kamiokande is not
as accurate (or impossible) as for the CCQE interaction and therefore was not considered
for the T2K analysis.

The variable defined by this step used afterwards is :

• Reconstructed neutrino energy (“Erec
ν ”)

2.5.3 Event selection of νe CCQE sample used by T2K

The event reconstruction described previously is used to select the νe CCQE sample
used for the search of νe appearance in the T2K beam. We should note here that the
reconstructed neutrino energy criteria can only be used after the selection of CCQE events.
The event selection applied, and which will be explained further on, is :

1. Event is fully contained with vertex in the fiducial volume (dwall > 2 m).

2. Event has visible energy (evis) greater than 100 MeV/c.

3. Event has only one reconstructed ring (nring = 1).

4. Reconstructed ring PID is “e-like”.

5. No decay electrons were found (nmue = 0).
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6. The reconstructed π0 mass by POLfit (pi0mass) is smaller than 105 MeV/c2.

7. The reconstructed neutrino energy (Erec
ν ) is smaller than 1250 MeV. We also require

that the reconstructed neutrino energy be positive, given that a negative value
indicates the given event came from a non CCQE interaction.

The first selection is a default Super Kamiokande event selection to choose events
that are well understood, that is events that do not leave the detector (fully contained)
and have not been generated close to the detector wall where the reconstruction is less
accurate. They will deposit enough light in the detector to be correctly reconstructed.

The second selection is used to remove low energy events and noise events, such as
eventual decay electrons from muons produced below the Cerenkov threshold, radioactive
decays, while at the same time keeping most of the events produced by νe CCQE inter-
esting for T2K νe search. The effect of the visible energy cut on the T2K Monte-Carlo
sample is shown in figure 2.16.
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Figure 2.16: Expected signal (composed of νe CCQE events oscillated from νµ, in red)
and background (composed of beam νe and non oscillated νµ events, in blue) distribution
of visible energy for all events passing previous cuts, based on the T2K Monte-Carlo. The
MC is normalized to T2K Run I+Run II POT three flavour oscillation is considered for
the current best knowledge of the oscillation parameters as shown in table 1.3, assuming
also that δCP = 0 and normal hierarchy. The magenta arrow shows which events are
selected. The right most bin of the plot contains the sum of all overflow values.

The third selection corresponds to selecting CCQE events, since in these events there
is only one charged particle above Cerenkov threshold. The recoil proton or nucleus have
rarely enough momentum to produce Cerenkov light. The effect of ring counting cut on
the T2K Monte-Carlo sample is shown in figure 2.17.

The fourth and fifth selections selects interactions with one νe (assuming this is a CC
event and not a NC event), since they require the usual characteristics of e events and
refuse µ events, a ring with a fuzzy edge and withoug decay. The effect of the particle
type identification cut and of the number of decay electron cuts on the T2K Monte-Carlo
sample is shown in figure 2.18 and 2.19, respectively.
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Figure 2.17: Expected signal (composed of νe CCQE events oscillated from νµ, in red)
and background (composed of beam νe and non oscillated νµ events, in blue) distribution of
ring counting likelihood (top) and number of rings (bottom) for all events passing previous
cuts, based on the T2K Monte-Carlo. The MC is normalized to T2K Run I+Run II POT
three flavour oscillation is considered for the current best knowledge of the oscillation
parameters as shown in table 1.3, assuming also that δCP = 0 and normal hierarchy.
The magenta arrow shows which events are selected. In the top plot the events with
ring counting likelihood negative are considered single-ring events and those with positive
ring counting likelihood are multi-ring events by the first step of ring counting. A small
fraction of the events with positive ring counting likelihood will be classified in the end as
single-ring events after the “ring number correction” step of the “ring counting” algorithm.
The left most and right most bin of the top plot contains the sum of all underflow and
overflow values, respectively.
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Figure 2.18: Expected signal (composed of νe CCQE events oscillated from νµ, in red)
and background (composed of beam νe and non oscillated νµ events, in blue) distribution of
the particle type likelihood (top) and particle type (bottom) for all events passing previous
cuts, based on the T2K Monte-Carlo. The MC is normalized to T2K Run I+Run II POT
three flavour oscillation is considered for the current best knowledge of the oscillation
parameters as shown in table 1.3, assuming also that δCP = 0 and normal hierarchy. The
magenta arrow shows which events are selected. The leftmost and rightmost bin of the
top plot contains the sum of all underflow and overflow values, respectively.
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The sixth selection helps to remove remaining NC background similar to νe CCQE
interaction by rejecting π0 events. The effect of POLfit π0 mass cut on the T2K Monte-
Carlo sample is shown in figure 2.20.

The seventh selection will choose the energy range for which the νµ produced at
J-PARC will oscillate to νe before arriving at Super Kamiokande. This event selection also
reduces the effect of the beam νe contamination from kaons since the energy of neutrinos
produced from kaon decay are typically higher than those produced from a pion decay.
The effect of reconstructed neutrino energy cut on the T2K Monte-Carlo sample is shown
in figure 2.21.
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Figure 2.19: Expected signal (composed of νe CCQE events oscillated from νµ, in red)
and background (composed of beam νe and non oscillated νµ events, in blue) distribution
of the number of decay electrons for all events passing previous cuts, based on the T2K
Monte-Carlo. The MC is normalized to T2K Run I+Run II POT three flavour oscillation
is considered for the current best knowledge of the oscillation parameters as shown in
table 1.3, assuming also that δCP = 0 and normal hierarchy. The magenta arrow shows
which events are selected.
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Figure 2.20: Expected signal (composed of νe CCQE events oscillated from νµ, in red)
and background (composed of beam νe and non oscillated νµ events, in blue) distribution of
POLfit π0 mass for all events passing previous cuts, based on the T2K Monte-Carlo. The
MC is normalized to T2K Run I+Run II POT three flavour oscillation is considered for
the current best knowledge of the oscillation parameters as shown in table 1.3, assuming
also that δCP = 0 and normal hierarchy. The magenta arrow shows which events are
selected. The rightmost bin of the plot contains the sum of all overflow values.
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Figure 2.21: Expected signal (composed of νe CCQE events oscillated from νµ, in red)
and background (composed of beam νe and non oscillated νµ events, in blue) distribution
of the reconstructed neutrino energy for all events passing previous cuts, based on the
T2K Monte-Carlo. The MC is normalized to T2K Run I+Run II POT three flavour
oscillation is considered for the current best knowledge of the oscillation parameters as
shown in table 1.3, assuming also that δCP = 0 and normal hierarchy. The magenta arrow
shows which events are selected. The rightmost bin of the plot contains the sum of all
overflow values.
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Chapter 3. Development of a multi-ring light source for calibration

and systematic error studies of the Super Kamiokande detector

3.1 Motivation

The Super Kamiokande detector is currently calibrated using several different sources : the
PMT’s timing is calibrated via a diffuser ball placed at the center of the Super Kamiokande
tank that flashes frequently; the PMT gain is calibrated using a Xe lamp and verified with
Ni+Cf sources regularly; the water absorption and scattering are calibrated using laser
injectors around the tank and through-going µ data; the energy scale of the detector is
further calibrated using Multi-GeV and Sub-GeV stopping muons1, decay electrons and
π0 events reconstructed in the detector, by comparing the results from these analysis with
the expected values for these samples [68, 69]. Further calibrations for low energy events
are also done using a LINAC installed on top of the Super Kamiokande tank and other
radioactive sources.

The usual Super Kamiokande calibrations that use an external light source will either
emit light in all directions at the same time, which is the case for the calibration sources
placed in the center of the detector, or emit light in a given direction from the walls of the
detector. In both cases the light pattern emitted by these sources is extremely different
than the one produced by physics events and therefore these calibrations sources cannot
be used for studies of detector response to different types of events. We should also note
here that these calibration sources cannot monitor changes in the reflectivity of the black-
sheet and of the PMT surface independently, even though appropriate measurements were
made during one calibration of the detector and tuning of the detector simulation because
these coefficients are not expected to vary in time.

The physics events used for calibrations, on the other hand, are also used for several
detector performance studies, however, several of these samples suffer from low statistics,
such as the π0 events sample, and moreover these samples constitute the events “correctly
reconstructed”, therefore they are not adapted for studies where it is essential to under-
stand how and when the reconstruction fails, such as the estimation of the contamination
of NC π0 events to the data sample passing all T2K νe CCQE event selections, which
corresponds to about a third of the background for the T2K νe search. In the case of π0

events, we know that typically they produce two γ rings inside the SK detector, and to
mis-reconstruct a π0 event the SK algorithms need to miss one of the rings, therefore the
usage of a calibration source that can produce a known number of rings is an important
control sample to study the efficiency of ring finding algorithms at SK.

We have taken over the development of a new multi-ring calibration source that is
meant to address, at least in part, the issues that have just been raised : the Cone
Generator (CG). The advantage of the Cone Generator, in relation to the usual calibration
sources using external light, is that the light pattern produced by the Cone Generator
is similar, though unfortunately not exactly the same, to the light pattern produced by
physics events, that will be constituted of one or more rings, each ring corresponding to a
different particle. Furthermore, since the Cone Generator is also an external light source,
it is possible to have a large number of events produced during a small amount of time at
the configurations we have decided beforehand.

In this chapter we will describe the development of the single CG itself, and the results
obtained so far. Unfortunately the development of this new multi-ring calibration source
has not been completed yet, and therefore it has not yet been used in any T2K related
analysis.

1Here the Multi-GeV and Sub-GeV stopping muon samples are intentionally separated because differ-
ent properties of these samples are used for calibration purposes.
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3.2. The single Cone Generator vessel

A global scheme of how the CG is currently used is shown in figure 3.1, and we will
follow this scheme in the presentation of this chapter. We first present the calibration
source itself in section 3.2, and then we present the simulation to predict the emitted light
pattern to obtain the “Single cone Monte-Carlo” (section 3.3). After that we present the
data taking of the “Single cone data” and of which data it consists exactly (section 3.4).
Finally we present the current status of the comparison between the current CG data
and simulation (section 3.5), with which we were able to identify a bug in the Super
Kamiokande detector simulation (the effect on physics events at SK is estimated in sec-
tion 3.6). The perspectives for usage of this new calibration source are presented at the
end of this chapter (section 3.7).

photon flux measurement

list of photons
input to
skdetsim

single cone Monte-Carlo

photon flux data

Cone Generator simulation
The single Cone Generator vessel

single cone Data

data taking in SK tank

comparison of charge profile

Figure 3.1: Global scheme of the Cone Generator usage. The CG simulation (red)
consists of the “photon flux measurement” of the CG vessel that is used as input to the
SK simulation (SKDETSIM) to obtain the CG “single cone” Monte-Carlo. The same CG
vessel is also used at data taking in the SK tank (blue) to measure, in its turn, the “single
cone” data.

3.2 The single Cone Generator vessel

The Cone Generator vessel is composed by a “delrin vessel”, which is build using delrin
plastic, inside of which is placed a “diffuser ball” connected to an optical fiber. At the
edge of the optical fiber inside the “diffuser ball” is placed a 10000 ppm MgO tip to
increase light diffusion in all the ball. The diffuser ball itself is doped with 1500 ppm of
MgO. The other end of the optical fiber is connected to a laser. Before 2011 the laser
source used was “dye laser” set to about 400 nm wavelength. Due to the poor “dye laser”
intensity stability we have changed the laser source since 2011 to use a “laser diode” with
wavelength of 405 nm. The Cone Generator vessel as described previously is shown on
figure 3.2. A picture of the CG vessel is also shown in figure 3.3.

Due to the diffusion of the light from its production until it leaves the diffuser ball,
the light should loose any polarization it could have had at its production point. Thus,
in our studies the light emitted by the Cone Generator is considered unpolarized.

The “diffuser ball” was verified to be symmetric by rotation around the axis from which
the fiber is inserted inside the ball to a precision of the percent level.
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0.75 cm
cone shaped channel

33◦

opening angle

from laser

delrin vessel
diffuser ball

(�=5 cm acrylic ball with MgO)

(with rich MgO tip)
optical fiber

forward cone

Figure 3.2: Scheme of the Cone Generator vessel.

Figure 3.3: Picture of the CG vessel. In this picture are visible the “delrin vessel”, the
“diffuser ball” and the “forward cone” that is fixed to the “delrin vessel” with the metallic
pins shown in the picture.
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3.3. Simulation of the single Cone Generator vessel

The “delrin vessel” is shaped to allow a cone of light to be emitted from the diffuser
ball. To this cone the internal part is removed by adding another part to the delrin vessel
called “forward cone”. The light from this vessel thus produces a ring on a surface to
which it is projected, as can be seen in the CG event display produced with only one CG
inserted inside the SK tank shown in figure 3.4.

Super-Kamiokande IV
Run 68704 Sub 1 Event 47

11-09-10:12:36:38

Inner: 1849 hits, 4646 pe

Outer: 0 hits, 0 pe

Trigger: 0x8000

D_wall: 1690.0 cm
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Figure 3.4: Event display of the single CG vessel inserted into SK.

The “opening angle” of the cone and width of the “cone shaped channel”, which are
shown in red in figure 3.2, are both determined by the dimensions of the “delrin vessel”
and the “forward cone”. Even though several “delrin vessel” and “forward cone” with
different dimensions were available we chose to study one combination of “delrin vessel”
and “forward cone” in more detail. The combination used have opening angle of 33◦ and
width of the “cone shaped channel” of 0.75 cm as shown on figure 3.2. This combination
was chosen because this is the vessel for which the cones defined at the “cone shaped
channel” have the same angle for the “delrin vessel” and the “forward cone”, among the
already constructed vessels, and therefore a better symmetry in the charge profile could
be expected from the parallelism of the walls of teh “cone shaped channel”.

3.3 Simulation of the single Cone Generator vessel

In order to simulate the Cone Generator vessel it was decided that we would not simulate
the light propagation and reflection through the optical fiber, diffuser ball and cone shaped
channel, as simulations are usually done. This was decided given the complexity of the
system that would need to have been simulated.
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Instead of proceeding by the usual simulation method it was decided to use a data
driven simulation, that is, we measure the photon flux emitted by the Cone Generator
vessel using a dedicated experimental setup called “photon flux measurement setup” and
then we use this measure to generate photons following the measured photon distribution.
These photons are input to the SK detector simulation (skdetsim) that propagates each
of them until they are either detected by the SK PMTs or absorbed. The Cone Generator
simulation described here is shown inside the red box in figure 3.1.

3.3.1 The photon flux measurement setup

The goal of this setup is to measure the photon flux emitted by the Cone Generator, that
is, to measure the distribution of direction and position of the photons emitted by the
Cone Generator vessel at a given distance as shown in figure 3.5.

CG vessel

X

Z

virtual sphere

θ
R

φ
photon

Figure 3.5: Scheme of the virtual sphere of radius R defined around the CG vessel (red).
At each point of the virtual sphere (with position vector in blue) described by the angle
θ we will measure the photon flux intensity at each photon direction (green) described by
the angle φ. In the current “photon flux measurement setup” R = 13 cm, θ corresponds
to the CGV angle and we assume the virtual sphere is symmetric by rotation around the
Z axis, and φ corresponds to the (PMTV, PMTH) angles defined in the text.

The photon flux measurement setup was designed to measure the intensity of the
photon flux at each position and direction from the Cone Generator vessel by placing a
PMT mounted on a moving structure on top of the Cone Generator vessel and in between
a collimator plate as is shown in the figure 3.6. The collimator hole in the plate placed on
top of the Cone Generator vessel is used to define at which point of the virtual sphere we
will measure the distribution of the photon direction. The position at which the photon
flux is measured is changed by rotating the CG vessel while the direction at which the
photons are measured is changed by rotating the PMT. The collimator hole was designed
in a way that there is no reflection of light in its walls during the photon flux data taking.
Dimensions of the photon flux measurement setup are given in figure 3.6.
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Figure 3.6: Side view of the “photon flux measurement setup”. The CG vessel is inserted
in a water tank, here shown filled with water. The CG vessel is connected to the stepping
motor #2. The rotation of the CG vessel using this motor defines the “CGV” angle as
shown. Above the CG vessel is a collimator plate with a collimator hole aligned between
the CG vessel and the PMT at the top of the half arc, as shown. Via the rotation of
the stepping motor #1 the PMT is moved along the half arc as shown by the “PMTV”
angle. Finally, the half arc itself is rotated by using the stepping motor #3 around the
vertical axis passing through the collimator hole in the collimator plane, as defined by the
“PMTH” angle, here it is shown at the stepping motor axis.
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The position in the virtual sphere at which data is taken is given by the angle “CGV”,
which corresponds to the θ angle in figure 3.5, where we suppose that the CG vessel
and diffuser ball are symmetric by rotation around the Z axis. The direction at which
data is taken is given by the angles “PMTV” and “PMTH”, which correspond to the
decomposition of the φ angle shown in figure 3.5 as the projection of the direction on the
R vector (“PMTV”) and the angle in respect to the plane perpendicular to the R vector
direction (“PMTH”).

3.3.2 Data taking with the photon flux setup

Each photon flux data taking consists of 2 different data sets that are measured at the
same time. The so called “sequential data” is taken automatically by the DAQ chang-
ing the CGV angle within the given range using a fixed step size for each PMTV and
PMTH, and then by changing automatically the PMTV angle within the given range
and fixed step size. Each “sequential data” is taken at a fixed PMTH angle. Before
and after each “sequential data” we measured the photon intensity at a given angle
(CGV, PMTV, PMTH)=(34◦, 0◦, 0◦) to control the time variation of the measured laser
intensity. This data set is called “stability data”. The data set directly used to simulate
the photon flux of the Cone Generator is the union of the “sequential data” for all PMTH
in the given range and step.

The photon flux intensity is measured for each given angle (CGV, PMTV, PMTH)
during “sequential data” taking by counting the number of ADC the PMT measured
for 100 times the laser connected to the diffuser ball is turned on. The ADC distribution
obtained is used to estimate the mean ADC value at the given angle which is proportional
to the light intensity at the given angle once the ADC pedestal is subtracted. For example,
the ADC distribution for (CGV, PMTV, PMTH)=(34◦, 0◦, 0◦) taken during “sequential
data” taking is shown in figure 3.7. The same procedure is applied to measure the photon
intensity of “stability data” however the ADC distribution is measured using 1000 pulses
from the laser instead of 100 pulses as is the case for “sequential data”.

Photon flux data were taken using the photon flux measurement setup at several
different occasions listed in table 3.1 with the corresponding configuration used for the
“sequential data” taking. The main advantages of each new data set in relation to the
previous data set is a finer angle step for PMTV and PMTH to improve characterization
of the photon flux for the August 2010 data set, a more stable light source for the January
2011 data set that greatly simplified the corrections needed to photon flux data from the
time variation of the “stability data” and from the time variation of the pedestal value of
the PMT used to measure the light intensity from the CG vessel. The change of the light
source also simplified the setup needed for data taking because we no longer needed an
optical table with a trigger PMT to measure when the laser emitted a light pulse at the
reception of the signal from the clock2, and because of this change the time required for
taking data with the photon flux setup was reduced. Finally the main advantage of the
May 2011 photon flux data taken in relation to previous data is the addition of the water
tank to the photon flux measurement setup that allowed us to measure the photon flux
of the Cone Generator when it is under water as it is the case when we insert the Cone
Generator vessel in the Super Kamiokande tank. The water used to fill the water tank is
the same water used to fill the SK tank. Note that the change in the range of the PMTV

2The “dye laser” did not always flash when there was a pulse from the clock, however the “laser diode”
always flashes.
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Figure 3.7: ADC distribution for angle (CGV, PMTV, PMTH)=(34◦, 0◦, 0◦) taken
during “sequential data” taking.

measurement for the May 2011 photon flux data is made in order to compensate the
refraction of light at the surface of the water tank. If it is not explicitly stated otherwise
the results presented here correspond to the last photon flux data we took in May 2011.

For the May 2011 photon flux data taking in addition to the usual “stability data”
taken before and after each “sequential data” we also measured “stability data” in the day
preceding our photon flux measurement and during the third day after we had finished
taking “sequential data”. This measurement was performed to evaluate the stability of
the observed intensity of the laser in a longer period of time in order to be more sensitive
to the degradation of the quality of the water stored in the “water tank” of the photon

Table 3.1: Summary of date and configuration at which we have taken “photon flux
data”. In the table are shown the range and step of the “CGV”, “PMTV” and “PMTH”
angles at which the data was taken following the format : minimum value → maximum
value (step).

date
“sequential data” range (step) of

CG vessel in
CGV PMTV PMTH

09/2009∗,† 0◦ → 70◦ (2◦) -27◦ → 27◦ (2.7◦) 0◦ → 90◦ (30◦) air
07/2010∗,† 0◦ → 66◦ (2◦) -27◦ → 27◦ (2.7◦) 0◦ → 180◦ (30◦) air
08/2010† 0◦ → 66◦ (2◦) -18.9◦ → 18.9◦ (1.35◦) 0◦ → 90◦ (10◦) air
01/2011 0◦ → 66◦ (2◦) -18.9◦ → 18.9◦ (1.35◦) 0◦ → 90◦ (10◦) air
05/2011 0◦ → 66◦ (2◦) -24.3◦ → 24.3◦ (1.35◦) 0◦ → 90◦ (10◦) water

∗ For these data sets, stability data was taken at CGV=30◦ and not CGV=34◦.
† For these data sets, data was taken using an old laser source called “dye laser”.
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flux setup.
From geometrical considerations we do not expect to have any direct light from the

cone generator vessel arriving at several (CGV, PMTV, PMTH) measured at the “sequen-
tial data”. This is the case for example for CGV=66◦ and PMTV<0◦ for any PMTH, or
for CGV=66◦ and PMTH≤60◦ for any PMTV. We have decided then to use data taken at
these angles to evaluate the time fluctuation of the pedestal measurement during sequen-
tial data taking. The result from this measurement shown in figure 3.8 is that the pedestal
value was constant during data taking with mean value of about 45.0 ADC counts.

Using the “stability data” it is evaluated the time dependence of the light intensity
measured by the PMT during data taking. In this measurement it is taken into account
both the time variation of the intensity emitted by the laser diode and the time variation of
the water quality in the water tank. The result from this measurement shown in figure 3.9
is that the laser intensity was stable during all data taking and thus no time dependent
laser intensity correction is needed.

The charge distribution measured from the photon flux data taking at PMTH 90◦ and
0◦ are shown in figures 3.10 and 3.11, respectively. These charge patterns are as expected
from geometrical considerations :

• At the PMTH=90◦ configuration the CG and PMT move in the same plane, there-
fore a change in the PMT position is compensated by a change in the CG direction
for the PMT to continue observing the same cone shaped channel from a different
angle. From this argument it is expected a rather linear correlation between CGV
and PMTV angles with charge changing by the difference in reflected and direct
light flux intensities.

• Since the PMT rotates in the plane perpendicular to the CG movement when
PMTH=0◦ and the CG vessel is symmetric in relation to the CG direction, we
expect there is a PMTV symmetry in relation to PMTV=0◦.

• Successive measures of the PMTV slices of PMTH=0◦ for at incresing CGV are
expected to measure different cuts of the charge distribution relative to the CG di-
rection, with the maximum light flux intensity when there is direct light from the CG
arriving at the PMT, therefore creating a single spot centered around PMTV=0◦.
Above this region we do not expect any light to be observed given that the PMT
would never be pointed towards the cone shaped channel of the Cone Generator
vessel.

Even though the charge pattern shown on figure 3.11 is as expected it is observed
that it is not symmetrical in relation to the PMTV=0◦. This difference between the
PMTV=0◦ and the center of symmetry of the charge distribution is due to a constant
offset on the placement of the photomultiplier on the half-arc given by the sensor used
to setting its position. It is thus necessary to correct the value of the PMTV angle by
a constant offset by assuming that the charge distribution at PMTH=0◦ is symmetric
and measuring its offset from data taken by changing PMTV while CGV and PMTH are
constant. For this measurement we have used data taken with CGV=22◦ and PMTH=0◦

shown in figure 3.12 where the measured PMTV offset is given by −0.9◦ ± 0.1◦(syst)
that is calculated by fitting a two Gaussian function given by (3.1) that is also shown in
figure 3.12. The fitted parameters in (3.1) are a scaling constant (K), the width of the
peaks (σpeak) that is considered to be the same in both peaks, the position of the peak if
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Figure 3.8: Time stability of the measurement of the PMT pedestal using “sequential
data” for a (CGV, PMTV, PMTH) region where no direct light from the CG vessel is
expected. The average pedestal value is about 45.0 ADC counts.
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Figure 3.9: Number of ADC with constant pedestal subtracted for “stability data” in
function of time. We only took “sequential data” on the 10, 11 and 12 May 2011, however
we have left the laser diode turned on with water in the water tank for a longer time
(one day before and three days after the “sequential measurements” were completed) in
order to better estimate the time stability of the system. The average laser intensity for
stability data is about 124.6 ADC counts.
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Figure 3.10: Number of ADC with pedestal subtracted measured in function of CGV
and PMTV for PMTH=90◦.
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Figure 3.11: Number of ADC with pedestal subtracted measured in function of CGV
and PMTV for PMTH=0◦.
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the peaks were symmetrical in relation to PMTV=0◦ (µpeak) and the offset of this mean
in relation to the PMTV=0◦ position (λoffset).
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Figure 3.12: Number of ADC with pedestal subtracted measured in function of PMTV
for PMTH=0◦ and CGV=22◦ (red and blue points). In red are shown the PMTV values
for which we expect to measure mainly direct light from the CG vessel, while in blue are
shown the remaining measured points. This distribution is used to calculate the PMTV
offset by fitting equation (3.1) (red curve) using the points shown in red. The fitted
parameters are shown on the top right of the figure with fit errors.

The systematic error on the PMTV offset was estimated using January 2011 photon
flux data by applying the same procedure shown here for CGV=22◦ for other different
CGV angle values and evaluating the standard deviation of these measurements from
the average PMTV offset measured, which is shown in figure 3.13. It is not possible to
reproduce this systematic error study done with January 2011 photon flux data using
May 2011 photon flux data because there is not enough ADC counts at other values of
CGV to reasonably fit (3.1) as the probability that light reflects at the wall of the cone
shaped channel of the Cone Generator vessel is smaller when the Cone Generator vessel
is under water than when it is in the air, which is due to the smaller difference between
the refraction index of Delrin plastic and water than between Delrin plastic and air3.
This estimation method is probably rather conservative, given that using direct light the
number of ADC in the peak is much larger, therefore subject to less uncertainty, then at
the angles where we fit the reflected light instead of the direct light. For the moment,

3This is explained by the Fresnel equations which will be described later on.
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Figure 3.13: Value of λoffset (see equation (3.1)) fitted using the PMTV distribution
of ADC with pedestal subtracted for different values of CGV, with PMTH=0◦ always.
Error bars show the fit uncertainty calculated by ROOT. These fits used photon flux
data taken at January 2011, therefore the measured value of λoffset is not required to be
tha same between this data set and the May 2011 data set (usual data set used). The
standard deviation of the fitted value of λoffset of the above fits is of 0.113◦±0.021◦.

however we have not tried to further reduce this uncertainty given the need to improve
the fitting function which is put in evidence by the poor reduced χ2 value4.

Furthermore, as the photon flux data is taken with water filled up to the collimator
hole, where a thin acrylic layer is put to insure the water surface is flat, it is necessary to
correct the measured photon intensity for each angle set to take into account the refraction
of light between the water-acrylic and the acrylic-air surfaces.

The first effect that needs to be corrected is the difference between the angle the
photon was emitted and measured, which changes due to the refraction in the interface
between the air, the acrylic and water which is described by the Snell-Descartes law.
This law links the incident angle of the photon (PMTVinc) to the refraction index of the
mediums and to the refracted angle (PMTVref) measured by the photon flux setup. The
Snell-Descartes law used for this correction is given by the equation (3.2), where we note
that the passage of the photon through the acrylic layer do not affect the relation between
the angle of the photon in water in relation to the angle of the photon in the air.

PMTVinc = arcsin

(
nwater

nair

sinPMTVref

)

(3.2)

4If we try to increase the uncertainty of the ADC measurement to set the reduce χ2 at 1, we auto-
matically increase the fit uncertainty to 0.14◦, which is also about 0.1◦, showing the need to improve the
fitted functions or fitting method.
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The second effect that needs to be corrected is the difference in the refraction prob-
ability as a function of the angle at each surface. The refraction probability is described
by the Fresnel equations, where the probability is described as a function of the photon
polarization, incident angle and refraction coefficient of the mediums. For each angle we
need to correct the observed photon flux intensity by how much light passed through the
water-acrylic and acrylic-air interfaces. At each interface, for unpolarized light, the cor-
rection of the light intensity given by Fresnel equation is shown in equation (3.3), where Ib
is the light intensity before the light reaches the surface, Ia is the light intensity after light
goes through the surface, θi is the incident angle at the interface and θr is the refracted
angle.

Ib = Ia

(

1− 1

2

[(
sin(θr − θi)

sin(θr + θi)

)2

+

(
tan(θr − θi)

tan(θr + θi)

)2
])−1

(3.3)

At the acrylic-air interface, Ia is the light intensity measured by the PMT5 and the θr
angle is given by the measured PMTV (after PMTV offset correction). The θi is calculated
from the θr and the refraction index of air and the acrylic via Snell-Descartes law. The
intensity of light inside the acrylic, given by Ib, will be called Iacr and the incident angle
θi will be called θacr for the next step of the corrections.

At the acrylic-water interface, Ia is the light intensity inside the acrylic layer given by
Iacr previously calculated and the refracted angle θr is given by θacr. The incident angle
θi is again calculated by the Snell-Descartes law. The light intensity inside the water Ib is
what is considered to be the light intensity measured by the photon flux at a given angle
after the all corrections.

After all the corrections described in this subsection are applied, the photon flux data
is used to generate a photon distribution used as input for the skdetsim simulation that
is described in the next subsection.

3.3.3 Using photon flux data to generate the photon distribution
input for skdetsim

As explained previously, the photon flux data consists of the measurement of light inten-
sity from the Cone Generator vessel at several different positions and directions given by
(CGV, PMTV, PMTH). We should note that the photon flux data provides a relative
measurement of the light intensity from the Cone Generator vessel, therefore the normal-
ization in number of photons emitted by the CG per event needs to be done by tuning
the total charge observed in the simulation the mean total charge of data taken at SK.
This adjustment is performed to have better than 1% agreement between the mean total
charge of data and Monte-Carlo.

The light intensity distribution from the Cone Generator as a function of the position
and direction of the photon from the Cone Generator vessel is obtained by interpolating
the photon flux data measured at several different positions and directions. The inter-
polated function is then normalized and transformed into a probability density function
used as input for skdetsim.

From a technical point of view, in C++ libraries there are no routine that performs
three-dimensional interpolations available, while one-dimensional and two-dimensional
interpolations were available. Therefore we could not directly perform an interpolation

5The light intensity is given by the ADC - pedestal mean value.
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in all photon flux data directly. We have decided to separately obtain a distribution
of position of the photons and the distribution of the direction of the photons for each
position. The distribution of the position of the photons was obtained by interpolating the
photon flux data taken for different CGV, integrated for all PMTV and PMTH taking
into account the solid angle each (PMTV, PMTH) set represent. The distribution of
the direction of the photons for each position was obtained by interpolating the two-
dimensional (PMTV, PMTH) distribution for the given position. We have also taken into
account the difference in the solid angle represented by each (CGV, PMTV, PMTH) bin
to correctly estimate the photon flux distribution.

3.3.4 Systematic errors on the Cone Generator simulations

Any uncertainty from the photon flux measurement or characteristic of the Cone Genera-
tor not implemented in skdetsim need to be taken into account as a systematic error on
the Cone Generator simulation. For the moment we have taken into account as systematic
error of the Cone Generator simulation the following errors :

1. Uncertainty on the mean pedestal value

2. Uncertainty on the constantness of the laser light intensity

3. Uncertainty in the measurement of the PMTV offset

4. Statistical uncertainty on the light intensity measurement

5. Difference between the total charge distribution at SK of data and Monte-Carlo

For the moment, we plan only to compare the shape of the charge distribution between
single cone data and Monte-Carlo. More precisely, we will compare the charge distribution
as function of the angle from CG direction, which allows a simple yet rather complete
comparison between CG data and Monte-Carlo. This distribution is called “charge profile”
for simplicity. Given that we perform currently only comparisons of the charge profile
between data and Monte-Carlo we will need to estimate the effect of given systematic
error directly at the charge profile. For the single cone Monte-Carlo charge profile these
errors are usually taken into account by calculating how much the value of the charge in
one bin changes in a simulation made assuming the parameter for which the systematic
error is estimated changed by ±1σ. This method naturally produces asymmetric error
bars related to the positive and negative fluctuations of the parameter.

1. Uncertainty on the mean pedestal value

The effect of the fluctuation of the pedestal on a measurement by measurement basis is
taken into account when evaluating the uncertainty on the mean number of ADC counts
for each (CGV, PMTV, PMTH) (see item 4), so we need in this item to take into account
only the uncertainty on the mean pedestal value that is 44.997±0.024 ADC counts. The
effect of this fluctuation in the charge profile is shown in figure 3.14 and is within 2% in
the peak region.
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Figure 3.14: Effect of uncertainty of mean pedestal value of photon flux data for the
single cone charge profile. In the top is shown the charge profile for the default single cone
Monte-Carlo (black) as well as the +1σ (blue) and −1σ (red) fluctuations of the pedestal.
In the bottom is shown the ratio between the blue (or red) and black charge profiles to
better estimate the uncertainty on the charge profile shape.

2. Uncertainty on the constantness of the laser light intensity

As discussed, the observed laser intensity was assumed to be constant during the data
taking. In order to evaluate the effect of this hypothesis in the charge profile we have
compared with the case of a linear time dependency of the observed light intensity fitted
to the charge variation of the “stability data” shown in figure 3.9. The effect of the
fluctuation in the charge profile is shown in figure 3.15 and is well within 1% at the peak
region.

3. Uncertainty in the measurement of the PMTV offset

As discussed, there is an uncertainty on the measurement of the PMTV offset angle. The
effect of this uncertainty in the charge profile is shown in figure 3.16 and is within 5% at
the peak region.

4. Statistical uncertainty on the light intensity measurement

Differently from taking into account the fluctuation of the total charge from an uncertainty
that changed the measured photon flux at each angle setting at the same time, we want
here to evaluate the uncertainty on the charge profile due to statistical fluctuations of
the measured mean ADC count used to measure the light intensity. We have generated
several different samples of photon flux data by changing randomly the mean ADC value
measured within it’s uncertainty, assuming Gaussian errors. For the current study, 40
different random fluctuations of the photon flux data were used.

The effect of the fluctuations in the charge profile is shown in figure 3.17 for the first
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Figure 3.15: Effect of difference between applying no time dependent correction (black)
and a linear time dependent correction (blue) using stability data on photon flux data
at for the single cone charge profile. In the top is shown the charge profile and in the
bottom is shown the ratio between the blue and black charge profiles to better estimate
the uncertainty on the charge profile shape.
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Figure 3.16: Effect of uncertainty of the PMTV offset of the photon flux data at for
the single cone charge profile. In the top is shown the charge profile for the default single
cone Monte-Carlo (black) as well as the +1σ (blue) and −1σ (red) fluctuations of the
PMTV offset. In the bottom is shown the ratio between the blue (or red) and black
charge profiles to better estimate the uncertainty on the charge profile shape.
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two different random fluctuations. The bin by bin higher and lower edges of the charge
profile from this uncertainty is shown in figure 3.18. It is within 2% in the peak region
and is below 5% between 5◦ and 150◦.
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Figure 3.17: Effect of uncertainty of photon flux data in the single cone charge profile
shown for two random variations of the photon flux data within the measurement errors.
In the top is shown the charge profile for the default single cone Monte-Carlo (black)
as well as two random fluctuations in blue and red. In the bottom is shown the ratio
between the blue (or red) and black charge profiles to better estimate the uncertainty on
the charge profile shape.

5. Difference between the total charge distribution at SK of data and Monte-
Carlo

Note the uncertainty described here is not related to the photon flux itself, but rather to
how the Cone Generator was implemented in skdetsim.

To perform the CG simulation in skdetsim we simulate a fixed number of photons per
event, however in real data taking the number of photons emitted by the laser reaching
the diffuser ball can fluctuate on an event by event basis. The pulse by pulse fluctuation
of the emitted light intensity is also the cause of the uncertainty in the constantness of the
laser light intensity (item 2, previously mentioned). However the uncertainty mentioned
on item 2 has effect of changing the relative shape of the photon flux data, while the
uncertainty taken into account in this item is related to the effect of the total charge
global fluctuation in the charge profile.

When using the dye laser, these fluctuations were large and thus it was imperative to
evaluate the effect on the charge profile by comparing the usual charge profile with charge
profiles simulated with the mean total charge at the edges of the mean total charge
distribution. However since we have now changed the light source to a laser diode which
has a stable emitted light intensity the difference between the total charge distribution
of Monte-Carlo and data is small, as shown in figure 3.19, and we no longer take this
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error source into account. We have decided to neglect such effect when using laser diode
because the effect of such uncertainty in the charge profile was already small when we
took data using dye laser.

For reference the effect of the difference of mean total charge in an event in the
charge profile to take into account the fluctuation of the total charge of the dye laser (see
figure 3.20 for the total charge fluctuation of data and at which total charges Monte-Carlo
were generated) is shown in figure 3.21 and is within a few percent at the peak region and
of about 10% at the tail region.
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Figure 3.18: Effect of uncertainty of photon flux data in the single cone charge profile.
The envelope shown takes into account 40 different sets of random variations of the photon
flux data within the measurement errors. In the top is shown estimated uncertainties on
the charge profile for the single cone Monte-Carlo by blue boxes. In the bottom is shown
the ratio between the estimated uncertainties shown by the boxes in relation to the default
single cone Monte-Carlo.
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Figure 3.19: Distribution of the total charge measured in the SK detector per event for
single cone data (magenta) and MC (black). The MC has been tuned to have mean total
charge within 1% of the data mean total charge.
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Figure 3.20: Distribution of the total charge measured in the SK detector per event
for single cone data from 2010 using dye laser (magenta) and default MC for that data
set (black). The default MC has been tuned to have mean total charge within 1% of the
data mean total charge. Furthermore are shown two other single cone MC which have
been tuned to be at the high and low tail of the data distribution to evaluate the effect
of a fluctuation in the total charge in the charge profile.
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Figure 3.21: Effect of change of the mean total charge observed in the detector tuned
for the single cone Monte-Carlo for 2010 data (black) and both lower (red) and upper
(blue) fluctuations of the total observed charge as shown in figure 3.20. In the top is
shown the charge profile for the default single cone and in the bottom is shown the ratio
between the blue (or red) and black charge profiles to better estimate the uncertainty on
the charge profile shape.
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3.4 Data taking in the Super Kamiokande detector

In order to take data in Super Kamiokande using the single Cone Generator vessel, a pole
system is used to place the Cone Generator vessel at the desired position and direction
inside the Super Kamiokande detector. The pole system is composed by 10 separate
poles of 2 meters each which allow the placement of the Cone Generator vessel to set 10
different Z positions inside the detector separated by 2 meters from one another. The
lowest position we can place the Cone Generator vessel is near the center of the detector
in the vertical direction (that is Z=0 m in SK coordinates). At the end of the pole system,
the Cone Generator vessel is screwed to a horizontal plate. It is also possible to screw a
second Cone Generator vessel to the bottom of this horizontal plate even though no data
was taken using this configuration. Below this plate in a U-shaped structure is placed
the “Locator vessel” below the pole system. In figure 3.22 is shown the end of the pole
system with the Cone Generator vessel and the “Locator vessel” installed. In figure 3.23
is shown the scheme of the electronics and trigger used during “single cone data taking”
and “Locator data taking”.

Figure 3.22: Picture of the equipment used to lower the CG vessel and Locator vessel
into SK. The poles from the pole system are connected on top of the “U” shaped metal
plate covering the CG vessel sides. This “U” shaped metal plate is screwed to the disk,
which itself is screwed both to the CG vessel and to the lower part of the disk, lower
“U” shaped metal plate, to which the Locator is screwed. This picture was taken before
inserting the CG for the 2011 data taking at SK.

The “Locator vessel” used for “Locator data taking” is a delrin vessel similar to the
Cone Generator vessel, however instead of having a cone shaped opening for the light from
the diffuser ball it has five cylindrical holes at the four horizontal walls of the vessel and
at the bottom of the vessel. Data taken using this vessel is used to measure the position
and direction of the Cone Generator vessel inside the Super Kamiokande detector.
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3.4.1 Summary of single Cone Generator data taking

In table 3.2 is shown a summary of the single cone data taking from June 2011 that will
be used here. Even though more single cone data was taken in June 2011, its analysis has
not been completed yet. The data presented here consists of the single cone data taken
for verification of the stability of the measurement, which was performed by taking twice
or thrice data at the same condition (with the cone pointing towards the +y direction in
the SK detector coordinates). In addition to the verification runs we also list a run at
Z = 0 m towards −y direction (which is close to the T2K beam direction) which will be
used to compare to single cone Monte-Carlo.

Table 3.2: Summary table of the 2011 SK single cone data taking that are used in the
current analysis. The vertex and directions are given in SK detector coordinates (where
Z is the vertical direction). During the CG data taking we have only rotated the pole
system without removing and reinserting it from the “first” and “fifth” CG data taken for
all vertexes.

Run of
single
cone data

Run of
Locator
data

vertex Z (m) expected
direction

68674 68676 8 +Y first CG data taken at this vertex
68690 68692 8 +Y fifth CG data taken at this vertex
68739 68741 8 +Y extra CG data taken at this vertex

after removing and reinserting CG
vessel

68696 68698 0 +Y first CG data taken at this vertex
68712 68714 0 +Y fifth CG data taken at this vertex
68704 68706 0 −Y for use in comparison with CG MC

68718 68720 16 +Y first CG data taken at this vertex
68734 68736 16 +Y fifth CG data taken at this vertex

Scientex
laser diode

clock QBEE trigger module

Fujikura optical fiber (70m)

405nm

100Hz
Diffuser ball inside

CG vessel

trigger channel

Figure 3.23: Scheme of the data taking setup used to flash the laser for the CG or
Locator vessels (here is only shown the diffuser ball) and the SK trigger module (QBEE
trigger module). Once the laser is flashed the light emitted by the diffuser ball will be
collected at the SK PMTs which have already been triggered by the QBEE trigger module.
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3.4.2 Measurement of the Cone Generator vessel position and
direction in SK

The pole system was designed to be able to precisely place the vessel inside the SK
detector. However, it is necessary to measure the position and direction of the Cone
Generator in the SK tank. We have performed such measurement using “Locator data”
that was taken using an independent device, called Locator, from the Cone Generator
vessel.

The Locator is constructed similarly to the Cone Generator, being composed of a
“Locator vessel” inside of which is placed a diffuser ball connected to the laser via an
optical fiber. The “Locator vessel” is a cubic delrin vessel with holes at the center of each
face, the optical fiber leaving the “Locator vessel” by the hole situated in the top face
of the cube. Therefore, in SK the Locator generates 4 laser spots in the barrel of the
tank and one spot at the bottom of the tank as shown in figure 3.24. By measuring the
center of each spot in the barrel and assuming that the two lines drawn from the center
of opposite spots cross at the position of the “Locator vessel”, as shown on figure 3.25, we
can determine the position of the Locator and then of the Cone Generator given that the
relative position between the CG vessel and the Locator vessel is known.

For the moment we do not use the information of the timing distribution to measure
the position and direction of the “Locator vessel” because we consider the current method
gives sufficient precision.

Furthermore the Z coordinate of the “Locator vessel” position is well determined by
the pole system itself : if there is a ∼ 1 m shift of the “Locator vessel” in the XY plane
the corresponding shift in the Z position6 would be ∼ 3 cm, on the other hand we expect
and have measured the shift in the XY plane from the expected position to be less than
15 cm. Due to this we will not use “Locator data” to determine the Z position of the
“Locator vessel” and consequently of the “Cone Generator vessel”.

We have calculated the center of each spot in the “Locator data” taken in run 68676
and the distribution of each Locator spot is shown on figure 3.26 where we have fitted a
Gaussian to the peak of each distribution to obtain the parameters shown on table 3.3.

Using the measured mean for each spot we have calculated the position of the Locator
by the crossing point of the line L+xL−x and L+yL−y. In order to estimate the systematic
error caused from the estimation of the position of the Locator we have generated several
samples of “Locator simulation” from different positions and directions and compared
the difference between the calculated and inputed position and direction. The so called
“Locator simulation” consists of simulating four Gaussian spots in the barrel and one
Gaussian spot in the bottom of the SK detector where the light emitted to generate all
spots has the same vertex and 90◦ between one spot and it’s neighbour spot.

The “Locator simulation” used to estimate systematic error of the reconstruction
method is set to have the same vertex as the expected Locator position near the cen-
ter of the tank just below the calibration hole used to insert the CG vessel, that is at
(35,−70, 0) cm in the SK coordinate system, and with the L+x direction the same as the
+X direction. Each parameter of the simulation is then modified separately to perform
this study which defines four different samples :

• the X position of the Locator was changed from -1 cm to 59 cm with 3 cm step;

6This shift was calculated assuming the connection between poles of the pole system is rigid, which
even though is not exactly true is a reasonable approximation of the pole system used.
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Super-Kamiokande IV
Run 68706 Sub 1 Event 42

11-09-10:12:40:24

Inner: 896 hits, 1942 pe

Outer: 0 hits, 0 pe

Trigger: 0x8000

D_wall: 1690.0 cm
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Figure 3.24: Event display of a Locator event.

Y

X

L+x

L−y

Locator vessel

L−x

L+y

Figure 3.25: Schema of the Locator vessel data taking with the four spots produced in
the side of the SK tank represented and identified. Note that this schema is not in scale.
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Figure 3.26: Distribution of the integrated charge on a column of PMTs on the SK
barrel in function of the angle of the PMTs from the x direction measured from the center
of the SK tank for run 68676. Each spot shown in the figure 3.25 is identified here. In
red are shown the fit made to the peak of each spot to measure their center. We fitted a
Gaussian to each spot peak to avoid having to take into account the effects of scattering
in the water of the SK tank, reflection at the SK tank wall and dark noise of SK PMTs.

Table 3.3: Fit results used to obtain the center of each Locator spot that is shown in
figure 3.26. The uncertainties quoted are given by the fitting procedure and therefore
could be underestimated given the quality of the fits shown in figure 3.26.

Name Constant (pe) Mean (◦) Sigma (◦)
L+x 38.052±0.031 -1.865±0.009 8.638±0.015
L+y 30.838±0.028 89.667±0.010 9.023±0.018
L−x 35.729±0.029 183.247±0.008 8.933±0.013
L−y 35.849±0.031 -88.305±0.008 8.011±0.013
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• the Y position of the Locator was changed from -114 cm to 54 cm with 3 cm step;

• the Z position of the Locator was changed between 0 cm, ±3 cm, 8 cm, 16 cm, 8 m,
16 m;

• the angle between the Locator direction of the L+x spot and the X direction was
changed between -20◦ and 20◦ with 1◦ step and at ±25◦ and ±30◦.

The comparison between expected and calculated X and Y position from the Locator
and the direction of the Locator obtained using these different parameters of “Locator
simulation” are shown on figures 3.27, 3.28 and 3.29, respectively. From these estimations,
we have taken the systematic error from Locator data analysis near the position where
the “Locator vessel” was placed. It is 6 cm in the X position, 8 cm in the Y position
and 0.16◦ in the measured angle from the X direction. The values quoted are probably
slightly overestimated, however since we generated “Locator simulation” by changing at
each simulation only one of the parameters from the default value we could have not taken
into account effects coming from the correlation of the errors in the vertex and direction
of the Locator. The same logic could explain the bias observed in all distributions, and
further studies would be needed to precisely determine if this reconstruction bias is due
to geometrical considerations that would correlate all these parameters, or if the bias is
due to other effects.
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Figure 3.27: Systematic error calculated for the measured X position of the Locator
with the Locator simulation. The different stacked histograms show different sets of
Locator simulation where either the X position (red), Y position (blue) or Z position
(green) or the angle between the Locator and the X direction (magenta) was changed.
These histograms are added on top of each other to better show the global shape and
limits of all data sets at the same time. The systematic error on the X position is ±6 cm.

The result from the measurement of the position and direction of the Locator taking
into account the estimated systematic errors for runs presented in table 3.2 is shown in
table 3.4.
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Figure 3.28: Systematic error calculated for the measured Y position of the Locator
with the Locator simulation. The different stacked histograms show different sets of
Locator simulation where either the X position (red), Y position (blue) or Z position
(green) or the angle between the Locator and the X direction (magenta) was changed.
These histograms are added on top of each other to better show the global shape and
limits of all data sets at the same time. The systematic error on the Y position is ±8 cm.
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Figure 3.29: Systematic error calculated for the measured XY direction of the Locator
with the Locator simulation. The different stacked histograms show different sets of
Locator simulation where either the X position (red), Y position (blue) or Z position
(green) or the angle between the Locator and the X direction (magenta) was changed.
These histograms are added on top of each other to better show the global shape and limits
of all data sets at the same time. The systematic error on the direction measurement is
±0.16◦.
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Table 3.4: Measured position and direction of the Locator vessel using the Locator data
corresponding to the studied single cone data runs. The position and direction of the CG
are obtained from the position and direction of the Locator through measurements of the
experimental apparatus geometry made before inserting it inside the SK tank.

Run of single
cone data

Run of Loca-
tor data

(X,Y) vertex measured
with Locator data (cm)

angle between the Locator
spots expected and mea-
sured position (◦)

68674 68676 (31±6,-75±8) 0.77±0.16
68690 68692 (28±6,-76±8) 1.43±0.16
68639 68741 (31±6,-76±8) 0.85±0.16

68696 68698 (26±6,-70±8) 10.71±0.16
68712 68714 (24±6,-67±8) 11.70±0.16
68704 68706 (29±6,-79±8) 10.86±0.16

68718 68720 (33±6,-68±8) -3.82±0.16
68734 68736 (31±6,-68±8) -3.19±0.16

From “Locator data” analysis we can already notice that for data that were taken at
the same conditions, supposedly, we obtain consistent measures for their positions. For
the runs that have been taken at the same nominal direction the angle from the +X
direction is within 1◦ from each other, which is the precision of the tool used to set the
direction of the pole system at the top of the calibration hole. Note that even though the
angle measured with different runs with same nominal angle was compatible within 1◦

with each other, this does not imply that the measured angle is within 1◦ of the expected
direction.

3.5 Comparison of single cone data and Monte-Carlo

We use the charge profile at SK to compare single cone data and Monte-Carlo simulation.
The charge profile is expected to be peaked at about 33◦ which is the opening angle from
the Cone Generator vessel. The distribution of the light in the SK detector depends on
several different effects depending on the angle from the Cone Generator direction : near
the peak of light and in the forward region most of the light comes directly from the Cone
Generator vessel, while for angles larger than 90◦ the signal is due to either reflected or
scattered light.

Because we do not know the absolute number of photons in the SK tank from our
experimental setup we need to adjust the total number of photons generated per event in
the simulation so that the mean value of the total detected charge is the same for data
and Monte-Carlo, as it is shown in figure 3.19 for run 68704.

3.5.1 First comparison between single cone data and Monte-Carlo

The first charge profile comparison between data and Monte-Carlo is shown in figure 3.30
done by September 2011. From this comparison we obtain that for angle below 60◦ the
agreement between single cone data and Monte-Carlo was within systematical error (of
about 5% in the peak region). However, at the backward region the disagreement between
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data and Monte-Carlo was of about 50%.
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Figure 3.30: First comparison between data (black) and Monte-Carlo (blue) single
cone charge profile, taking into account the estimated systematic errors. The single cone
Monte-Carlo total charge per event is tuned to the total charge per event of the CG real
data. In the top is shown the charge profile and in the bottom is shown the ratio between
the Monte-Carlo charge profile to the data charge profile for better comparison of the
relative shapes.

In order to understand the reason of the difference observed in the backward region,
we have compared the hit timing distribution for data and Monte-Carlo of hits at the
backward region from the direction of the Cone Generator as shown in figure 3.31. In the
data we observe light originated from scattering and from reflection, however in Monte-
Carlo, at the backward region, the intensity of scattered light is roughly null.

From this comparison we conclude there is a problem in the simulation of the scattering
in skdetsim. In order to evaluate whether the Monte-Carlo calculation of the angular
distribution of the Rayleigh scattering (Rayleigh scattering is the main component of
scattering at Super Kamiokande, and in addition, is also the component of scattering
that should produce charge in the backward region) was correct we have decided that we
would draw the distribution of the Rayleigh-scattered photon angle with respect to the
original photon direction. This is shown in figure 3.32. As it is shown there is no scattered
light generated with opening angle larger than 90◦ from the Cone Generator direction,
which is incorrect as the angular dependency of Rayleigh scattering is proportional to
(1 + cos2θ) for unpolarized light. This angular dependency is symmetric between the
backward and forward region. Based on this observation we have found a bug in the
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Figure 3.31: Distribution of the hit time recorded for each hit PMT subtracted by
the time of flight corresponding to direct light for single cone data (black) and Monte
Carlo (blue). The single cone Monte-Carlo and data used here are the same as used for
figure 3.30 for all possible angles from the CG direction in the main plot, or for angles
from CG direction larger than 160◦ in the red chart. The peak around 950 ns corresponds
to the direct light peak for barrel PMTs, and as is shown in the red chart in the single
cone Monte-Carlo there is no increase in the number of hits observed near the direct light
peak, which would be associated with the scattering that typically follows after the direct
light region. Such increase is however seen on data and expected from Rayleigh scattering.
On the other hand a peak associated with reflected light (around 1080 ns) is still present
and compatible between single cone data and Monte-Carlo even in the backward region.
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calculation of the scattered angle in skdetsim. After correcting this bug the distribution
of the Rayleigh-scattered photon angle with respect to the original photon direction is
now symmetric, as shown in figure 3.33. It is important to notice though that the bug
that was found affects only the unpolarized light scattering and that for polarized light
the Rayleigh scattering angular dependency was already correctly calculated as shown
in figure 3.34. The effect of this bug on physics results from SK will be discussed at
section 3.6.
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Figure 3.32: Distribution of the direction of Rayleigh-scattered photons from the orig-
inal photon direction as calculated by skdetsim for unpolarized photons. This distri-
bution was obtain using the same skdetsim version used to generate the single cone
Monte-Carlo shown in figure 3.30, and as is shown there is no photons generated in the
backward region from Rayleigh scattering, which should happen as often as photons gen-
erated in the forward region.

3.5.2 Comparison between single cone data and Monte-Carlo af-
ter Rayleigh scattering angular distribution bug fix

After the bug in Rayleigh scattering calculation was fixed we have performed again the
charge profile comparison as previously. This is shown in figure 3.35. There is still a
difference of about 10% for angles above 70◦.

As shown on the timing distributions in figure 3.36 the Monte-Carlo and data dis-
tributions at this moment have the same shape in the backward region, therefore the
correction of the bug found in skdetsim is sufficient to create as much scattered light in
the backward region as the observed difference between data and MC shown in figure 3.31.
Currently there is a small difference between the size of the reflected light peak between
single cone data and Monte-Carlo, as shown in figure 3.36 at about 1080 ns which could
help explain the 10% difference of the observed charge in the backward region shown
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Figure 3.33: Distribution of the direction of Rayleigh-scattered photons from the orig-
inal photon direction as calculated by skdetsim for unpolarized photons. This distri-
bution was obtain using the same skdetsim version used to generate the single cone
Monte-Carlo shown in figure 3.35, that is with the observed bug in Rayleigh scattering
corrected.
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Figure 3.34: Distribution of the direction of Rayleigh-scattered photons from the orig-
inal photon direction as calculated by skdetsim for polarized photons. This part of
skdetsim is not affected by the bug or its correction, and its distribution is as expected.
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Figure 3.35: Comparison between data (black) and Monte-Carlo (blue) single cone
charge profile, taking into account the estimated systematic errors and the correction to
the scattering bug in skdetsim. The single cone Monte-Carlo total charge per event is
tuned to the total charge per event of the CG real data. In the top is shown the charge
profile and in the bottom is shown the ratio between the Monte-Carlo charge profile to
the data charge profile for better comparison of the relative shapes.
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in figure 3.35, however no studies have been done at the moment to understand these
differences.
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Figure 3.36: Distribution of the hit time recorded for each hit PMT subtracted by
the time of flight corresponding to direct light for single cone data (black) and Monte
Carlo (blue). The single cone Monte-Carlo and data used here are the same as used for
figure 3.35 for all possible angles from the CG direction in the main plot, or for angles
from CG direction larger than 160◦ in the red chart. The peak around 950 ns corresponds
to the direct light peak for barrel PMTs and the peak around 1080 ns corresponds to the
reflected light. The difference in the number of hit PMTs between data and Monte-Carlo
shown either for any CG direction or for the backward region do not shown any large
differences between single cone data and Monte-Carlo.

The difference in the reflection peak is to be expected because there has not yet been
a retuning of the reflectivity of the black sheet and PMT, and because these tunings
were made to a Monte-Carlo with the reported bug on the Rayleigh scattering angular
distribution, they are slightly incorrect. From this retuning we expect that the reflection
coefficient at the PMT and black sheet will increase which is in the same sense as the
observed difference between single cone data and Monte-Carlo. Preliminary studies show
that an increase of 10% in the reflection coefficients of the Monte-Carlo increase the
observed charge in the backward region by 5%, without any significant change in the
peak region.

Furthermore, one extra verification was made by changing how we deal with polar-
ization of photons in the CG Monte-Carlo to produce photons that are individually po-
larized, but whose global polarization is not existent. This condition is certainly closer
to the physical reality, though statistically both treatments should yield the same result.
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The verifications performed have shown a perfect compatibility between both methods
after the bug on the polarization calculation was corrected.

3.5.3 Reproducibility check of single cone data taking

During the 2011 single cone data taking we have decided to take single cone data with
direction +Y twice at each Z position and one extra measurement at the end of the data
taking with the same Z position used for the first data taking (Z=8 m). The purpose
of taking this data was to verify the reproducibility of our experimental setup and data
analysis, for example by comparing the single cone charge profile of different data we can
verify if the systematic error assigned on the single cone charge profile shape due to the
uncertainty of Locator data analysis is enough to explain the difference between the two
data sets or if there is still some other source of error that was not taken into account at
the single cone data taking.

The comparison between data at the same position and direction show agreement of
the charge profiles within systematic error from the measure of the position and direction
as shown in figures 3.37, 3.38 and 3.39, for the positions Z=0 m, 8 m and 16 m respectively.
The large differences, specially in the tail region, between different data sets are mainly
due to PMTs that migrated to other bins in the charge profile from the slight difference
in position and direction measured with Locator data for each data set.

At Z=8 m we have taken data also at the end of all data taking which is shown in
figure 3.40. This last measurement was done to validate that the process of removing and
inserting the pole system did not change the charge profile. Because we have decided to
disconnect the optical fiber every time we changed the Z position of the Cone Generator
vessel to simplify the procedure to insert and remove the CG from the SK tank we cannot
directly compare the total charge from the first and last runs. It could be expected a slight
change on the shape of the charge profile due to the difference in the total charge, however
from Monte-Carlo study previously presented the change in the charge distribution due
to the change in the total charge is expected to be small.

3.6 Effect of bug in scattering in results from SK

The effect of the bug found in skdetsim on the usual analysis at SK has also been checked
to evaluate how it would change the current physics results from the experiment using
the Super Kamiokande detector.

Before evaluating the effect of the Rayleigh scattering angular dependency bug in
physics results it is useful to understand what it affects. As we have previously described
the bug in the Rayleigh scattering angular distribution only affected unpolarized light,
however as Cerenkov light is polarized perpendicularly to the Cerenkov cone direction
it is not affected by this bug. In the same manner when light scatters the SK detector
simulation calculates the new polarization of the scattered light and this light is not
affected also by this bug. However, when light reflects at either the PMT or the black-
sheet, because the reflection is not modeled simply as a specular reflection but as a
mixture of specular and diffuse reflection the reflected light do not carry any polarization
information and thus its scattering is affected by the bug.

In summary the effect of this bug fix in the distribution of the charge in the Super
Kamiokande detector should be small as it only affects light that would be scattered after
being reflected at the detector wall.
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Figure 3.37: Comparison of single cone data taken at approximately same vertex (at
Z ≈ 0 m from the center of SK) and direction (towards +y) for runs 68696 (black)
and 68712 (red) with systematic error uncertainty. Between these runs the CG was only
rotated inside the SK tank.
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Figure 3.38: Comparison of single cone data taken at approximately same vertex (at
Z ≈ 8 m from the center of SK) and direction (towards +y) for runs 68674 (black)
and 68690 (red) with systematic error uncertainty. Between these runs the CG was only
rotated inside the SK tank.
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Figure 3.39: Comparison of single cone data taken at approximately same vertex (at
Z ≈ 16 m from the center of SK) and direction (towards +y) for runs 68718 (black)
and 68734 (red) with systematic error uncertainty. Between these runs the CG was only
rotated inside the SK tank.
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Figure 3.40: Comparison of single cone data taken at approximately same vertex (at
Z ≈ 8 m from the center of SK) and direction (towards +y) for runs 68674 (black) and
68739 (red) with systematic error uncertainty. Between these runs the CG was removed
and reinserted in the SK tank and the laser diode and the optical fiber between the CG
and the laser was disconnected and reconnected, therefore the total charge of the events
is not expected to be the same and therefore the charge profiles are normalized.
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The first sample that was verified after bug fix was the though going muon sample.
In this sample the difference between the charge profile of Monte-Carlo before and after
bug fix is of 1% level.

It was further investigated the effect of the correction of the Rayleigh scattering angular
distribution by comparing the efficiency of usual SK event selections before and after bug
fix. The samples used for this evaluation were a 500 MeV/c electron, a 500 MeV/c
muon and a 500 MeV/c π0 and the results following the event selections are shown in
tables 3.5, 3.6 and 3.7, respectively. In summary the difference between the Monte-Carlo
before and after bug-fix was within statistical error of the samples and below 1%. The
difference between measured momentum using the Monte-Carlo before and after bug fix
for electrons and muons are also within 1% (after/before bug fix is 1.0004±0.0002 for
electron MC and 1.0006±0.0001 for muon MC). The difference of the measured π0 mass
is also within 1% (after/before bug fix is 1.000±0.001).

Table 3.5: Difference in the efficiency of reconstruction of electron events generated by
the version of skdetsim with the Rayleigh scattering bug and after this bug was fixed.

event selection ratio of efficiency after and before bug fix
fully contained in fiducial volume 0.9997±0.0045

and single ring 0.9999±0.0046
and electron like by PID 0.9992±0.0046
and no decay electrons 0.9992±0.0046

Table 3.6: Difference in the efficiency of reconstruction of muon events generated by
the version of skdetsim with the Rayleigh scattering bug and after this bug was fixed.

event selection ratio of efficiency after and before bug fix
fully contained in fiducial volume 1.0006±0.0045

and single ring 1.0004±0.0045
and muon like by PID 1.0004±0.0046
and one decay electron 1.0005±0.0046

Table 3.7: Difference in the efficiency of reconstruction of π0 events generated by the
version of skdetsim with the Rayleigh scattering bug and after this bug was fixed.

event selection ratio of efficiency after and before bug fix
fully contained in fiducial volume 1.002±0.006

and two rings 0.997±0.008
and two rings are electron like by PID 0.998±0.008
and no decay electrons 0.998±0.008

In addition to having evaluated the effect of the bug fix along the event selection for
usual samples it is essential to evaluate the effect of the bug fix on the tuning of the detec-
tor. As it was mentioned the bug affects unpolarized light that is usually produced after
reflection, thus we can expect that the reflection tuning will need to be updated, which
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is being done by the Duke University T2K/SK group. The other detector calibrations
should not be affected directly by this bug.

3.7 Perspectives

We have successfully created an external device that emits single ring-shaped light inside
the Super Kamiokande detector and measured its properties in an external setup. The
single cone simulation based on this measurement and the single cone data taken at SK
agree well at the ring region, even though at the backwards region there is still a slight
difference between data and Monte-Carlo even after the correction of a bug found in
skdetsim.

The next step for the Cone Generator project will be to either calibrate the Super
Kamiokande detector or to improve the understanding of Super Kamiokande reconstruc-
tion. There are currently three different groups that are using the Cone Generator data
for different purposes :

• The TRIUMF T2K/SK group are using the CG data to test a new reconstruction
algorithm they are developing for Super Kamiokande. In this algorithm the shape
and timing informations of all PMTs are used to perform the reconstruction and
the CG is therefore an useful control sample where verifications can be made.

• The Imperial College T2K group are using the CG data taken at about Z = 16 m
to evaluate the vertex reconstruction at the fiducial volume boundary with the
intention of increasing the fiducial volume.

• The LLR T2K group will continue the development of the CG Monte-Carlo and
plan to measure the Z dependency of the scattering of light in water using the
different CG measurements. Furthermore we plan to take two cone data at SK at
different configurations reproducing the π0 kinematics, specially when the SK recon-
struction fails to measure two rings, and use the understanding of the SK detector
reconstruction imparted by such measurements to improve its reconstruction and
further reduce the π0 background at SK, given that the control sample currently
used to estimate such error, which is presented in the next chapter, is limited by its
statistics.
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4.1 Introduction

In order to compare the T2K neutrino data with what would be expected from the T2K
beam it is essential to understand to which precision we know the Super Kamiokande
reconstruction algorithms for each type of particle. The dominant background sources
at Super Kamiokande for T2K are the νe CCQE beam contamination (∼49%) and mis-
reconstructed π0 events1 generated by neutral current (∼34%). Table 4.1 shows the
breakdown by “final state” of expected signal and background for the T2K Run I+Run II.

Table 4.1: Expected number of events in SK after the νe CCQE selection (see sec-
tion 2.5.3) and in parenthesis the fraction of νe selected events categorized by final state
for signal and background samples. The number of events correspond to the Run I+Run II
(1.431 · 1020 POT) expected statistics using the 10d v3.1 beam flux, near detector nor-
malization of 1.036. In order to estimate number of events we assume sin2 2θ13 = 0.1,
δCP = 0◦ and normal mass hierarchy. The samples for which we estimate systematic error
in this chapter are highlighted.

Final state Signal Background
νe CC 1e 3.986 (97.0%) 0.659 (49.1%)
other νe CC 0.122 ( 3.0%) 0.042 ( 3.1%)
νµ CC without π0 0.000 ( 0.0%) 0.024 ( 1.8%)
νµ CC with π0 0.000 ( 0.0%) 0.005 ( 0.4%)
NC 1π0 0.000 ( 0.0%) 0.457 (34.1%)
other NC with π0 0.000 ( 0.0%) 0.049 ( 3.7%)
NC 1γ 0.000 ( 0.0%) 0.036 ( 2.7%)
NC 1π± 0.000 ( 0.0%) 0.039 ( 2.9%)
other NC 0.000 ( 0.0%) 0.031 ( 2.3%)

At Super Kamiokande there is no pure π0 control sample available independent of the
event selection therefore in order to understand the Super Kamiokande reconstruction for
π0 events it was necessary to create a control sample.

The hybrid-π0 method was originally developed to estimate the uncertainty of the
rejection efficiency of NC 1π0 events using the T2K selection cuts. Afterwards the use of
the hybrid-π0 sample was extended to estimate the uncertainty of the “other NC with π0”
sample and the “νµ CC with π0” sample. In this chapter we will discuss in more details
the hybrid-π0 technique and the estimated systematic uncertainty of the reconstruction
efficiency of events with a π0 in the final state at Super Kamiokande.

The hybrid-π0 method consists of the following steps which will be explained further :

1. construct the hybrid-π0 samples following the π0 kinematics of the T2K Monte-
Carlo;

2. apply the usual Super Kamiokande reconstruction for the hybrid-π0 samples events;

3. estimate systematic errors of the reconstruction efficiency by comparing the recon-
struction efficiency of hybrid-π0 data and Monte-Carlo samples.

1Mis-reconstructed π0 events in this case are the π0 events that passes all νe CCQE event selections,
that is, events where only one ring was reconstructed.
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4.2 The hybrid-π0 sample

4.2.1 Overview

The hybrid-π0 data sample is constructed by superposing an electron ring from Super
Kamiokande data and a Monte-Carlo γ ring following the π0 kinematics obtained using
the T2K Monte-Carlo. The hybrid-π0 Monte-Carlo sample is constructed similarly to the
aforementioned sample using an electron ring from the Super Kamiokande Monte-Carlo
instead of an electron ring from Super Kamiokande data. This construction process for
the hybrid-π0 sample is shown in figure 4.1.

γ

γ
ν

Θ

e

θ
φ

ν
θ

e
Θ

φ
γ

(T2K) M.C. (SK atm.) Data Hybrid-π0

(Data + M.C.)

Figure 4.1: Scheme of construction of the hybrid-π0 samples. The left part of the plot
shows a ν (green) that interacts inside the Super Kamiokande tank (cylinder) to generate
a π0 decaying in two γ (blue). In the center part one electron (red) in Super Kamiokande
with momentum similar to one of the γ shown in the left is shown. The right part shows
the hybrid-π0 event generated by combining the electron in the middle with a γ Monte-
Carlo following the π0 decay kinematics given on the left. Note that the angle between
the ν and each γ shown in the left figure (namely, θ, Θ and φ) are the same as the
corresponding angle between the ν, the e and the γ shown in the right figure, only the
direction of the neutrino and γ have changed.

Since there is no pure π0 control sample available, we could create a π0 control
sample by superposing two γ events following the π0 decay kinematics (π0 → 2γ at
98.8% of the decays, the remaining fraction (1.2%) is composed by the Dalitz decay
π0 → γ + e+ + e− [14]). However it does not solve the original problem as there is also no
γ control sample available at Super Kamiokande either. Since the charge pattern from a
γ and an electron ring are similar to a 1% level (see section 2.5.2 and [71]) and there is a
electron control sample from usual Super Kamiokande analysis available we have decided
to replace one of the γ of the π0 decay by an electron.

Since the π0 → 2γ produces two γ rings, we will replace any on those rings by an
electron ring. We do not know beforehand which of the γ rings is the dominant part
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of the systematic error. We need therefore to evaluate the systematic error related with
each ring separately. Each part of the systematic error will be estimated using a different
hybrid-π0 sample. These samples are :

Primary hybrid-π0 : constructed by replacing the most energetic γ from the π0 de-
cay by an electron. To construct this sample, only electrons
from the atmospheric νe sample are used. The momentum
distribution of the replaced γ is shown in figure 4.2.

Secondary hybrid-π0 : constructed by replacing the least energetic γ from the π0 de-
cay by an electron. To construct this sample, electrons from
the atmospheric νe or µ decay samples are used depending
whether the momentum of the least energetic γ is above or
below 60 MeV/c, respectively. The momentum distribution
of the replaced γ is shown in figure 4.3.
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Figure 4.2: Distribution of the momentum of the most energetic γ produced from a π0

decay in the T2K Monte-Carlo. Note that when this γ is replaced by an electron to create
a hybrid-π0 sample the new sample is called “primary hybrid-π0” sample.

The usual electron ring samples available from Super Kamiokande data are composed
of electrons from the atmospheric νe CCQE interaction and from the decay of muons.
These samples will be referred respectively as “electron from atmospheric νe” and “decay
electron” and will be described in detail at subsection 4.2.2 and 4.2.3. Because these
samples are created through different processes the momentum distributions are different
as shown in figures 4.4 and 4.5 respectively.

Electrons from decay electron sample have a small momentum, typically well below
70 MeV/c as shown in figure 4.5. Therefore we cannot use decay electrons to construct
the “primary hybrid-π0” sample, because the γ with lowest momentum that would need
to be replaced would have momentum of ∼ 67 MeV/c (see appendix D.1.2). Given
this limitation the “primary” hybrid-π0 sample will be composed by replacing the most
energetic γ from the π0 decay by an electron ring from atmospheric νe sample.
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In the “secondary” hybrid-π0 sample on the other hand, the replaced γ can have
momentum in the same range as the decay electrons momentum shown in figure 4.5 as
well as momentum well above this momentum range. Therefore the replaced γ in the
“secondary” hybrid-π0 sample will be replaced by an electron from either the atmospheric
νe sample (if replaced γ momentum above 60 MeV/c) or the decay electron sample (if
replaced γ momentum below 60 MeV/c).

To construct the hybrid-π0 sample, we compare the reconstructed information of both
data and Monte-Carlo sample to the true Monte-Carlo information of the replaced γ from
the T2K Monte-Carlo. We do not have two different procedures for data and Monte-Carlo
to avoid introducing a bias in the difference between these hybrid-π0 samples.

4.2.2 Construction of the electron from the atmospheric νe sample

The data control sample with electron rings from atmospheric νe was generated by apply-
ing the usual Super Kamiokande event reconstruction for events that are fully contained,
with visible energy greater than 50 MeV where only one e-like ring was reconstructed and
with no decay electron. We also require that the POLfit π0 mass of these events be smaller
than 100 MeV/c2 to select a cleaner electron sample. This sample was created using all
Super Kamiokande 4 data from October 2008 (beginning of Super Kamiokande 4) until
February 2011 and contains 2056 events of which 1542 events are in the fiducial volume.

After generating the hybrid-π0 sample, we noticed that some events were more prone
to migrate between e-like and µ-like because the reconstruction of these events did not
perform well (for more information about this problem please see example given in sec-
tion 4.2.5). In order to avoid this problem, we have afterwards removed from the hybrid-π0

sample events where the original electron reconstruction presented goodness of fit below
0.6 as shown in figure 4.6. The remaining electron rings from atmospheric νe data sample
contains 2041 events of which 1541 events are in the fiducial volume.

The Monte-Carlo sample for electrons from atmospheric νe data sample is constructed
using the same procedure described previously. We used the official Super Kamiokande 4
default atmospheric νe Monte-Carlo instead of atmospheric νe data from Super Kamiokande 4.

The full Super Kamiokande 4 default atmospheric νe Monte-Carlo has much more elec-
tron events than those obtained from the Super Kamiokande 4 atmospheric νe data sample.
To construct non biased hybrid-π0 samples we have selected the first 2056 events from the
Super Kamiokande 4 atmospheric νe Monte-Carlo which correspond to the same number
of events observed in the Super Kamiokande 4 atmospheric νe data sample. Among these
Monte-Carlo events, 1595 are in the fiducial volume and 2051 have goodness of fit greater
than 0.6, of which 1592 are in the fiducial volume.

4.2.3 Construction of the decay-electron sample

The decay-electron data sample was created by selecting the decay of muons that stop
inside the Super Kamiokande detector. For this analysis, we use the so called MIDRD
stopping muons, that is muons that have total charge in the inner detector between 250 PE
and 10000 PE with maximum charge in one PMT below 225 PE and which present more
than 300 PE total charge in a 300 ns window. We further require only one cluster seen
in the outer detector, only one decay electron found with a timing larger than 1.2 µs,
and a goodness of fit of the decay electron above 0.5. The requirement for the timing to
be larger larger than 1.2 µs guarantees that the decay electrons are separated from the
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Figure 4.3: Distribution of the momentum of the least energetic γ produced from a π0

decay in the T2K Monte-Carlo. Note that when this γ is replaced by an electron to create
a hybrid-π0 sample the new sample is called “secondary hybrid-π0” sample.
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Figure 4.4: Distribution of the reconstructed momentum of the electron by APFIT
(default SK reconstruction for high-energy events) at the atmospheric νe data sample.
These electrons will be used to replace one γ to create the hybrid-π0 samples. Note that
electrons from this sample will be used to generate the “primary hybrid-π0” sample and
part of the “secondary hybrid-π0” sample.
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Figure 4.5: Distribution of the reconstructed momentum of the electron by KaiFit
(default SK reconstruction for “decay electrons”) from a µ decay. These electrons will
be used to replace one γ to create the hybrid-π0 samples. Note that electrons from this
sample will be used to generate only part of the “secondary hybrid-π0” sample.
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Figure 4.6: Goodness of fit distribution calculated by APFIT for the atmospheric νe
data (red) and Monte-Carlo (blue) samples which were selected as candidates to con-
struct hybrid-π0 events. The atmospheric νe sample requires events to be fully contained,
with visible energy larger than 50 MeV, with one e-like ring, without any decay electron
and POLfit π0 mass smaller than 100 MeV/c2 and is defined using all available Super
Kamiokande 4 data until February 2011 or the same number of events from the atmo-
spheric Monte-Carlo sample. Electron events with goodness of fit below 0.6 are removed
from the sample as shown by the green arrow.
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parent muon events.

We note that the software used to fit the vertex and direction of decay electrons is not
the same used for fitting the atmospheric data. In the current study, the KaiFit algorithm
is used to reconstruct decay electrons as used by the Super Kamiokande ATMPD group2.

We are currently using decay electron from muon decay data that was taken during
T2K Run I (from January until June 2010) and Run II (from November 2010 until March
2011). In this case we do not use all Super Kamiokande 4 data because there is already
enough data in the T2K time period to generate hybrid-π0 events. The “decay-electron”
data sample contains 431917 events of which 322116 events are in the fiducial volume.

The Monte-Carlo sample is generated by simulating electrons at Super Kamiokande
with the same vertex, direction and momentum than those from the “decay-electron”
data sample. These Monte-Carlo events are then reconstructed using KaiFit with the
same smearing effects on the position and direction as those present in the data sample.
For simplicity, even though the Monte-Carlo sample corresponding to the “decay-electron
data sample” is not generated from the decay of muons, we call this sample the “decay-
electron Monte-Carlo sample” since it has the same kinematics as the “decay-electron data
sample”. The number of events in this Monte-Carlo sample is by construction the same
as the number of events in the “decay-electron data sample”.

To improve the construction the Monte-Carlo sample, we have decided to take into
account the effect of the mis-reconstruction by KaiFit (which will always output one
electron) of the muon decay mode µ− → e−νeνµγ with branching ratio of (1.4±0.4)%[14].
Since this decay mode is present in the “decay-electron data sample”, it is essential for it to
be present also in the Monte-Carlo sample to avoid a bias between these samples. To take
into account this decay mode we have generated with Geant4 a list of the electron and
γ momenta for this decay mode which is used as input for skdetsim. This new sample
is reconstructed using KaiFit. Finally, we replaced 1.4% of the original “decay-electron
Monte-Carlo sample” events with events generated with an electron and a γ with the
same final reconstructed momentum, and after such replacement the final “decay-electron
Monte-Carlo sample” has the same final state composition as the “decay-electron data
sample” at statistical level.

4.2.4 Construction of the hybrid-π0 sample

As it was explained previously, the hybrid-π0 samples are constructed by overlapping a
electron ring from either data or Monte-Carlo and a Monte-Carlo γ ring following the
T2K π0 decay kinematics. In this subsection it is explained how the electron ring event
is chosen to construct the hybrid-π0 event and how the kinematics of the Monte-Carlo γ
is defined.

Given that the hybrid-π0 samples need to have the same kinematics as the T2K π0

sample, it was decided to construct the same number of events in the hybrid-π0 as of
NC 1π0 events in the T2K Monte-Carlo. This way, the hybrid-π0 sample has the same
decay kinematics as the T2K Monte-Carlo on an event by event basis.

For each NC 1π0 event in the T2K Monte-Carlo, we select an electron ring from the
“atmospheric νe sample” with momentum closest to the momentum of the γ from the
π0 with higher momentum to create the “hybrid-π0 primary samples”. Since there are

2The low energy group uses currently the BONSAI algorithm to fit electrons with similar momentum
to decay electron momentum and the ATMPD group plans to change the reconstruction of decay electrons
from KaiFit to BONSAI in the future
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only about 2000 electron rings available in the “atmospheric νe sample” while there are
136056 π0 events it is necessary to reuse several times the same electron event. Because
of that, we will need later on to apply a more advanced statistical error calculation for
the hybrid-π0 sample statistical uncertainty.

In the case of the “hybrid-π0 secondary samples” we will apply the same procedure
described for the “hybrid-π0 primary samples” replacing by an electron the γ with lower
momentum instead of the γ with higher momentum produced by the π0 in a given NC 1π0

event in the T2K Monte-Carlo. To construct this sample we can benefit from the high
statistics of the “decay-electron samples” to create part of this hybrid-π0 sample using
“decay electrons” instead of electrons from atmospheric νe interaction. This is the case
when the momentum of the lowest γ in the π0 decay is below 60 MeV/c, and since there
are enough events in the “decay-electron” sample we do not have to reuse any electron
events to create “hybrid-π0” events where a decay electron is used.

Once we have selected an electron ring, we need to define the direction of the γ Monte-
Carlo ring to be superposed to the electron ring. The γ Monte-Carlo ring vertex is the
same as the electron ring, its momentum is the same as from the T2K Monte-Carlo. Its
direction is defined by requiring that three angles shown in figure 4.1 be the same between
the T2K Monte-Carlo and the hybrid-π0 sample. Note that such requirement defines a
new beam direction called “fake beam direction”. In order to have the same properties of
the π0 decay from T2K in the SK tank, and assuming the SK tank is symmetric by rotation
around the vertical axis, we require that the projection of the “fake beam direction” in the
vertical axis be the same as the projection of the T2K beam direction. This constraint
means the “fake beam direction” is the T2K beam direction plus a rotation around the
vertical axis and the assumption the SK tank is symmetric by rotation around the vertical
axis is reasonable given that the SK tank is a cylinder and that we do expect the water
quality at SK to depend only on the vertical position in the detector. This constraint
imply that there are zero to two possible directions for the γ and the “fake beam”, as shown
in figure 4.7. If there is no direction that satisfies all the constraints we reject this electron
event for the construction of the given hybrid-π0 event and we try again to construct it
using the next best electron event, using the same algorithm already described to select
the electron event. If on the other hand there are two possible solutions we randomly
select one of them, as they have the same kinematics.

Even though we have defined the hybrid-π0 kinematics to be as similar as possible
to the NC 1π0 from T2K Monte-Carlo kinematics, it should be noted that this does not
imply that the other parameters in relation to the Super Kamiokande detector are the
same between these samples. For example, the vertex of one hybrid-π0 event and of the
corresponding NC 1π0 event are not correlated since the vertex of the hybrid-π0 event
depends on the vertex of the electron event used and not on the vertex of the NC 1π0

event. These differences will be discussed more in detail in section 4.3.

4.2.5 Effect of reuse of electrons from atmospheric νe sample

As explained previously, we need to reuse electron rings from the atmospheric νe sample
in order to be able to construct the hybrid-π0 sample following the T2K kinematics.
However, when we create two hybrid-π0 events using the same electron ring, they are not
independent from one another even though the γ ring superposed to each of these events
is not the same.

When we compare hybrid-π0 data and Monte-Carlo we are in reality comparing the ef-
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Figure 4.7: Electron events (red) candidates to construct a given hybrid-π0 event with
angle θ between the ν and the replaced γ. In green is shown the cone whose generatrixes
are all directions of the ν given the angle θ In blue is shown the cone of whose generatrixes
are all possible “fake beam direction” created by rotating the T2K beam around the
vertical axis. The intersection between the two cones are the “fake beam direction” that
satisfy both constraints. In the left there are two possible “fake beam directions”, while in
the right there are none. Note the other γ produced by the π0 decay and used to construct
the hybrid-π0 sample is not shown here for simplicity.

fect to the π0 event reconstruction between the electron ring data and Monte-Carlo (which
is also the reason we estimate error on the primary and secondary samples separately).
The fact that two hybrid-π0 events were generated using the same original electron ring
means that on both events the base charge pattern use to generate these events will be
the same and the part that is different, namely the γ that is not replaced, is simulated
using the same software in both cases. Therefore we will assume that there is a complete
correlation3 between hybrid-π0 events generated using the same electron event from the
atmospheric sample. Therefore we need to know how many times each atmospheric event
was reused and which events it generated.

To clarify the need to make the appropriate calculation of the uncertainty due to
the reuse of electrons from the atmospheric νe, it is useful to compare the size of the
statistical error from the number of events only and the one calculated by taking the
reuse into account in a situation where we had found a problem and which exemplifies the
need to take the reuse into account. This is the case of the PID likelihood distribution
of the primary hybrid-π0 sample generated without removing electron events from the
atmospheric νe sample with goodness of fit below 0.6, which is shown in figure 4.8. For this
analysis the goodness of fit requirement to construct the hybrid-π0 sample was removed
to create the situation where events that were not well reconstructed (thus with lower
goodness of fit) are used to generate hybrid-π0 events. In these events the probability
to the event changes its classification from a slight change in the charge distribution is
higher. This is the reason for which there is a peak at the PID likelihood distribution
shown in figure 4.8 at the value of 1.5. Furthermore, it is clear that the

√
N statistical

3A complete correlation between N events means that the uncertainty on the number of events is N
and not

√
N as would be the case if they were independent. For example, lets suppose we have constructed

3 events and to construct 2 of them we have used the same original event, therefore the uncertainty on
the 3 events is not

√
3 but

√
22 + 12 =

√
5.
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error only is not enough to explain the difference between the primary hybrid-π0 data and
Monte-Carlo for this value of PID likelihood. The reuse error shows that such difference is
due to the usage of the same event many times and not due to some significant difference
between the data and Monte-Carlo.
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Figure 4.8: Distribution of the PID likelihood of the primary hybrid-π0 sample con-
structed without requiring the goodness of fit of the electrons from the atmospheric νe
sample to be greater than 0.6, which was done merely to illustrate the need that the
uncertainty be calculated taking into account the reuse, and not only from the expected
uncertainty from the number of events. Primary hybrid-π0 data (black) and Monte-Carlo
(blue) are shown here both with statistical error only (crosses) and by taking into ac-
count also the reuse of events (boxes). The arrow in magenta shows which events are
identified as e-like events. For this example special attention should be given to the bin
with PID likelihood of 1.5 where the statistical error only do not explain the difference in
this bin between the primary hybrid-π0 data and Monte-Carlo, however, as shown by the
uncertainty calculated taking the reuse into account this is due mainly to one electron
event that was reused several times and to which by adding a γ Monte-Carlo ring typically
was classified as µ-like.

4.2.6 Extension of the hybrid-π0 sample to study non single π0

final states

It was explained how we generated the hybrid-π0 sample used to obtain estimation of
systematic error on the efficiency of the T2K event selections for NC 1π0 events. The
systematic error of the efficiency of the T2K event selection for other final states shown
in table 4.1 could also be estimated.
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We certainly could apply the same principles from the hybrid-π0 technique to create
other hybrid samples with multiple particles, however this would require to have typically
π± and proton control samples which are not available currently.

A π0 decay in Super Kamiokande always produce at least one γ event with momentum
high enough that it will be seen by the detector. Therefore, for an event where the final
state contains a π0 and another charged particle and that passes the T2K νe event selection
the reconstructed electron will be from the γ from the π0 decay with higher momentum.
The remaining γ and other particles will either have small momentum or a momentum
close to the Cerenkov momentum threshold, therefore these particles will only slightly
alter the reconstruction result from the hypothetical case where only the γ from the π0

decay with higher momentum would be present.
We can expect that by estimating the error on the efficiency of the T2K event selection

related to the π0 part, for example a π0 + π± final state, we would also be estimating
the systematic error on the efficiency of the T2K event selection of the whole event. We
have thus created several hybrid-π0+other particle samples that are constructed in the
same way the hybrid-π0 sample was constructed but where other particles are superposed
to the electron event on top of the γ Monte-Carlo ring. This is shown in figure 4.9 for
an example of construction of the “hybrid-π0+π±” sample where a π+ was added to the
existing hybrid-π0 event.

π+

γ

e

From the hybrid-π0 sample

Figure 4.9: Scheme of the construction of an event “hybrid-π0+π±” from the hybrid-π0

sample. The original hybrid-π0 event is inside the dotted circle and is composed of an
electron (red) from the atmospheric νe or µ decay sample and a γ (blue). To the hybrid-π0

event, a π+ (magenta) following the kinematics of one of the NC π0 + π± events from the
T2K Monte-Carlo is added.

The samples that were generated using this method are “hybrid-π0+π±”, “hybrid-
π0+p”, “hybrid-π0+p + π±”, “hybrid-π0+µ” and “hybrid-π0+µ + π±” that correspond to
the final states of NC π0+π±, NC π0+p, NC π0+p+π±, νµ CC π0+µ and νµ CC π0+µ+π±,
respectively. These final states consist of parts of the “other NC with π0” and “νµ CC
with π0” samples.

4.3 Difference between hybrid-π0 samples and π0 decays

from the T2K Monte-Carlo

There are several differences between the hybrid-π0 samples and the T2K π0 Monte-Carlo
that were generated by the processes used for the construction of the hybrid-π0 sample.
The differences between the samples and the Monte-Carlo are :
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1. The vertex distribution of π0;

2. The direction of each γ produced by the π0 decay;

3. The difference of the momentum of the replaced γ and electron;

4. In the hybrid-π0 sample, one of the rings is an electron ring and not a γ ring;

5. In the hybrid-π0 sample, the reconstructed information from the electron samples
are used to construct the hybrid-π0 samples as if it was the true information for the
replaced γ, and therefore a reconstruction bias could have been introduced.

At this moment, we have not yet completely studied the effect of each of these differ-
ences in the event reconstruction, thus we do not compare the efficiency from a hybrid-π0

sample with the efficiency of a π0 Monte-Carlo sample. We can nevertheless evaluate
systematic error of event reconstruction by comparing hybrid-π0 samples that present the
same construction characteristics listed above. It is essential to evaluate how close the
difference between the π0 and hybrid-π0 samples are, keeping in mind that we could try
to improve the construction method of the hybrid-π0 sample, however for the current
analysis, the performed estimation is precise enough.

4.3.1 The difference of the vertex distribution between NC 1π0

and hybrid-π0 samples

The hybrid-π0 sample is constructed based on the vertex distribution of electron rings
from data or Monte-Carlo.

The vertex of “electron data from atmospheric νe sample” are randomly distributed in
the Super Kamiokande detector, therefore the probability density function of the these
events is the same as for the NC 1π0 events from the T2K Monte-Carlo. From this
consideration follows that the difference on the vertex distribution of the “primary hybrid-
π0 samples” and of the T2K π0 sample is due to the reuse of the same electron event (thus
with the same vertex) for several different hybrid-π0 events. This effect is however taken
into account in the calculation of the statistical error of the hybrid-π0 sample. As shown in
figures 4.10, 4.11 and 4.12, the distributions of the vertex on “primary hybrid-π0 samples”
and the T2K π0 Monte-Carlo samples are consistent with each other.

The vertex of “decay-electron sample”, on the other hand, are more concentrated at
the top of the Super Kamiokande detector as is shown in figure 4.13. The higher rate of
decay-electrons at the top of the Super Kamiokande detector is due to a higher rate of
muons entering from the top of the detector than from the bottom of the detector due
to νµ → ντ oscillation of atmospheric neutrinos. The effect of this asymmetry at the
constructed hybrid-π0 secondary samples shown in figures 4.14, 4.15 and 4.16 is small
given that a large fraction of these hybrid-π0 samples comes from “reused” electrons from
the atmospheric νe.

From the precedent considerations, we have observed that the vertex distribution for
all hybrid-π0 samples is consistent with the vertex distribution of NC 1π0 events from the
T2K Monte-Carlo.
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Figure 4.10: Distribution of the vertex in the X axis of π0 events from NC 1π0 from the
T2K Monte-Carlo sample (green), the primary hybrid-π0 data (black) and Monte-Carlo
(blue) samples. For the hybrid-π0 samples the error shown was calculated taking the reuse
into account.
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Figure 4.11: Distribution of the vertex in the Y axis of π0 events from NC 1π0 from the
T2K Monte-Carlo sample (green), the primary hybrid-π0 data (black) and Monte-Carlo
(blue) samples. For the hybrid-π0 samples the error shown was calculated taking the reuse
into account.
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Figure 4.12: Distribution of the vertex in the vertical axis of π0 events from NC 1π0 from
the T2K Monte-Carlo sample (green), the primary hybrid-π0 data (black) and Monte-
Carlo (blue) samples. For the hybrid-π0 samples the error shown was calculated taking
the reuse into account.
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Figure 4.13: Distribution of the reconstructed vertical vertex of the electrons from µ
decay sample.
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Figure 4.14: Distribution of the vertex in the X axis of π0 events from NC 1π0 from the
T2K Monte-Carlo sample (green), the secondary hybrid-π0 data (grey) and Monte-Carlo
(red) samples. For the hybrid-π0 samples the error shown was calculated taking the reuse
into account.
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Figure 4.15: Distribution of the vertex in the Y axis of π0 events from NC 1π0 from the
T2K Monte-Carlo sample (green), the secondary hybrid-π0 data (grey) and Monte-Carlo
(red) samples. For the hybrid-π0 samples the error shown was calculated taking the reuse
into account.
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Figure 4.16: Distribution of the vertex in the vertical axis of π0 events from NC 1π0 from
the T2K Monte-Carlo sample (green), the secondary hybrid-π0 data (grey) and Monte-
Carlo (red) samples. For the hybrid-π0 samples the error shown was calculated taking
the reuse into account.

4.3.2 The difference in the directions between γ from π0 decay of
the NC 1π0 sample and γ or e from the hybrid-π0 sample

From the construction of the hybrid-π0 sample, mainly two differences due to the π0

kinematics are created. The first difference is because the beam direction can only rotate
around the Z axis, the γ and electron rings directions are randomly distributed in the XY
plane, while for the T2K π0 events it is concentrated at the beam direction. These effects
are shown on figures 4.17 and 4.18 for the distribution of the direction of the electron
ring of the primary sample in the X and Y axis respectively. This difference between
γ and electron directions is not really an issue since the Super Kamiokande detector is
symmetric by rotation around the Z axis.

The second difference in the direction of the electron ring is because the events where
the electron ring direction has same projection in the vertical axis tend to be used more
frequently than events where the electron ring direction is vertical. This effect can be
understood from the constraints we impose at the construction of the hybrid-π0 sample
that are shown in figure 4.7 : an electron ring whose direction is vertical will frequently
not have any possible solution given the constraints and therefore is seldom used. The
difference between the Z projection of the direction is shown in figure 4.19. However we
should note that since this constraint applies directly only for the electron ring of the
hybrid-π0, we can expect that the γ ring direction do not present this same tendency, as
shown in figure 4.20.

For the moment, even though there is a difference between the π0 and hybrid-π0 dis-
tribution of directions in the Z axis, we assume the difference between the reconstruction
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Figure 4.17: Distribution of the projection of the direction vector in the X axis of the γ
from the π0 decay from NC 1π0 from the T2K Monte-Carlo sample with higher momentum
(green) or of the e of the primary hybrid-π0 data (black) or Monte-Carlo (blue) samples.
For the hybrid-π0 samples the error shown was calculated taking the reuse into account.
The peak in the green distribution at ∼0.7 corresponds to the T2K beam direction.
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Figure 4.18: Distribution of the projection of the direction vector in the Y axis of the γ
from the π0 decay from NC 1π0 from the T2K Monte-Carlo sample with higher momentum
(green) or of the e of the primary hybrid-π0 data (black) or Monte-Carlo (blue) samples.
For the hybrid-π0 samples the error shown was calculated taking the reuse into account.
The peak in the green distribution at ∼-0.8 corresponds to the T2K beam direction.
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Figure 4.19: Distribution of the projection of the direction vector in the Z axis of the γ
from the π0 decay from NC 1π0 from the T2K Monte-Carlo sample with higher momentum
(green) or of the e of the primary hybrid-π0 data (black) or Monte-Carlo (blue) samples.
For the hybrid-π0 samples the error shown was calculated taking the reuse into account.
The difference in the distribution in green in relation to the distributions in black or blue
is due to the procedure to construct the hybrid-π0 sample.
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Figure 4.20: Distribution of the projection of the direction vector in the Z axis of the γ
from the π0 decay from NC 1π0 from the T2K Monte-Carlo sample with lower momentum
(green) or of the γ of the primary hybrid-π0 data (black) or Monte-Carlo (blue) samples.
For the hybrid-π0 samples the error shown was calculated taking the reuse into account.
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performance of data and of Monte-Carlo do not strongly depends on the direction of the
events in relation to the Super Kamiokande detector. Therefore by comparing hybrid-π0

data and Monte-Carlo sample, for which the direction distributions are compatible, we
can estimate the systematic error of the efficiency of the event reconstruction for T2K
using the hybrid-π0 sample.

4.3.3 Difference between the γ momentum from the NC 1π0 sam-
ple and the momentum of the electron from the hybrid-π0

sample

Through the matching process of the momentum of electron rings and γ rings there can
be differences between the electron with momentum closest to the γ momentum and the γ
momentum itself. For a larger electron sample we expect that in average these differences
will be reduced, it is essential that the electron data and Monte-Carlo samples have the
same size. In the current hybrid-π0 sample, this difference is usually less than a few
MeV as shown in figures 4.21 and 4.22 for the primary and secondary hybrid-π0 samples
respectively. The error on the momentum matching done currently is most often within
the detector momentum resolution, thus we consider this difference small enough therefore
not affecting our current results, specially since both the hybrid-π0 data and hybrid-π0

Monte-Carlo samples were created with the same characteristic regarding distribution of
differences of the reconstructed momentum of the matched of the electron and of the true
momentum of the original γ.

4.3.4 Difference between γ and e in the Super Kamiokande de-
tector

As explained previously, we do not have any γ control sample available. Because the
charge pattern from a γ and an electron is similar, we can use electron rings to replace
one of the γ rings from π0 decays.

Furthermore the difference between a γ and electron events was also studied along the
T2K event selection, via comparison between electron and γ Monte-Carlo. This study was
performed to estimate the systematic error for the NC 1γ final state and has shown that
the difference of efficiency of the T2K event selection was always within 1% between γ
and electron rings [71]. Thus this difference is not taken into account until any systematic
error calculated using the hybrid-π0 sample is of this order of magnitude.

4.3.5 Motivation to use the reconstructed information for e in-
stead of its Monte-Carlo information

In order to construct the hybrid-π0 sample based on a data control sample, we use the
reconstructed momentum of the data control sample and compare it with the true mo-
mentum of the π0 Monte-Carlo sample. It is certain that the true momentum of each of
the electrons in the data control sample is different than the reconstructed momentum.
However, we have no access to the true information of our data and we know from other
studies that the error and the bias of the Super Kamiokande event reconstruction are
expected to be small.

In order to avoid bias between hybrid-π0 data and Monte-Carlo sample, we use the
reconstructed information of the Monte-Carlo samples to construct the hybrid-π0 samples.
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Figure 4.21: Distribution of the difference of the momentum between the γ from the π0

decay from NC 1π0 from the T2K Monte-Carlo sample with highest momentum and the e
of the primary hybrid-π0 data (black) or Monte-Carlo (blue) samples. For the hybrid-π0

samples the error shown was calculated taking the reuse into account.
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Figure 4.22: Distribution of the difference of the momentum between the γ from the π0

decay from NC 1π0 from the T2K Monte-Carlo sample with lowest momentum and the e
of the secondary hybrid-π0 data (gray) or Monte-Carlo (red) samples. For the hybrid-π0

samples the error shown was calculated taking the reuse into account.
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Even though there might be a bias on the difference between the hybrid-π0 samples and
π0 from T2K samples, nothing can be done to improve this situation.

4.4 Results

In this section we will explain in detail the results of the hybrid-π0 samples comparison
used to estimate systematic error of the NC 1π0 background. The method used is similar
for all systematic error estimations that were made. Then the differences of the technique
used for the estimation of the other systematic errors in relation to the estimation of the
NC 1π0 sample will be presented.

4.4.1 NC 1π0 background

After having constructed all hybrid-π0 samples we apply usual Super Kamiokande event
reconstruction to these samples and compare the distributions used along the event selec-
tion between the data hybrid-π0 sample and the corresponding Monte-Carlo sample. This
allows to evaluate whether data and Monte-Carlo distributions are compatible and if their
shape is similar to the expected shape for π0 events, which, for example, will typically
present two rings classified as e-like. Differences between the shape of the hybrid-π0 data
and Monte-Carlo samples indicate cases where it would be possible to improve either the
reconstruction or the simulation to obtain better agreement between data and Monte-
Carlo. This could result in the reduction of the estimated systematic errors or even of the
contamination of the signal by the background.

In this section we will be presenting only the comparison of data and Monte-Carlo
along event selection of the “primary hybrid-π0 sample”. The corresponding plots from
the “secondary hybrid-π0 sample” do not present different characteristics than those shown
here and can be found at the end of this subsection.

Following the event selection, we compare the visible energy distribution of the hybrid-
π0 samples shown in figure 4.23.

The next event selection is the number of rings. Figure 4.24 shows the ring counting
likelihood of the hybrid-π0 samples. Even though there is statistical agreement between
data and Monte-Carlo for every value of the ring counting there are some regions where
there is a similar difference between hybrid-π0 data and Monte-Carlo, for example near
ring-counting likelihood of -4. For the moment it is not possible to know if this disagree-
ment is purely statistical or if there is a real reason for it. We can expect to decide in
either way by improving the statistical significance of the hybrid-π0 sample in the future
by using more electrons from atmospheric νe data when available.

The following event selection is the particle type. Figure 4.25 shows the PID likelihood
of the hybrid-π0 samples. Even though there are some differences between hybrid-π0 data
and Monte-Carlo, they are currently within the statistical error. We should also note
that the probability that the first ring is identified as a µ ring in the hybrid-π0 sample is
small (of about 2%) which means that any slight difference between hybrid-π0 data and
Monte-Carlo will not strongly affect the efficiency of the event selection as most of the
events are identified as electron rings.

The following event selection is the requirement that no decay electrons are observed.
Figure 4.26 shows the number of decay electrons of the hybrid-π0 samples. By construction
we expect that there are no decay-electrons observed in these samples, which is exactly
what is observed.
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Figure 4.23: Visible energy distribution of the primary hybrid-π0 data (black) and
Monte-Carlo (blue) samples. The events selected by the T2K νe event selection have
visible energy greater than 100 MeV. The error bars are calculated by taking the reuse
into account.
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Figure 4.24: Ring counting likelihood distribution of the primary hybrid-π0 data (black)
and Monte-Carlo (blue) sample. The events selected by the T2K νe event selection have
ring counting likelihood lower than 0 (one ring sample) and are indicated by the magenta
arrow. The error bars are calculated by taking the reuse into account.
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Figure 4.25: PID likelihood distribution of the primary hybrid-π0 data (black) and
Monte-Carlo (blue) sample. The events selected by the T2K νe event selection have PID
likelihood lower than 0 (e-like sample) and are indicated by the magenta arrow. The error
bars are calculated by taking the reuse into account.
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Figure 4.26: Number of decay electrons distribution of the primary hybrid-π0 data
(black) and Monte-Carlo (blue) sample. The events selected by the T2K νe event selection
have 0 decay electrons. The error bars are calculated by taking the reuse into account.
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Figure 4.27: POLfit reconstructed π0 mass distribution of the primary hybrid-π0 data
(black) and Monte-Carlo (blue) sample. The events selected by the T2K νe event selection
have POLfit reconstructed π0 mass lower than 105 MeV/c2 and are indicated by the
magenta arrow. The error bars are calculated by taking the reuse into account.

The following event selection is the requirement that the reconstructed POLfit mass
is smaller than 105 MeV/c2. Figure 4.27 shows the POLfit mass distribution of the
hybrid-π0 samples. The POLfit mass distribution has a peak at the value of the π0 mass,
which is to be expected from the cases where the POLfit algorithm correctly finds the
lowest momentum γ ring. There is also a peak at small POLfit mass which is due to
POLfit identifying in some cases the lowest momentum γ ring to be on top of the highest
momentum γ ring, that is the POLfit algorithm could not find the lowest γ ring. On this
plot it is also shown that there is visibly some slight difference between the behaviour
of hybrid-π0 data and Monte-Carlo, but for further studies it is essential that we have a
better statistical significance of the hybrid-π0 samples as most differences shown could just
be statistical fluctuations. Furthermore, currently the π0 reconstruction is being improved
by two independent groups : the LLR (France) and TRIUMF (Canada) groups. The LLR
group works in the improvement of POLfit, while the TRIUMF group is recreating a π0

fitter. Both groups intend to improve the π0 reconstruction and e/π0 separation.
Finally, the last event selection is based on the reconstructed neutrino energy. Fig-

ure 4.28 shows the reconstructed neutrino energy of the hybrid-π0 samples. There are some
differences between hybrid-π0 data and Monte-Carlo, however they are concentrated at
small reconstructed energy, thus do not affect the current value of the cut.

In order to understand better which event selections are responsible for the removal
of π0 events the plot 4.29 summarizes the efficiency as function of the cut number for
the primary hybrid-π0 samples. The efficiency of the event selection is defined by the
ratio of the number of events remaining after a given cut and the original number of fully
contained events that were generated in the fiducial volume. As expected from previous
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plots, the two cuts that are more effective to reduce the number of π0 events on the final
sample are the ring counting and POLfit mass cuts. This is also to be expected from the
topology of the π0 events, given that the topological difference between a π0 event and
an electron event is the number of rings which is studied first by ring counting and then
by POLfit under the assumption that the two rings are supposed to reconstruct a π0. It
also means that for these two cuts that we expect to have a larger disagreement between
hybrid-π0 data and Monte-Carlo samples, as is shown in the figure 4.30 and 4.31 for the
primary and secondary samples respectively.

In order to estimate the systematic error on the efficiency of the T2K event selection
of π0 events we calculate the relative difference between hybrid-π0 data and Monte-Carlo
efficiencies for both primary and secondary samples. Then we assume that these samples
are independent from each other as we are using each sample to study a different part of
the π0 decay kinematics and then combine these relatives differences in quadrature. Since
we cannot compute simply the total error, given that the statistical error of the efficiency
difference is not much smaller than the central value of the efficiency difference measured,
we have propagated the errors using a toy Monte-Carlo where we add two Gaussian
distributions with given values and errors. We have furthermore added in quadrature the
central value of the measured difference between data and Monte-Carlo in order to obtain
11.8% systematic error of the efficiency of the T2K νe event selection for events with a
π0 in the final state. The value of the efficiencies of the hybrid-π0 samples used to obtain
the given systematic error are shown in table 4.2.

Table 4.2: Efficiency of T2K νe event selection for all hybrid-π0 samples. The systematic
error of the reconstruction efficiency of the NC 1π0 sample is defined by the quadratic
sum of the relative difference between hybrid-π0 data and Monte-Carlo samples (shown
in the rightmost column) and of their uncertainties. The uncertainties are calculated by
taking the reuse into account. The combination of these uncertainties gives a 11.8% final
uncertainty.

Sample Efficiency (%) (data-MC)/data (%)
Primary hybrid-π0 data 6.27±0.31

7.8±6.7
Primary hybrid-π0 Monte-Carlo 5.78±0.31
Secondary hybrid-π0 data 6.42±0.17

4.3±3.3
Secondary hybrid-π0 Monte-Carlo 6.14±0.14

4.4.2 other NC events with π0 background

For the study of the systematic error on the selection efficiency of the “other NC with π0”
background sample we needs to alter slightly the hybrid-π0 sample by adding other par-
ticles to the π0 to have the same visible final state as the studied sample. In fact, since
there is not only one particle that composes the “other NC with π0” background sam-
ple, we have constructed a hybrid-π0 sample for each “final state” present on this sample
for which we could construct a statistics significant sample, while we assume an ad-hoc
100% error for the remaining “final states”. In table 4.3 is shown the breakdown in “final
state” of this sample where we have neglected γ and electrons with low momentum and
decay-electrons as they are not visible in the events that pass the SK CCQE νe event
selection.
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Figure 4.28: Reconstructed νe energy distribution of the primary hybrid-π0 data (black)
and Monte-Carlo (blue) sample. The events selected by the T2K νe event selection have
reconstructed νe energy lower than 1250 MeV and are indicated by the magenta arrow.
The error bars are calculated by taking the reuse into account.
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Figure 4.29: Efficiency of the T2K νe event selection for the primary hybrid-π0 data
(black) and Monte-Carlo (blue) sample in function of the cut number. The error bars are
calculated by taking the reuse into account.
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Figure 4.30: Ratio between remaining efficiency after T2K νe event selection of the
primary hybrid-π0 data and Monte-Carlo sample. The error bars are calculated by taking
the reuse into account.
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Figure 4.31: Ratio between remaining efficiency after T2K νe event selection of the
secondary hybrid-π0 data and Monte-Carlo sample. The error bars are calculated by
taking the reuse into account.
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Figure 4.32: Visible energy distribution of the secondary hybrid-π0 data (black) and
Monte-Carlo (magenta) samples. The events selected by the T2K event selection have
visible energy greater than 100 MeV. The error bars are calculated by taking the reuse
into account.
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Figure 4.33: Ring counting likelihood distribution of the secondary hybrid-π0 data
(black) and Monte-Carlo (magenta) sample. The events selected by the T2K νe event
selection have ring counting likelihood lower than 0 (one ring sample) and are indicated
by the blue arrow. The error bars are calculated by taking the reuse into account.
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Figure 4.34: PID likelihood distribution of the secondary hybrid-π0 data (black) and
Monte-Carlo (magenta) sample. The events selected by the T2K νe event selection have
PID likelihood lower than 0 (e-like sample) and are indicated by the blue arrow. The
error bars are calculated by taking the reuse into account.
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Figure 4.35: Number of decay electrons distribution of the secondary hybrid-π0 data
(black) and Monte-Carlo (magenta) sample. The events selected by the T2K νe event
selection have 0 decay electrons. The error bars are calculated by taking the reuse into
account.
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Figure 4.36: POLfit reconstructed π0 mass distribution of the secondary hybrid-π0 data
(black) and Monte-Carlo (magenta) sample. The events selected by the T2K νe event
selection have POLfit reconstructed π0 mass lower than 105 MeV/c2 and are indicated by
the blue arrow. The error bars are calculated by taking the reuse into account.
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Figure 4.37: Reconstructed νe energy distribution of the secondary hybrid-π0 data
(black) and Monte-Carlo (magenta) sample. The events selected by the T2K νe event
selection have reconstructed νe energy lower than 1250 MeV and are indicated by the blue
arrow. The error bars are calculated by taking the reuse into account.
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Figure 4.38: Efficiency of the T2K νe event selection for the secondary hybrid-π0 data
(black) and Monte-Carlo (magenta) sample in function of the cut number. The error bars
are calculated by taking the reuse into account.

Table 4.3: Breakdown of events in the “other NC with π0” sample with particles in the
Monte-Carlo above Cerenkov threshold. For each final state, there is defined the number
of events expected in run I+run II (and its fraction in the “other NC with π0” sample).
In the last column it is indicated how the error is estimated, which can be either by
constructing a hybrid-π0 sample (in which case the name of the sample is given) either
by assuming some ad-hoc 100% error.

Final state expected number of events
in T2K run I+run II

systematic error

NC π0+π± 0.0235 (∼ 48%) use “hybrid-π0 + π±” sample
NC π0 + p 0.0171 (∼ 35%) use “hybrid-π0 + p” sample
NC π0 + p+ π± 0.0029 (∼ 6%) use “hybrid-π0 + p+ π±” sample
NC π0 + 2π± 0.0039 (∼ 8%) assume 100% error
NC π0 + π0 0.0005 (∼ 1%) assume 100% error
NC π0 + π0 + p 0.0005 (∼ 1%) assume 100% error
NC π0 + 3π± 0.0005 (∼ 1%) assume 100% error
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For each of the sub-samples we have applied the same verifications applied to the usual
hybrid-π0 samples discussed previously, that is we have compared the shape of data and
Monte-Carlo distributions along the event selection. These comparisons show compatible
shapes for data and Monte-Carlo, as it was the case for the hybrid-π0 samples, though
with poorer statistics. Furthermore, we have calculated the systematic error related to
each of these sub-samples with the same method described previously and the results
are shown in table 4.4. In this table is also shown the result (σ) from combining these
estimated systematic errors (σi) for each sub-sample with their weight from the fraction
(fi) of the sample (i) using the equation (4.1), leading to the overall estimated systematic
error for the “other NC with π0” background sample.

σ =

√
∑

i

f 2
i σ

2
i (4.1)

Table 4.4: Systematic error on the efficiency of the T2K νe event selection for each final
state defined on table 4.3. For the constructed hybrid sample, this error was estimated
with the hybrid sample, while for the final states with no hybrid sample, the systematic
error was assumed 100% and merged in only one line. Finally in the last line is shown
the final value of the systematic error estimated for the “other NC with π0” sample.

Final state fraction systematic error
NC π0 + π± 48% 31.8%
NC π0 + p 35% 30.7%
NC π0 + p+ π± 6% 64.1%
remaining final states 11% ad-hoc 100%
other NC with π0 100% 22.0%

4.4.3 νµ CC with π0 background

For the same reasons the “other NC with π0” background sample needed to be divided
so did the “νµ CC with π0” background sample. The “final state” decomposition of this
sample is shown in table 4.5 and the results from estimating the systematic error from
adapting the hybrid-π0 sample is shown in table 4.6. This error estimation is done in the
same way as it was explained for the “other NC events with π0” background.

We should note that one of the possible final states in the “νµ CC with π0” sample
shown in table 4.5 is the νµ CC π0, for which we had not created a specific hybrid sample.
The νµ CC π0 sample is composed from events where the νµ CC interaction produced a µ
and a π0 and for which the µ momentum was below the Cerenkov threshold and therefore
did not emit light and was not added to the final state. For this final state only one π0

is produced as is the case for the “NC 1π0” sample, albeit with different π0 momentum
distribution. In order to reproduce the νµ CC π0 final state and estimate the related
systematic error, we have used the hybrid-π0 sample created for study of NC 1π0 and
re-weighted its π0 momentum distribution to be that of the νµ CC π0 final state.

Furthermore, all verifications that were performed to the other hybrid-π0 samples were
also performed for the samples composing the “νµ CC with π0” final state samples. As
for the other NC events with π0 background samples we do not show here the data and
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Table 4.5: Breakdown of events in the “νµ CC with π0” sample with particles in the
Monte-Carlo above Cerenkov threshold. For each final state, there is defined the number
of events expected in run I+run II (and its fraction in the “νµ CC with π0” sample). In the
last column it is indicated how the error is estimated, which can be either by constructing
a hybrid-π0 sample (in which case the name of the sample is given) either by assuming
some ad-hoc 100% error.

Final state expected number of events
in T2K run I+run II

systematic error

νµ CC π0 + µ 0.00250 (∼ 50%) use “hybrid-π0 + µ” sample
νµ CC π0 0.00108 (∼ 22%) use existing “hybrid-π0”
νµ CC π0 + µ+ π± 0.00075 (∼ 15%) use “hybrid-π0 + µ+ π±” sample
νµ CC π0 + µ+ p 0.00055 (∼ 11%) assume 100% error
νµ CC π0 + µ+ 2π± 0.00005 (∼ 2%) assume 100% error

Table 4.6: Systematic error on the efficiency of the T2K νe event selection for each final
state defined on table 4.5. For the constructed hybrid sample, this error was estimated
with the hybrid sample, while for the final states with no hybrid sample, the systematic
error was assumed 100% and merged in only one line. Finally in the last line is shown
the final value of the systematic error estimated for the “νµ CC with π0” sample.

Final state fraction systematic error
νµ CC π0 + µ 50% 89.2%
νµ CC π0 22% 12.3%
νµ CC π0 + µ+ π± 15% 109.9%
remaining final states 13% ad-hoc 100%
νµ CC with π0 100% 49.4%
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Monte-Carlo comparison along event selection of the hybrid samples and whose shapes
are compatible between data and Monte-Carlo samples, though with poorer statistics that
in the hybrid-π0 sample.

4.4.4 Summary

Using the hybrid samples we have estimated the systematic error for the background
samples highlighted in table 4.1. The result of these systematic error estimations is shown
in table 4.7 that summarises the results that have been presented previously.

Table 4.7: Systematic error on the efficiency of the T2K νe event selection for each final
state listed in table 4.1 using the hybrid samples.

Final state systematic error
νµ CC with π0 49.4%
NC 1π0 11.8%
other NC with π0 22.0%

4.5 Impact of these results and perspectives

The estimation of the systematic error for the reconstruction efficiency of π0 events in
Super Kamiokande for the T2K νe appearance analysis with the hybrid samples provides
the official value for such systematic error, which composes about a third of the total
background events expected at SK. The estimated systematic error using the hybrid-π0

samples has been used in the 2011 oscillation analysis and publication [13].
Recently, the T2K oscillation analysis group requested that the systematic errors at

SK be quoted as a function of the reconstructed ring momentum and direction. Therefore
the hybrid-π0 analysis presented here was extended to take into account such request,
in which case we estimate the systematic error using the same method presented here,
but for the different momentum and direction ranges. This new results, which are not
presented here, are the current official systematic error of detection efficiency of π0 events
at SK, and therefore used for the 2012 oscillation analysis.

Even though the hybrid samples have successfully estimated the systematic error on
the reconstruction efficiency of π0 events at SK we would still like to further reduce such
error given that it is still among the dominant uncertainties for the SK detection efficiency.

Given that currently the statistical uncertainty of hybrid samples is still rather large
we can expect a reduction of the systematic error, and possibly a better understanding of
possible differences between data and Monte-Carlo, by increasing the number of events
from the SK atmospheric νe sample. Currently the hybrid samples were created using all
SK 4 data until February 2011 as it was the data available when we had performed the
analysis, which correspond to 29 months of data, however at the moment there are more
than 15 months of SK 4 atmospheric νe data that could be added to the construction of
the hybrid samples. This improvement would reduce the statistical error of each hybrid
sample by about 30% now, and could even further reduce the statistical error in the future,
though the reduction will be rather slow as the data set increases.
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Another possibility to reduce the statistical uncertainty of the hybrid sample would
be to generate additional hybrid Monte-Carlo samples using different sets of SK 4 atmo-
spheric νe Monte-Carlo. By combining the results from these different hybrid Monte-Carlo
generations it would be possible to reduce the uncertainty on the detector efficiency of
the hybrid Monte-Carlo sample to be negligible in relation to the statistical uncertainty
of the hybrid data sample. Note this method can be combined with the increase of the
number of SK 4 atmospheric events used to generate the hybrid samples aforementioned.

Even though there are possible means to reduce the currently estimated systematic
error of the reconstruction efficiency of π0 events in Super Kamiokande, as it was just
mentioned, the proposed methods are limited by how much we could reduce the system-
atic errors. One possible method to further reduce these errors would be to combine the
analysis presented here with other analysis that could study separately parts of the recon-
struction algorithm independently, for example by using the Cone Generator presented in
chapter 3 to study the ring counting or POLfit algorithm. In this case it is essential to
perform further studies on how to combine both results and which results from the Cone
Generator, in the given example, are needed. We expect that studies using the Cone Gen-
erator to control part of the π0 systematic error related to ring finding algorithms should
reduce the systematics, specially taking into account that the Cone Generator samples
are not limited by statistics as is the hybrid-π0 sample.

Finally, the TRIUMF T2K/SK group has been developing a new reconstruction with
the intent of better tagging events at SK. This new reconstruction should reduce the con-
tamination of π0 events in the T2K νe search background. For the π0 related background
the main difference of the fitter would be to replace POLfit by a new π0 fitter being devel-
oped by the TRIUMF group. The new reconstruction uses the timing information of the
event in addition to the charge information which is used by POLfit. Furthermore the new
reconstruction also takes into account the conversion length of the γ which are fitted to
improve the performance of the algorithm, which is not currently done by POLfit. When
this new reconstruction algorithm will be accepted and ready for use in publications it
will be essential to reevaluate the systematic errors estimated in this chapter, and such
estimation can be done by reprocessing the hybrid samples using the new algorithm. The
same analysis method can still be used in this case.
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Chapter 5. First study of the CP violation phase using T2K νe
appearance data

5.1 Introduction

Using the data taken until the 2011 earthquake, the T2K collaboration has published its
result for the νe appearance with a νµ beam [13]. In this analysis, the T2K data was
used to estimate the value of sin2 2θ13 between 0.03 (0.04) and 0.28 (0.34) for δCP = 0
and normal (inverted) hierarchy at 90% confidence level. At the time this analysis was
performed the value of such angle had not yet been measured by reactor experiments,
as explained in section 1.2.4, therefore it was not possible in such analysis to separate
the effect for sin2 2θ13 and δCP phase. The results were presented in two-dimensional
correlation plots of (sin2 2θ13, δCP ) for each possible hierarchy, as shown in figure 5.1.
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Figure 5.1: Best-fit and allowed region at 68% and 90% C.L. for normal hierarchy
(left) and inverted hierarchy (right) given by the official 2011 νe appearance search [13].
The shaded region is allowed for each hierarchy case. This plot shows 1-dimensional
allowed region of sin2 2θ13 for each δCP value, and uses a raster scan for constructing the
Feldman-Cousins likelihood ratio.

With the current knowledge, however, it is possible to combine the sin2 2θ13 measure-
ment from the reactor experiments1 with the data taken by T2K to do a first estimative
of the δCP phase value. This analysis will be described and its results, using the same
data set as used in [13], will be quoted in this chapter.

We should also note that using the current T2K data we cannot directly measure
δCP because the oscillation probability terms where the CP violation phase appears are
always dependent on the other mixing parameters. Given such dependency, we will take
into account the uncertainties on all the measured parameters for a correct estimation of
the δCP phase. The uncertainties on the oscillation parameters were defined previously
and summarized in table 1.3, which for simplicity is also shown in table 5.1.

5.2 Definition of relevant quantities for this oscillation

analysis

In order to be able to take into account the uncertainty of the oscillation parameters given
in table 1.3 we have decided that the best approach would be using the Bayes theorem [14]

1For this analysis we will take into account only the Daya-Bay result [58], as explained in section 1.2.4.
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to calculate the probability of a set of oscillation parameters (called Oi, the i-th set of
possible oscillation parameters) to be consistent with the measurement performed by T2K
(called M). This probability is written using the usual conditional probability notation
as P(Oi|M).

From Bayes theorem we can write the equation (5.1)

P(Oi|M) =
P(M |Oi)P(Oi)

P(M)
(5.1)

where P(Oi|M) is written as function of :

• The prior P(Oi), that is the probability of a given set of oscillation parameters given
the current knowledge coming from independent measurements.

• The P(M |Oi), that is the probability to obtain the results from T2K (M) given the
oscillation parameters (Oi). Note that P(M |Oi) and P(Oi|M) differ in the sense
that both represents the same probability function where in one case we study the
probability of M assuming Oi, while in the other case we assume the probability of
Oi assuming M , that is in each case we study the projection of this probability in
a different axis.

• The P(M), that is a normalization factor related to the probability of the measure-
ment T2K made which is the same for any oscillation parameters.

The P(Oi|M) defines a probability density function of Oi, which by definition has
integral over all Oi to be 1. For the oscillation analysis, however, we need always to
compare the relative probability between the different parameter sets Oi and Oj for i 6= j,
that is P(Oi|M)

P(Oj |M)
, to verify if one parameter is more likely than another one. To better

reflect such need we will redefine the probability density functions to have maximum
probability to be 1, and to distinguish these definitions of probability we use P to note
the probabilities which have maximum of 1 and P to note the probabilities that are
correctly normalized, the difference between P and P is therefore only a normalization
factor.

This new definition has the advantage that it corresponds by construction to the
relative probability, which simplifies its usage in the oscillation analysis, while being only
different by a normalization factor. Furthermore this redefinition of the probability density
function simplifies the formulas of some of the probabilities we need to define because it
is no longer needed to define a normalization factor obtained from the functions integral.
Using this definition of the probability density function we have P (M) = 1 given that
this probability does not depend on Oi.

Table 5.1: Summary of current best knowledge of the neutrino oscillation parameters.
This is same table as 1.3.

sin2(2θ12) = 0.861+0.026
−0.022

sin2(2θ23) = 1.000+0.000
−0.045

sin2(2θ13) = 0.092± 0.017
∆m2

21 = (7.59± 0.21)10−5 eV2/c4

|∆m2
32| = (2.43± 0.13)10−3 eV2/c4
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The prior P (Oi) is defined for a given Oi = (θ12, θ23, θ13,∆m
2
21,∆m

2
32, δCP )i by com-

bining the probability for the realisation of each of these components of Oi independently
from the prior of each of these oscillation parameters, as shown in equation (5.2). The
prior for each component of Oi is given in equations (5.3) to (5.8) for (∆m2

21)i, (∆m
2
32)i,

(θ12)i, (θ23)i, (θ13)i and (δCP )i respectively, where the prior are assumed to be either Gaus-
sian distribution if such parameter is already measured or constant distribution if that is
not the case. More precisely, in the case the parameter is already measured, we assume
Gaussian distributions if the error is symmetric and asymmetric Gaussian distributions
if the error is asymmetric. In these equations the mean values from table 1.3 are written
as 〈parameter〉, their uncertainty are written as σparameter when they are symmetric, or
as σ+

parameter and σ−
parameter for their upper and lower bounds, respectively, when they are

asymmetric.
Assuming the independence hypothesis explained in section 1.2.4 :

P (Oi) = P
(

(∆m2
21)i

)

· P
(

(∆m2
32)i

)

· P
(

(θ12)i

)

· P
(

(θ23)i

)

· P
(

(θ13)i

)

· P
(

(δCP )i

)

(5.2)

with :

P
(

(∆m2
21)i

)

= exp



−0.5

(

(∆m2
21)i − 〈∆m2

21〉
σ∆m2

21

)2


 (5.3)

P
(

(∆m2
32)i

)

= exp



−0.5

(

(∆m2
32)i − 〈∆m2

32〉
σ∆m2

32

)2


 (5.4)

P
(

(θ12)i

)

=







exp

[

−0.5

(

(sin2 2θ12)i−〈sin2 2θ12〉

σ+

sin2 2θ12

)2
]

, (sin2 2θ12)i ≥ 〈sin2 2θ12〉

exp

[

−0.5

(

(sin2 2θ12)i−〈sin2 2θ12〉

σ−

sin2 2θ12

)2
]

, (sin2 2θ12)i < 〈sin2 2θ12〉
(5.5)

P
(

(θ23)i

)

=







0 , (sin2 2θ23)i > 〈sin2 2θ23〉(= 1)

exp

[

−0.5

(

(sin2 2θ23)i−〈sin2 2θ23〉

σ−

sin2 2θ23

)2
]

, (sin2 2θ23)i ≤ 〈sin2 2θ23〉
(5.6)

P
(

(θ13)i

)

= exp

[

−0.5

(
(sin2 2θ13)i − 〈sin2 2θ13〉

σsin2 2θ13

)2
]

(5.7)

P
(

(δCP )i

)

=

{

1 , (δCP )i ∈ [0, 2π[

0 , (δCP )i 6∈ [0, 2π[
(5.8)

The probability of the T2K measurement given the oscillation parameter P (M |Oi)
depends on the data we use. In this analysis we will perform a rate only analysis to
measure the νe appearance in the T2K beam, that is, we will compare the number of
observed events at SK (nobs) with the number of expected events at SK ((nexp)i, for a
given Oi) as was performed in [13]. In section 5.3 the T2K data sample used for this
analysis, and its event section will be described. For a given Oi we expect that nobs
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follows a Poisson distribution2 with mean (nexp)i, because this distribution expresses the
probability of a given number of events to happen in a fixed interval given an average rate
of events and assuming one event does not depend on the previous events or the total
number of observed events [14]. Therefore the value of P (M |Oi) is given by equation (5.9),
where by construction the probability has a maximum of 1.

P (M |Oi) =
Poisson(nobs; (nexp)i)

Poisson(nobs;nobs)
=

(
(nexp)i
nobs

)nobs

enobs−(nexp)i (5.9)

In the expression (5.1) we have not taken into account the systematic errors ε from the
T2K measurement itself. These systematic errors obviously need to be taken into account
for a correct oscillation analysis. The probability of a given Oi taking into account the
systematic errors ε is written as in equation (5.10), where the probability is the maximum
probability that can be obtained from a given experiment of ε. εj denotes a particular
realisation of ε.

P (Oi|M, ε) = max
j

(

P (Oi|M, εj)
)

(5.10)

The probability of Oi given the measurement M and a systematic error set εj can be
calculated again via the Bayes theorem as shown in (5.11).

P(Oi|M, εj) =
P(M |Oi, εj)P(Oi, εj)

P(M)
=

P(M |Oi, εj)P(εj|Oi)P(Oi)

P(M)
(5.11)

The probabilities defined in (5.11) are mostly defined as previously. More precisely,
the P (M) and P (Oi) are defined exactly as previously, and the P (M |Oi, εj) has the same
formula as P (M |Oi), where now the number of expected events at SK depends also on
the specific realisation of systematic errors used for the probability estimation. Finally
P (εj|Oi)

3 is the probability that we have a given realisation of systematic errors given
the oscillation parameters and is written similarly as the P (Oi) expression. The detail
of the each component of ε taken into account in the this analysis will be described in
section 5.4 along with the expression of the P (εj|Oi).

In table 5.2 are summarized the main quantities defined in this section along with the
formula for the defined probabilities.

5.2.1 Calculation of oscillation probability with a Gaussian sys-
tematic error on the number of expected events

Even though we have performed a full systematic error estimation to perform the os-
cillation analysis it is also useful to have a simpler estimative by supposing that the
composition of all systematic errors can be summarized as a systematic error on the num-
ber of expected events, independent of the oscillation parameters. This systematic error
treatment is specially useful to evaluate the expected sensitivity of the oscillation analysis
assuming improvements in the understanding of the detectors and their responses. For
this estimation, the systematic error is assumed Gaussian around the number of expected
events with given width (σSE). In the published T2K νe analysis [13] σSE = 18%.

2We note here the Poisson probability of k events in a distribution with parameter λ as Poisson(k;λ).

Therefore the Poisson probability is written as Poisson(k;λ) = λke−λ

k!
.

3In the case where the systematic errors do not depend on the oscillation parameters this can also be
written simply as P (εj).
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Table 5.2: Summary of relevant quantities for this oscillation analysis.

Oi : Set of oscillation parameters
M : Measurement by T2K used for this analysis
ε : Systematic errors on the T2K experiment
εj : A particular experience of systematic errors

P (Oi|M) : Probability of the Oi parameter set given the T2K measurement (5.1)
P (Oi|M, ε) : Probability of the Oi parameter set given the measurement and

systematic errors
(5.10)

P (M |Oi) : Probability to measure M given an oscillation parameter set Oi (5.9)
P (M |Oi, εj) : Probability to measure M given an oscillation parameter set Oi

and assuming that the systematic errors true value is εj
(5.9)

P (Oi) : Probability of the Oi parameter set from our current knowledge (5.2)
P (εj|Oi) : Probability to have a set of systematic errors εj given the oscil-

lation parameters Oi

(5.15)

In this case we know the expression P (εj|Oi) to be (5.12), where εj is fractional shift
from the number of expected events in SK. Likewise the P (M |Oi, εj) is written as in
expression (5.13).

P (εj|Oi) = P (εj) = exp

[

−0.5

(
εj
σSE

)2
]

(5.12)

P (M |Oi, εj) =

(
(nexp)i(1 + εj)

nobs

)nobs

enobs−(nexp)i(1+εj) (5.13)

In this case we can explicitly calculate for which εj the probability P (Oi|M, εj) is
maximal and therefore calculate P (Oi|M, ε) explicitly. This maxima calculation is per-
formed in appendix E and was calculated to be for εj given by equation (5.14), which for
small systematic error depends roughly only on the difference between the observed and
expected number of events and on the systematic error.

εj =
−1− (nexp)iσ

2
SE +

√

(1− (nexp)iσ2
SE)

2 + 4nobsσ2
SE

2
(5.14)

≈ (nobs − (nexp)i) σ
2
SE for σ2

SE ≪ 1

5.3 T2K data sample used in this analysis

The T2K data sample used for the current oscillation analysis consists of the first two
physics runs of T2K : Run I (January to June 2010) and Run II (November 2010 to
March 2011), that is all data taken until the 2011 earthquake. This data corresponds to
1.43 · 1020 POT after detector quality cuts as shown in figure 5.2.

For this oscillation analysis, as was mentioned previously, we have decided to take into
account only the number of νe events measured at SK and compare with the expected
number of νe events. More precisely, the νe events which will be measured at SK are
defined by the event selection described in section 2.5.3 for the νe CCQE sample. After
the νe CCQE event selections the remaining number of νe candidate events at SK (nobs)
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was 6 events, as shown in figure 5.3 where the number of observed events is shown as
function of the POT.

5.4 Systematic errors on the number of expected events

at SK

The number of expected events at SK is estimated using the T2K Monte-Carlo, therefore
any uncertainty on the neutrinos flux at SK, their interaction cross-section or the detection
efficiency needs to be taken into account to compute total systematic error. The estimation
of such systematic errors has been performed by several different working groups represents
a large amount of work that is described in different T2K internal technical notes not
explained here in detail. In this section we will only present a brief description of what
has been taken into account to compute the systematic error.

These uncertainties define the P (εj|Oi) as given by equation (5.15) where εj = (εF
j , ε

I
j, ε

D
j )

is the decomposition of the global systematic error set εj into components related to the
neutrino flux at SK (F), interaction (I) and detection efficiency (D) uncertainties, which
will be discussed in sections 5.4.1, 5.4.2 and 5.4.3, respectively.

P (εj|Oi) = P (εF
j |Oi)P (ε

I
j|Oi)P (ε

D
j |Oi) (5.15)

5.4.1 Neutrino flux uncertainties at the far detector (F)

The neutrino flux at the far detector is estimated by the measured neutrino flux at the
near detector (ND280) which is then extrapolated to the far detector (SK) position.
From this description it is clear that the error on the neutrino flux has two components :
the uncertainty in the measurement of the neutrino flux at the ND280 detector and the
uncertainty of the extrapolation of the flux from the near to the far detector. Each of
these uncertainties is estimated by a different group, namely the T2K ND280 group and
the T2K Beam group, respectively.

The uncertainty coming from the measurement at ND280 is divided in statistical
uncertainty and detector systematics. The statistical uncertainty is considered to be a
Poisson error on the number of ND280 events (NND280

data ). The fractional fluctuation on the
number of events is noted εF1

j and the fluctuation of the number of events is about 2.7%.
The detector systematic uncertainties are estimated to be σF2 = 4.2%4 Gaussian error
on the number of ND280 events, with value εF2

j for a given realisation of the systematic
errors. This uncertainties are described in more details in [72].

The uncertainty in the extrapolation of the measurement from the near detector to
the far detector is calculated on the ratio of the number of selected events in the far
and near detectors. For this uncertainty calculation it is essential to take into account
the partial cancellation of the systematic errors between the near and far detectors. The
cancellation, and consequently the uncertainty, depends on the neutrino energy spectrum
at both detectors which depends on the oscillation parameter. The estimation of the
uncertainty on the extrapolation of the number of measured events between the near
and far detectors is rather complicated and depends also on the knowledge of the beam
composition (measured by NA61 [63] and monitors on the proton beam line) and the

4In fact in reference [72] the estimated ND280 detector systematic uncertainty is (-3.6,+4.2)% and for
simplicity we use only the upper bound as symmetric Gaussian error.
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Figure 5.2: Accumulated number of protons on target from T2K Run I and Run II as
function of date. Run I was between January and June 2010 (6 months) and Run II was
between November 2010 and March 2011 (5 months).
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Figure 5.3: Number of candidate νe events as function of accumulated number of
protons on target. In red is also shown the hypothesis which is verified with the Kol-
mogorov–Smirnov (KS) test showing good agreement with data. The KS test compares
a probability distribution with a sample to quantify the maximal distance between such
distributions and the probability they are the same given the maximal distance between
them.
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beam direction (measured by the muon monitor and INGRID). We will use the software
provided by the T2K Beam group that takes as input the energy spectrum expected for
signal and background at the ND280 and SK to calculate the uncertainty on the number of
expected events at SK σF3(Oi). This uncertainty estimation is described in more details
in [73]. The calculated systematic error follows a Gaussian distribution applied to the
number of events at SK calculated for each oscillation parameter set Oi. Typically the
value of σF3(Oi) is between 7.5% and 10%.

As described the systematic error due to uncertainties on the neutrino flux at the far
detector is parametrized as 3 different independent errors, therefore one set of systematic
errors is described by εF

j = (εF1

j , ε
F2

j , ε
F3

j ). The εF1

j term corresponds to the statistical
uncertainty on the number of events measured at ND280 and its probability density
function described by a Poisson distribution. The εF2

j term corresponds to the ND280
detector systematic uncertainty and is considered to be Gaussian. Finally the εF3

j term
corresponds to the flux extrapolation uncertainty from the near to the far detector. This
last term is also considered to be Gaussian with width depending on the value of the set
Oi of oscillation parameters. We obtain :

P (εF
j |Oi) =

(
1 + εF1

j

)NND280

data e−ε
F1
j NND280

data exp



−0.5

(

εF2

j

σF2

)2


 exp



−0.5

(

εF3

j

σF3(Oi)

)2




(5.16)

5.4.2 Uncertainties on neutrino interaction (I)

The uncertainties on the neutrino interaction absolute and relative cross-sections are
computed by the T2K Neutrino Interaction Working Group (NIWG) and are summarized
in [74]. This group used first external data and recently started using the ND280 cross-
section data to estimate global and relative cross-sections to determine the composition
of final states to be observed in SK shown in table 4.1 for example. The uncertainties
provided by the NIWG are different weightings to be used at the T2K MC to take into
account uncertainties of the neutrinos relative cross-sections both at the near detector
and the far detector.

Table 5.3 shows the cross section uncertainties for charged and neutral current inter-
actions in relation to the CCQE cross-section. These uncertainties are considered totally
correlated between the two energy bins and not correlated between types of interactions.
In addition to these errors listed on table 5.3 it is also added an additional 6% uncertainty
to the νe CC interactions from the uncertainty between the cross-section νe CC and νµ CC
cross-sections.

The uncertainty of the CCQE interaction properties6 between the near and far detector
is calculated as a function of the true neutrino energy by comparing the prediction from
different models implemented in different interaction libraries. This error is larger for
small neutrino energies due to the differences between the different methods in which it
is more pronounced at this energy region, as shown in figure 5.4. This shape error is

5The coherent π production differ from the single π production in the sense that the single π production
happen in interactions between the ν and a nucleon and on the other hand the coherent π production
happen with the interaction of the ν coherently with the whole nucleus.

6The difference between interaction properties between near and far detectors arise from the difference
in the detector materials and acceptance between the detectors.
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applied to the SK number of events directly to take into account differences between the
normalization from ND280 and SK due to the uncertainty of neutrino interactions with
matter.
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Figure 5.4: Fractional systematic uncertainty on CCQE events as function of true neu-
trino energy. This error takes into account the differences between the CCQE interaction
properties in the near and far detectors due to differences in the target material and
acceptance between these detectors.

Finally the last uncertainty taken into account linked to the neutrino interactions is the
uncertainty on the fraction for each “Final State Interaction” (FSI) that is calculated for
both SK and ND280. At SK this uncertainty is parametrized as a function of reconstructed
neutrino energy and were computed for signal and background separately and is shown in
figure 5.5. At the ND280 this uncertainty was estimated by changing the ND280 Monte-
Carlo parameters for nucleon ejections, pion interaction and interaction kinematics which
yielded an uncertainty of 3.7% applied to the number of events observed at the ND280.
The FSI uncertainty at the ND280 and SK are assumed to be not correlated given the
huge differences between the detectors and detection techniques.

As described, the systematic error due to uncertainties in the neutrino interaction are

Table 5.3: Fractional systematic uncertainty on neutrino NC and CC interactions
cross-section for single π production, coherent π production5 and other production types
(such as multiple π production and deep inelastic scattering) classified as “others”. The
fractional systematic uncertainty is relative to the cross-section of CCQE events.

Mode <2 GeV >2 GeV
CC 1π 30% 20%
CC coherent π 100% 100%
CC other 30% 25%
NC 1π0 30% 20%
NC coherent 30% 30%
NC other 30% 30%
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parametrized by 10 different independent errors7, therefore one set of systematic errors
is described by εI

j = (εI1
j , . . . , ε

I10
j ) that represent how much each parameter changes from

the model central value, with Gaussian shapes, with uncertainties given by σIk(Oi) for
εIk
j , which take the values presented in this chapter. Finally, the P (εI

j|Oi) as the product

of the probability given for each εIk
j as given by the expression (5.17).

P (εI
j|Oi) =

10∏

k=1

exp



−0.5

(

εIk
j

σIk(Oi)

)2


 (5.17)

5.4.3 Detection uncertainty in Super Kamiokande (D)

The final systematic error that needs to be taken into account for this oscillation analysis
is the uncertainty on the detection and selection of each type of event in SK. The different
event types are shown in table 4.1.

We have already described in detail in chapter 4 the estimation of the detection effi-
ciency of events with a π0 “final state interaction” for the T2K νe event selection. Such
FSI compose about 38% of the background to the oscillation analysis. Other analysis
have been performed by the T2K-SK group to estimate the detector uncertainty of other
final states present on table 4.1 and are summarized in [71].

After having estimated detector efficiency uncertainty for several different final states
(and assuming an ad-hoc error of 100% for each algorithm where systematic error was
not estimated) the T2K-SK group performed a Monte-Carlo calculation to summarize
systematic errors on the number of signal and background events. The error on the
number of signal and background events are considered completely correlated because the
error sources are similar given that they are defined by skdetsim and the reconstruction
algorithms that are the same for both type of events. Furthermore about 50% of the
background is composed by νe CCQE interaction (coming from the intrinsic νe composition
of the T2K beam) which is also roughly all the signal and therefore indicates a large
correlation between the samples. Given this correlation both errors are determined by
one Gaussian with width σD(Oi) that is used for the signal error and accordingly scaled
for the background error defining P (εD

j |Oi) to be given by the expression (5.18), with the
values of σD(Oi) given by table 5.4 for signal and background.

Note that, as mentioned in the end of chapter 4, the uncertainties are not exactly
the same used for the Monte-Carlo estimation performed by the T2K-SK group, though
the method to calculate them is the same. This was done to keep compatibility of the
systematic error between different oscillation analysis.

P (εD
j |Oi) = exp



−0.5

(

εD
j

σD(Oi)

)2


 (5.18)

We should furthermore note that because of recent improvements which were per-
formed on the systematic errors related to detector efficiency described in this thesis
(chapter 4) we have decided to use the systematic error on detector efficiency estimated
for the 2012a analysis which are presented in table 5.4 from [71]. On the other hand,

7The 10 systematic errors mentioned here are the 6 systematic errors shown in table 5.3, the νe CCQE
interaction cross-section uncertainty in relation to νµ CCQE, the CCQE uncertainty as function of true
neutrino energy and the FSI uncertainty for ND280 and SK.
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Figure 5.5: Uncertainty of the “final state interaction” (FSI) at SK as function of the
reconstructed neutrino energy for signal and background. Note that the signal is divided
in less different final states than the background as shown in table 4.1 and that the
background is composed of several hadronization. Therefore the signal FSI uncertainty is
smaller than the background FSI uncertainty at SK.

Table 5.4: Breakdown of the systematic error due to the T2K νe event selection for
signal and background events for the different final states described in table 4.1. δn/n is
the fractional error estimated for the given final state while δn/Σn is the fractional error
in relation to the total sample. Note that when δn/Σn more than one algorithm has not
been studied for a given sample its error is larger than 100%.

Event type Fraction (%) δn/n (%) δn/Σn (%)
νe CC 1e 97.0 2.6 2.5

}

Signal
other νe CC 3.0 29.5 0.9
Total signal 100.0 2.2
νe CC 1e 49.1 2.5 1.2







Background

other νe CC 3.1 29.5 0.9
νµ CC without π0 1.8 126 2.2
νµ CC with π0 0.4 22.0 0.1
NC 1π0 34.1 15.7 5.4
other NC with π0 3.6 39.0 1.4
NC 1π± 2.9 174 5.1
NC 1γ 2.7 2.7 0.07
other NC 2.3 173 4.1
Total beam background 100.0 9.2
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for the systematic errors coming from calculation of the expected neutrino flux at SK or
from the neutrino interactions we have used exactly the same systematic errors as from
the 2011a analysis presented in [13], which also corresponds to the T2K data set we have
taken into account for this analysis.

5.5 Procedure for calculation of the oscillation proba-

bility

As described in section 5.2 we need to compute the P (Oi|M, ε) for each oscillation param-
eter set (Oi), to determine the new neutrino oscillation parameters taking into account
the T2K data.

The first step of the oscillation analysis is to define at which Oi we want to estimate
P (Oi|M, ε). Given the dimension of the Oi vector we have decided to have a density
of different Oi increasing with the value of P (Oi), that is we will have a higher density
of Oi near the maximum of the P (Oi) function at the best fit oscillation points. This
was implemented as a random walk starting from the peak position where each step is
evaluated using the Metropolis-Hastings algorithm [14] to decide if the step is validated
or if another step needs to be tried. Using this method we have selected 5 · 105 set of
parameters Oi at which we will calculate the probability density function. Even though
the number of parameters selected seems small we have a good coverage close to the
maximum of P (Oi) thanks to the Metropolis-Hastings algorithm. Finally in order to
improve the precision of the calculation of the low probability contours, more specifically
the contour with probability of 1%, we have decided to only randomly pick Oi following
the distributions of each of the components of Oi independently for 5 · 105 Oi, in addition
to the previously chosen values of Oi.

The second step of the oscillation analysis is to calculate the P (Oi|M) for each Oi and
choose at which values we will perform a full estimation of the probability of Oi taking
into account the systematic errors. This step is required mainly because the calculation
of the probability taking into account systematic error for all Oi points would require
too much CPU time. The values of Oi for which will be performed a full estimation of
P (Oi|M, ε) are chosen to be the sets parameters Oi for which a maximum in the P (Oi|M)
is found within a fixed grid of oscillation parameters. The current definition of these grids
are the 2D histograms whose axes are picked two by two from table 5.5.

Table 5.5: Definition of the axis of the 2D grid used to select at which of Oi would
be performed the computation of the probability P (Oi|M, ε). The ranges given for each
parameter correspond to about ±4σ regions for these parameters given by table 1.3.

Parameter minimum value maximum value number of bins
∆m2

21 6.75 · 10−5 eV2/c4 8.43 · 10−5 eV2/c4 100
|∆m2

32| 1.91 · 10−3 eV2/c4 2.95 · 10−3 eV2/c4 100
sin2 2θ12 0.757 0.965 100
sin2 2θ23 0.82 1 100
sin2 2θ13 0.024 0.16 100
δCP 0 2π 100

The third and final step of the oscillation analysis is to calculate P (Oi|M, ε) at the
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Oi selected at the second step. For this calculation we use MIGRAD minimization algo-
rithm [75] to maximize the P (Oi|M, εj) with respect to εj, which is composed of a total
of 14 different parameters : (εF1 , εF2 , εF3 , εI1 , . . . , εI10 , εD).

5.6 Results

Using the described oscillation analysis we have determined the value of δCP with highest
probability to be about δCP = 4.7 rad for both normal and inverted hierarchy, which are
also referred to as NH and IH respectively, as shown in figures 5.6 and 5.7.

This measurement of δCP to be about 3π
2

rad in both normal and inverted hierarchy is
due to the fact that the number of νe events observed by T2K is slightly larger than the
number of νe events that would be expected given the value of sin2 2θ13 measured by the
reactor experiments8. Such effect is also observed further on at the probability density
function obtained for sin2 2θ13 using T2K data which tends to be slightly larger than the
prior distribution as shown in figures 5.8 and 5.9 for normal and inverted hierarchies,
respectively.

For the purpose of comparing the sensitivity of each result we define ∆P to be the
ratio between the minimum and maximum P (Oi|M, ε) shown on the presented figures of
the probability as function of δCP with all other oscillation parameters taken to maximize
P (Oi|M, ε). This quantity defines how well the value of δCP is measured since it is the
probability that the least possible δCP is reasonable considering the data, therefore the
discrimination is better for smaller values of ∆P . For the current T2K data the inverted
hierarchy presents the highest discrimination with ∆P = 0.48, which is lower than the
value of discrimination obtained for the normal hierarchy of ∆P = 0.60. This difference
can be understood by the change in the oscillation maximum of the oscillation probability
for νµ → νe which depends on the sign of ∆m2

32 as shown in the oscillation formula.
In addition to the presented study on the sensitivity and measurement of δCP , the

oscillation analysis we have performed allows us to evaluate the effect of the used T2K
data on the other oscillation parameters, either in the sense of constraining them, or
in the sense of correlating them. The only notable effects the T2K data considered
in this oscillation analysis had on other oscillations parameters was to prefer a slightly
higher distribution for both sin2 2θ23 and sin2 2θ13, the later one which had already been
previously mentioned, for both hierarchies, as it is shown in the sin2 2θ23 and sin2 2θ13
correlation plots 5.10 and 5.11 for normal and inverted hierarchy, respectively.

5.7 Perspectives for future analysis

The current oscillation analysis cannot determine the value of δCP at more than about
1σ level, given that it would correspond to a ∆P of about 0.16 or lower. We can expect
that with more data we could obtain a better separation and estimate the sensitivity of
this analysis to δCP with a larger statistical sample.

For such purpose we have estimated how the sensitivity ∆P changes as function of
the exposure. For this estimation we scaled the number of events measured as function
of the exposure supposing different systematic error size hypothesis of σSE = 18% and
σSE = 5% on the number of events, as described in subsection 5.2.1. The 18% error

8For sin2 2θ13 = 0.092 given by Daya-Bay and the mean value of the other parameters, we expect 5.6
(4.9) events at most for the normal (inverted) hierarchy.
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Figure 5.6: Non normalized probability density function as function of δCP maximized
for all other parameters assuming normal hierarchy. In red is shown the prior P (Oi)
knowledge of such parameter which is about 1 as expected, in magenta is shown the
probability density function calculated without systematic errors P (Oi|M) and in blue is
shown the probability density function with systematic errors P (Oi|M, ε).
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Figure 5.7: Non normalized probability density function as function of δCP maximized
for all other parameters assuming inverted hierarchy. In red is shown the prior P (Oi)
knowledge of such parameter which is about 1 as expected, in magenta is shown the
probability density function calculated without systematic errors P (Oi|M) and in blue is
shown the probability density function with systematic errors P (Oi|M, ε).
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Figure 5.8: Non normalized probability density function as function of sin2 2θ13 max-
imized for all other parameters assuming normal hierarchy. In red is shown the prior
P (Oi) knowledge of such parameter, in magenta is shown the probability density func-
tion calculated without systematic errors P (Oi|M) and in blue is shown the probability
density function with systematic errors P (Oi|M, ε).
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Figure 5.9: Non normalized probability density function as function of sin2 2θ13 max-
imized for all other parameters assuming inverted hierarchy. In red is shown the prior
P (Oi) knowledge of such parameter, in magenta is shown the probability density func-
tion calculated without systematic errors P (Oi|M) and in blue is shown the probability
density function with systematic errors P (Oi|M, ε).
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Figure 5.10: Non normalized probability density function as function of sin2 2θ13 and
sin2 2θ23 maximized for all other parameters assuming normal hierarchy. In dotted line is
shown the prior P (Oi) knowledge of such parameters, and in solid line is shown the prob-
ability density function with systematic errors P (Oi|M, ε). The contours are shown corre-
spond to the value of the probability being 68% (red), 90% (green) and 99% (cyan) lower
than the maximum probability, shown by a blue star (same for P (Oi) and P (Oi|M, ε)).
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Figure 5.11: Non normalized probability density function as function of sin2 2θ13 and
sin2 2θ23 maximized for all other parameters assuming inverted hierarchy. In dotted line is
shown the prior P (Oi) knowledge of such parameters, and in solid line is shown the prob-
ability density function with systematic errors P (Oi|M, ε). The contours are shown corre-
spond to the value of the probability being 68% (red), 90% (green) and 99% (cyan) lower
than the maximum probability, shown by a blue star (same for P (Oi) and P (Oi|M, ε)).
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hypothesis describes approximately the current size of the systematic errors, while the 5%
error hypothesis is, albeit optimistic given the current knowledge, assumed to be a possible
value for the T2K systematic uncertainty by the end of the experiment. This comparison
is shown in figure 5.12. Even though for current analysis the value of the systematic error
used has a small effect on the result obtained it would be essential to reduce as much as
possible the systematic error to improve the significance of the measurement of δCP in
future analysis. Even with 5 times larger statistics, the effects of having 18% systematic
error are already reducing strongly the sensitivity of the δCP measurement.

Furthermore, in the example we have just shown, where we have scaled the current
number of events, we have not necessarily taken into account all the required information
for a correct estimative of the resolution of T2K to δCP using this analysis. What remains
to be taken into account is whether the current data set could have contained a positive
fluctuation of the number of measured events9, in which case the we would overestimate
the resolution of T2K in the future by using an unrealistically large number of events. To
take into account such possibility, we have calculated the sensitivity ∆P for four different
values of δCP of 0, π/2, π and 3π/2 radians as function of the exposition for both inverted
and normal hierarchy assuming 5% systematic error and that the number of measured
events for each value of exposition would be exactly the number of expected events for
the given exposition and δCP using the other oscillation parameters as the most probable
values for them. As explained previously, given that the number of measured events was
somewhat larger than the number of expected events the sensitivity of the analysis is
somewhat reduced when assuming the number of events is the same as the number of
expected events for a given δCP as is shown in figures 5.13 and 5.14 for the normal and
inverted hierarchies respectively.

Even though results obtained by scaling the number of events measured using T2K
Run I+II data would tend to show a discrimination of about 3 σ or more with a 35
larger statistics than from T2K Run I+II, it is probably more realistic to expect that the
discrimination that can be achieved only by increasing the statistics and improving the
systematic errors would be at 2 σ level at most, which corresponds to the best expected
discrimination assuming the extrapolated number of events to be the same as a value of
δCP , as shown in figures 5.13 and 5.14.

It is nevertheless essential to recall that the current oscillation analysis takes into
account the current T2K measurements in a rather simple (only the number of events is
compared) and incomplete (we only use νe CCQE measurements at SK) way and therefore
we can expect improvements on the analysis to increase its sensitivity once more data is
available to justify using more information or taking into account other samples. These
improvements to the oscillation analysis are currently being implemented and will be used
in future T2K analysis.

Furthermore, the current analysis relies strongly on the current knowledge of the other
neutrino oscillation parameters. A better knowledge of the oscillation parameters would
further constrain the range these parameters may vary and therefore would also improve
the precision of the δCP measurement for the parameters that are in the same terms as
δCP in the oscillation probability equation. Even though it is hard to estimate how much
the reducing the uncertainty of these others parameters will increase the sensitivity of
the δCP measurement, we can expect an increase in sensitivity to δCP by reducing the
uncertainty of the other oscillation parameters, specially for θ13 and θ23 to which the

9In fact, the most recent T2K data that was not included in this analysis shows a reduction of the
event rate per POT, which goes in the same sense as mentioned here.
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Figure 5.12: Sensitivity plot as function of exposure up to 35 times the T2K Run I+II
exposure, which corresponds to the number of POT expected for T2K after 5 years running
given at the T2K LOI [61], for different values of the assumed global systematic error
and shown for both normal (NH) and inverted (IH) hierarchy. The number of “measured
events” used to perform the calculations was scaled from the number of measured νe CCQE
events during T2K Run I+II. Dotted lines corresponding to a significance, as defined
by [14], of 1 to 5 σ are also shown.
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Figure 5.13: Sensitivity plot as function of exposure up to 35 times the T2K Run I+II
exposure, which corresponds to the number of POT expected for T2K after 5 years running
given at the T2K LOI [61], for different values of δCP assuming 5% global systematic error
and normal hierarchy. The values of δCP used to estimated the number of expected events
were 0 (or π with approximately the same number of events) in green, π/2 in blue and
3π/2 in magenta. The sensitivity expected only by scaling the 6 already observed events
is also shown in red. Dotted lines correspond to the significance, as defined by [14].
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presented oscillation analysis was already sensitive.
Finally, in the current analysis we have not taken into account the possibility to run

T2K with ν beam, instead of the currently used ν beam. The switch between ν and ν
beam allows us to decouple the estimation of δCP and sin2 2θ13 because the change from
ν to ν will invert the sign of δCP in the terms of the oscillation probability expression,
therefore we could calculate P (νµ → νe)−P (νµ → νe), that is proportional to sin δCP , and
P (νµ → νe) + P (νµ → νe) to partially separate the contribution from δCP and sin2 2θ13,
which in this case leads to a separation between the effect of these two parameters as shown
in figure 5.15. We could imagine given the complementarity of these measurements that
there would be an improvement of the sensitivity of the δCP measurement also by changing
to ν beam, however given the current efforts from the reactor experiments to measure the
value of sin2 2θ13 precisely it is probable that the improvement from switching between a
ν to a ν run will not drastically increase the discrimination of δCP . Changing the T2K
beam from ν to ν will nevertheless serve as a verification that for the neutrino oscillation
model.

Eventually such studies could also be used to determine the sign of ∆m2
32 given that

ν and ν present different matter effects. This study however is not simple given the
correlation between δCP and matter effects and the rather short baseline in relation to
what would be required for efficient studies of the sign of ∆m2

32.
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Figure 5.14: Sensitivity plot as function of exposure up to 35 times the T2K Run I+II
exposure, which corresponds to the number of POT expected for T2K after 5 years running
given at the T2K LOI [61], for different values of δCP assuming 5% global systematic error
and inverted hierarchy. The values of δCP used to estimated the number of expected events
were 0 in light green, π/2 in blue, π in dark green and 3π/2 in magenta. The sensitivity
expected only by scaling the 6 already observed events is also shown in red. Dotted lines
correspond to the significance, as defined by [14].
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Conclusion

Through recent years, many progress have been made in the understanding of fundamen-
tal particles, in particular neutrinos. In the very end of the 20th and beginning of the
21st century, we have experimentally demonstrated that neutrinos oscillate, and started
measuring precisely each of their oscillation parameters such as mixing angles and mass
squared differences. Few years ago, only an upper bound on the value of the θ13 mixing
angle obtained by the CHOOZ experiment was established. There is, at the present time,
still no constraint on the sign of the ∆m2

32 mass squared difference nor on the value of
leptonic CP violation phase δCP . The latter only exists if all mixing angles are not null.
The measurement of the value of these parameters has fundamental consequences in our
understanding not only of neutrino flavour oscillations but more generally on high energy
physics. In fact the leptonic CP violation could open the way for a possible explanation of
the observed matter-antimatter asymmetry in the universe. The progress achieved in the
last two years has allowed the measurement of θ13, at first in 2011 by T2K which observed
it to be non zero at 2.5 σ confidence level through the observation of νe appearance in a
νµ beam. This measurement was followed by measurements performed by reactor experi-
ments, namely Double-Chooz, Daya-Bay and RENO, which observed νe disappearance to
measure θ13. Daya-Bay has published the first “5 σ” measurement for the value of θ13 in
April 2012.

Part of the main objectives of the T2K experiment are the measurement of θ13 and the
improvement of the current value for other neutrino mixing parameters, θ23 and |∆m2

32|,
through νµ disappearance. T2K could also start the first study of δCP , through νe appear-
ance. Even though the value of θ13 has already been measured by reactor experiments, it
is an important verification of our current understanding of neutrino oscillation to mea-
sure it through a different oscillation channel. Such measurement can only be achieved by
T2K, among the currently running neutrino experiments. Furthermore, it is through the
combination of the measurements of T2K and reactor experiments that first studies on
the value of δCP will be done, since reactor experiments are not sensitive to δCP , showing
the complementarity of both reactor and accelerator approaches.

To perform such precise measurements in T2K, it is essential to understand the neu-
trino beam production at J-PARC, the neutrino interaction cross-section, and the detec-
tors response. In this thesis, we have studied improvements of the understanding of the
Super Kamiokande detector (SK), far detector of T2K, and provided to the collaboration
the systematic error on the π0 reconstruction efficiency which has been used in official
results.

At the SK detector, the main backgrounds for the T2K νe appearance search are the
intrinsic νe contamination of the T2K νµ beam and the π0 produced through neutral
current. The latter corresponds to π0 events mis-reconstructed as νe CCQE events, which
happens when one of the rings produced by a γ from the π0 decay is not found by the
SK reconstruction algorithms. On one hand, the intrinsic νe contamination, about half
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of total νe CCQE background, is studied using the atmospheric νe sample from SK. On
the other hand, there was no control sample available to study the mis-reconstructed π0

background, about a third of total νe CCQE background, and therefore it was essential
to create π0 like samples to perform the necessary background studies.

At first we have developed a new multi-ring light source, the Cone Generator, that
can be used for SK detector calibration and systematic error studies. Even if we still have
not fully used the possibilities of the Cone Generator, the development of this tool and
its Monte-Carlo has allowed to identify and fix a bug in the SK detector simulation. The
Cone Generator is currently being used in different studies by different groups, namely to
test a new reconstruction algorithm that is being developed for SK (TRIUMF), to study
the vertex reconstruction near the fiducial volume boundaries (Imperial College), and to
measure the vertical dependence of the light scattering in water (LLR). We plan to use
it to perform systematic error studies on the ring finding algorithms at SK, which would
help to better estimate part of the π0 reconstruction efficiency and associated systematic
error.

In parallel to the development of the Cone Generator, we have constructed a hybrid
sample mixing data and Monte-Carlo to study the systematic error on the π0 reconstruc-
tion efficiency. Because mis-reconstructed π0 events are one of the dominant background
for the νe search, it is essential to understand the selection efficiency of π0 events as well
as possible to measure θ13. Using this sample we have estimated the systematic error on
the dominant π0 production channels gathered into three different composite final states :
the “NC 1π0”, the “other NC with π0” and the “νµ CC with π0” which correspond to about
34%, 4% and 0.4% of the background. The relative systematic errors estimated for each
final state are of 11.8%, 22.0% and 49.4%, respectively. The resulting systematic errors
using these hybrid samples have been used in the first T2K νe appearance result. The
hybrid samples are also being used for new analyses taking into account the information
on the shape of the signal.

Finally, by combining the first T2K results and the value of θ13 measured by reactor
experiments, we have performed a first estimation of δCP , with a best fit value of 4.7 rad,
though with small significance. The value of δCP with lowest probability has a 48%
(normal hierarchy) or 60% (inverted hierarchy) lower probability to be compatible with
T2K data than with the best fit value. We expect to increase in the future the significance
of the δCP measurement by taking more data, by improving the estimation of systematic
error, and by performing more complete analysis of T2K data. The improvement in the
determination of θ13 and θ23 would also lead to a more precise measurement of δCP using
the current analysis.

The T2K experiment has restarted data taking in the beginning of this year (2012)
after the recovery work from the 2011 Tōhoku earthquake. Since the beginning of the
new data taking, the experiment has been able to collect high quality data. Using this
new data set, an improved analysis and reduced systematic errors, T2K will improve its
measurement of the value of θ13 and other neutrino oscillation parameters.
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Appendix A

Details on the calculation of the

oscillation probability

A.1 Oscillation probability expression

Using the definition of |να, t〉 given by (1.3) we can calculate the oscillation probability :

P (να → νβ, t) = ||〈νβ|να, t〉||2 =
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣

∣
∣
∣
∣
∣

∑

j,k

UβkU
∗
αje

−iEjt 〈νk|νj〉
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣

∣
∣
∣
∣
∣

2

=

∣
∣
∣
∣
∣

∣
∣
∣
∣
∣

∑

j

UβjU
∗
αje

−iEjt

∣
∣
∣
∣
∣

∣
∣
∣
∣
∣

2

=
∑

j,k

UβjU
∗
αje

−iEjtU∗
βkUαke

iEkt

=
∑

j,k

UβjU
∗
αjU

∗
βkUαke

−i(Ej−Ek)t

The obtained expression is the same as shown in equation (1.4).

A.2 Change on the oscillation probability by multiply-

ing the rotation matrix by a diagonal matrix

Let’s assume that U = D1U
′D2 where D1 and D2 are diagonal matrices. Let’s also write

U = {uij}, U ′ = {u′ij} and

D1 =






d1 0 · · ·
0 d2
...

. . .




 D2 =






δ1 0 · · ·
0 δ2
...

. . .






Let’s also assume that |di| = 1 = |δi|, ∀i
We have then that uij = diu

′
ijδj. We can then replace U in the oscillation probability
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Appendix A. Details on the calculation of the oscillation probability

formula (1.4) :

P (να → νβ, t) =
∑

j,k

uβju
∗
αju

∗
βkuαke

−i(Ej−Ek)t

=
∑

j,k

dβu
′
βjδjd

∗
αu

′∗
αjδ

∗
jd

∗
βu

′∗
βkδ

∗
kdαu

′
αkδke

−i(Ej−Ek)t

=
∑

j,k

u′βju
′∗
αju

′∗
βku

′
αke

−i(Ej−Ek)t

which is the oscillation probability obtained using the matrix U ′.
In the given case we can simply ignore the diagonal matrices D1 and D2 as they do

not affect the oscillation probability.

A.3 2-flavour oscillation matrix

We can write a generic 2× 2 complex matrix U as

U =

(
a11e

iφ11 a12e
iφ12

a21e
iφ21 a22e

iφ22

)

aij, φij ∈ R

As UU † = 1 we have






a211 + a212 = 1
a221 + a222 = 1
a211a

2
21e

i(φ21−φ11) + a212a
2
22e

i(φ22−φ12) = 0

The first two equations imply that aij have the form :







a11 = cos θ1
a12 = sin θ1
a21 = sin θ2
a22 = cos θ2

From the last equation we obtain :

{
cos θ1 sin θ2 cos(φ21 − φ11) + sin θ1 cos θ2 cos(φ22 − φ12) = 0
cos θ1 sin θ2 sin(φ21 − φ11) + sin θ1 cos θ2 sin(φ22 − φ12) = 0

If we take either θ1 = kπ/2, k ∈ N or θ2 = kπ/2, k ∈ N we obtain that U is a diagonal
or anti-diagonal matrix, thus there are no oscillations. In the following considerations
this case will not be studied and we have that sin θi 6= 0 6= cos θi, i = {1, 2}. We can then
write that

cos θ1 sin θ2
sin θ1 cos θ2

= −cos(φ22 − φ12)

cos(φ21 − φ11)
, for cos(φ21 − φ11) 6= 0

⇒ tan(φ22 − φ12) = tan(φ21 − φ11)

⇒φ22 − φ12 = φ21 − φ11 + k1π = δ + k1π

Note that the case cos(φ21 − φ11) = 0 implies cos(φ22 − φ12) = 0, which also yields
φ22 − φ12 = φ21 − φ11 + k1π = δ + k1π.
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A.3. 2-flavour oscillation matrix

By replacing this result again on the equation

cos θ1 sin θ2e
i(φ21−φ11) + sin θ1 cos θ2e

i(φ22−φ12) = 0

we obtain

cos θ1 sin θ2e
i(φ21−φ11) + sin θ1 cos θ2e

i(φ21−φ11−k1π) = 0

⇒ cos θ1 sin θ2 + (−1)k1 sin θ1 cos θ2 = 0

⇒ sin(θ2 + (−1)k1θ1) = 0

⇒θ2 + (−1)k1θ1 = k2π k2N

⇒θ = −θ2 = (−1)k1θ1 − k2π

We can then rewrite the U matrix using all information we have :

U =

(
cos θ(−1)k2eiφ11 sin θ(−1)k1+k2ei(φ22−δ−k1π)

− sin θei(φ11+δ) cos θeiφ22

)

⇒U =

(
(−1)k2 0

0 1

)

×
(

cos θ sin θe−iδ

− sin θeiδ cos θ

)

×
(
eiφ11 0
0 eiφ22

)

Note that by posing δ = δ′ − φ11 + φ22 we can write

U =

(
(−1)k2eiφ11 0

0 eiφ22

)

×
(

cos θ sin θe−iδ
′

− sin θeiδ
′

cos θ

)

and by posing δ = δ′′ − k2π

U =

(
cos θ sin θe−iδ

′′

− sin θeiδ
′′

cos θ

)

×
(

(−1)k2eiφ11 0
0 eiφ22

)

As |eiφ11 | = |eiφ22 | = |(−1)k2 | = 1 we can use the result shown on the appendix A.2
and simply write U without the diagonal matrices

(
(−1)k2 0

0 1

)

,

(
eiφ11 0
0 eiφ22

)

as they do not change the oscillation probability. We have then

U =

(
cos θ sin θe−iδ

− sin θeiδ cos θ

)

=

(
e−iδ 0
0 1

)

×
(

cos θ sin θ
− sin θ cos θ

)

×
(
eiδ 0
0 1

)

=

(
1 0
0 eiδ

)

×
(

cos θ sin θ
− sin θ cos θ

)

×
(

1 0
0 e−iδ

)

which is the complex U matrix given on section 1.2.2 “2-flavour case”.
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A.4 Complex phases on 3-flavour oscillation probabil-

ity

We will assume here that the 3× 3 matrix U has the form of the product of 3 matrices,
where each is the same as a 2× 2 complex rotation matrix between two different rows :

U =





1 0 0
0 (−1)k23eiφ23 0
0 0 eiψ23



×





1 0 0
0 c23 s23e

−iδ23

0 −s23eiδ23 c23



×





(−1)k13eiφ13 0 0
0 1 0
0 0 eiψ13



×





c13 0 s13e
−iδ13

0 1 0
−s13eiδ13 0 c13



×





c12 s12e
−iδ12 0

−s12eiδ12 c12 0
0 0 1



×





(−1)k12eiφ12 0 0
0 eiψ12 0
0 0 1





where cij = cos θij and sij = sin θij, with θij mixing angles, δij are a CP violating phases,
and kij , φij , ψij are other constants obtained in the calculation of the 2× 2 matrix.

By replacing δ23 → δ23 + ψ13 and removing the diagonal terms that we have demon-
strated in section A.2 do not change the oscillation probability we obtain :

U =





1 0 0
0 c23 s23e

−iδ23

0 −s23e
iδ23 c23



×





c13 0 s13e
−iδ13

0 1 0
−s13e

iδ13 0 c13



×





c12 s12e
−iδ12 0

−s12e
iδ12 c12 0

0 0 1





We can then rewrite this U separating the complex phases δ23 and δ12 from the matrices
at the sides and removing the diagonal terms that do not change the oscillation probability
to obtain

U =





1 0 0
0 c23 s23
0 −s23 c23



×





1 0 0
0 1 0
0 0 e−iδ23



×





c13 0 s13e
−iδ13

0 1 0
−s13eiδ13 0 c13



×





e−iδ12 0 0
0 1 0
0 0 1



×





c12 s12 0
−s12 c12 0
0 0 1





=





e−iδ12 0 0
0 1 0
0 0 1



×





1 0 0
0 c23 s23
0 −s23 c23



×





c13 0 s13e
−iδ

0 1 0
−s13eiδ 0 c13



×





c12 s12 0
−s12 c12 0
0 0 1



×





1 0 0
0 1 0
0 0 e−iδ23





where δ = δ13 − δ12 − δ23.

We apply again the result shown on the appendix A.2 and simply write U without
the diagonal matrices and obtain the expression for U previously given on section 1.2.2
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A.4. Complex phases on 3-flavour oscillation probability

“3-flavour case” :

U =





1 0 0
0 c23 s23
0 −s23 c23



×





c13 0 s13e
−iδ

0 1 0
−s13eiδ 0 c13



×





c12 s12 0
−s12 c12 0
0 0 1





=





c12c13 s12c13 s13e
−iδ

−s12c23 − c12s23s13e
iδ c12c23 − s12s23s13e

iδ s23c13
s12s23 − c12c23s13e

iδ −c12s23 − s12c23s13e
iδ c23c13





In order to understand the conditions needed to observe CP violation on the leptonic
sector we need to evaluate when the oscillation probability changes when we replace U
by U∗.

The oscillation probability, as shown in (1.4), depends onWαβjk = UβjU
∗
αjU

∗
βkUαk, with

α, β ∈ {e, µ, τ} and j, k ∈ {1, 2, 3}. We should notice that Wαβjk = W ∗
βαjk = W ∗

αβkj =
Wβαkj. We will consider now the value of this term for each (α, β, j, k):

• When α = β, ∀j, k we have Wαβjk = W ∗
αβjk, ∀j, k

• When j = k we also have Wαβjk = W ∗
αβjk, ∀α, β

• When α 6= β and i 6= j we have the following cases :

◦ Weµ12 = W ∗
eµ21 = W ∗

µe12 = Wµe21 =

s12c12c
2
13

(
c12c23 − s12s23s13e

−iδ
) (

−s12c23 − c12s23s13e
iδ
)

◦ Weτ12 = W ∗
eτ21 = W ∗

τe12 = Wτe21 =
s12c12c

2
13

(
s12s23 − c12c23s13e

iδ
) (

−c12s23 − s12c23s13e
−iδ
)

◦ Wµτ12 = W ∗
µτ21 = W ∗

τµ12 = Wτµ21 =
(
s12s23 − c12c23s13e

iδ
) (
c12c23 − s12s23s13e

iδ
)

(
−s12c23 − c12s23s13e

−iδ
) (

−c12s23 − s12c23s13e
−iδ
)

◦ Weµ13 = W ∗
eµ31 = W ∗

µe13 = Wµe31 = c12s13c
2
13s23

(
−s12c23e−iδ − c12s23s13

)

◦ Weτ13 = W ∗
eτ31 = W ∗

τe13 = Wτe31 = c12s13c
2
13c23

(
s12s23e

−iδ − c12c23s13
)

◦ Wµτ13 = W ∗
µτ31 = W ∗

τµ13 = Wτµ31 =

s23c23c
2
13

(
−s12c23 − c12s23s13e

−iδ
) (
s12s23 − c12c23s13e

iδ
)

◦ Weµ23 = W ∗
eµ32 = W ∗

µe23 = Wµe32 = s23s13c
2
13s12

(
−s12c23e−iδ − c12s23s13

)

◦ Weτ23 = W ∗
eτ32 = W ∗

τe23 = Wτe32 = c23s13c
2
13s12

(
−c12s23e−iδ − s12c23s13

)

◦ Wµτ23 = W ∗
µτ32 = W ∗

τµ23 = Wτµ32 =

s23c23c
2
13

(
c12c23 − s12s23s13e

−iδ
) (

−c12s23 − s12c23s13e
iδ
)

By further developing the Wαβjk when α 6= β and j 6= k the e±iδ term has always
s13s12s23 as coefficient, thus if any of the θij is 0 we cannot have CP violation as Wαβjk =
W ∗
αβjk∀α, β, j, k.
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A.5 3-flavour oscillation probability calculation

Before we calculate the 3-flavour oscillation probability, it is useful to obtain some results :

Uβ1U
∗
α1U

∗
β1Uα1 = |Uβ1Uα1|2

= (δαβ − Uβ2U
∗
α2 − Uβ3U

∗
α3)
(
δαβ − U∗

β2Uα2 − U∗
β3Uα3

)

= δαβ
(
1− 2|Uβ2|2 − 2|Uβ3|2

)
+ |Uβ2Uα2|2 + |Uβ3Uα3|2 +

Uβ2U
∗
α2U

∗
β3Uα3 + Uβ3U

∗
α3U

∗
β2Uα2

= δαβ
(
1− 2|Uβ2|2 − 2|Uβ3|2

)
+ |Uβ2Uα2|2 + |Uβ3Uα3|2 + Λ23

where we define Λjk = UβjU
∗
αjU

∗
βkUαk + UβkU

∗
αkU

∗
βjUαj. We do the same calculation for

|Uβ2Uα2|2 and |Uβ3Uα3|2 which yields the same result as previously by replacing 1 ↔ 2
and 1 ↔ 3 respectively. Given these results we can calculate the

∑

j |UβjUαj|2:
∑

j

|UβjUαj |2 = δαβ
(
3− 4|Uβ1|2 − 4|Uβ2|2 − 4|Uβ3|2

)
+ 2

∑

j

|UβjUαj |2 + Λ23 + Λ13 + Λ12

⇒
∑

j

|UβjUαj |2 = δαβ − Λ23 − Λ13 − Λ12

We calculate then the 3-flavour oscillation probability :

P (να → νβ) =
∑

j,k

UβjU
∗
αjU

∗
βkUαke

−i∆m2
jk

L
2p

= |Uβ1U∗
α1|2 + |Uβ2U∗

α2|2 + |Uβ3U∗
α3|2 +

Uβ1U
∗
α1U

∗
β2Uα2e

i∆m2
21

L
2p + Uβ2U

∗
α2U

∗
β1Uα1e

−i∆m2
21

L
2p +

Uβ1U
∗
α1U

∗
β3Uα3e

i∆m2
31

L
2p + Uβ3U

∗
α3U

∗
β1Uα1e

−i∆m2
31

L
2p +

Uβ2U
∗
α2U

∗
β3Uα3e

i∆m2
32

L
2p + Uβ3U

∗
α3U

∗
β2Uα2e

−i∆m2
32

L
2p

= δαβ + Uβ1U
∗
α1U

∗
β2Uα2

(

ei∆m
2
21

L
2p − 1

)

+ Uβ2U
∗
α2U

∗
β1Uα1

(

e−i∆m
2
21

L
2p − 1

)

+

Uβ1U
∗
α1U

∗
β3Uα3

(

ei∆m
2
31

L
2p − 1

)

+ Uβ3U
∗
α3U

∗
β1Uα1

(

e−i∆m
2
31

L
2p − 1

)

+

Uβ2U
∗
α2U

∗
β3Uα3

(

ei∆m
2
32

L
2p − 1

)

+ Uβ3U
∗
α3U

∗
β2Uα2

(

e−i∆m
2
32

L
2p − 1

)

= δαβ +Wαβ12

(

ei∆m
2
21

L
2p − 1

)

+W ∗
αβ12

(

e−i∆m
2
21

L
2p − 1

)

+

Wαβ13

(

ei∆m
2
31

L
2p − 1

)

+W ∗
αβ13

(

e−i∆m
2
31

L
2p − 1

)

+

Wαβ23

(

ei∆m
2
32

L
2p − 1

)

+W ∗
αβ23

(

e−i∆m
2
32

L
2p − 1

)

where Wαβjk is defined as in the appendix A.4.

A.6 2-flavour approximation of 3-flavour oscillation prob-

ability calculation

In this section we assume |∆m2
21| ≪ |∆m2

32|. We will then calculate the oscillation
probability for ∆m2

21
L
2p

≈ 0 and ∆m2 = ∆m2
32 ≈ ∆m2

31
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A.6. 2-flavour approximation of 3-flavour oscillation probability

calculation

P (να → νβ) =
∑

j,k

UβjU
∗
αjU

∗
βkUαke

−i∆m2
jk

L
2p

= (Uβ1U
∗
α1 + Uβ2U

∗
α2)(U

∗
β1Uα1 + U∗

β2Uα2) + Uβ3U
∗
α3U

∗
β3Uα3 +

(Uβ1U
∗
α1 + Uβ2U

∗
α2)U

∗
β3Uα3e

i∆m2L/2p +

Uβ3U
∗
α3(U

∗
β1Uα1 + U∗

β2Uα2)e
−i∆m2L/2p

= (δαβ − Uβ3U
∗
α3)(δαβ − U∗

β3Uα3) + |Uβ3|2|Uα3|2 +
(δαβ − Uβ3U

∗
α3)U

∗
β3Uα3e

i∆m2L/2p + Uβ3U
∗
α3(δαβ − U∗

β3Uα3)e
−i∆m2L/2p

= δαβ

(

1 + Uβ3U
∗
α3

(

e−i∆m
2L/2p − 1

)

+ U∗
β3Uα3

(

ei∆m
2L/2p − 1

))

+

|Uβ3|2|Uα3|2
(

2− ei∆m
2L/2p − e−i∆m

2L/2p
)

= δαβ

(

1 + |Uα3|2
(

e−i∆m
2L/2p + ei∆m

2L/2p − 2
))

+

2|Uβ3|2|Uα3|2
(
1− cos∆m2L/2p

)

= δαβ
(
1 + 2|Uα3|2

(
cos∆m2L/2p− 1

))
+ 2|Uβ3|2|Uα3|2

(
1− cos∆m2L/2p

)

To obtain the usual formulas for the 2-flavour approximation of 3-flavour oscillation
we use the relation cos 2φ = 1− 2 sin2 φ on the previous expression to obtain :







P (να → να) = 1− 4|Uα3|2 (1− |Uα3|2) sin2
(

∆m2 L
4p

)

P (να → νβ) = 4|Uα3Uβ3|2 sin2
(

∆m2 L
4p

)

with α 6= β in this case. Furthermore the argument of the sinus in this case is given in
natural units, thus we need to add a constant factor to convert it to the international
system ∆m2 L

4p
→ c3

4~
∆m2 L

E
:







P (να → να) = 1− 4|Uα3|2 (1− |Uα3|2) sin2
(
c3

4~
∆m2 L

E

)

P (να → νβ) = 4|Uα3Uβ3|2 sin2
(
c3

4~
∆m2 L

E

)
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Appendix B

Off-axis beam

B.1 Neutrino energy selection by an “off-axis beam”

A classical neutrino beam is produced by the following decay :

π+ → µ+ + νµ

Therefore we can write :
Pπ+ = Pµ+ + Pνµ

where P = (E,p) is the 4-momentum, E is the energy and p the 3-momentum.
Because we want to know the energy dependence of the νµ with respect to its angle

in the laboratory referential we need to calculate Pπ+ · Pνµ = Eπ+Eνµ − pπ+ · pνµ with
pπ+ ·pνµ = |pπ+ ||pνµ| cos θπν where θπν is the angle between the π+ and the νµ directions.

By using the 4-momentum relation given previously we have :

Pµ+ = Pπ+ − Pνµ

⇒P 2
µ+ =

(
Pπ+ − Pνµ

)2

⇒m2
µ+ = m2

π+ +m2
νµ − 2Pπ+ · Pνµ

⇒m2
π+ −m2

µ+ +m2
νµ = 2

(

Eπ+Eνµ − |pπ+ ||pνµ | cos θπν
)

we will suppose here that the νµ mass is zero, given that mνµ ≪ mπ+ ,mµ+ , |pνµ | :

⇒m2
π+ −m2

µ+ = 2Eνµ (Eπ+ − |pπ+ | cos θπν)

⇒Eνµ =
m2
π+ −m2

µ+

2 (Eπ+ − |pπ+ | cos θπν)
We can observe here that for θπν = 0◦ and |pπ+ | ≫ mπ+ the neutrino energy can be

simplified by the approximation Eπ+ ≈ |pπ+ | + m2

π+

2|p
π+ |

which results in a linear relation
between the neutrino energy and the pion momentum :

Eνµ = |pπ+ |
m2
π+ −m2

µ+

m2
π+

In the “off-axis beam” case, however, θπν 6= 0◦, therefore the same approximation as
previously used will result in :

Eνµ =
m2
π+ −m2

µ+

2|pπ+ |(1− cos θπν) +
m2

π+

|p
π+ |

(B.1)
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Appendix B. Off-axis beam

which has the same behaviour as the “on-axis” beam for |pπ+ | ≪ m
π+√

2(1−cos θπν)
, and as

|pπ+ | → ∞ the neutrino energy tends to 0. In figure B.1 is shown the neutrino energy
distribution in function of the π+ momentum for an “on-axis beam” and for an “off-axis
beam” that is the same as the T2K off-axis angle, that is 2.5◦.
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Figure B.1: Effect of “off-axis” beam on neutrino energy in function of the pion mo-
mentum in the π+ → µ+ + νµ decay. In blue is shown the neutrino energy in an “on-axis
beam” and in red is shown the neutrino energy in an “off-axis beam” with the same angle
as T2K.

B.2 “Off-axis beam” effect on the contamination of a

classic νµ beam from νe

Before taking into account the contamination of νe in a classic νµ beam it is useful to
list how the νe beam could be generated, as shown in table 2.1. The νe component of
a classical νµ beam is generated from kaons and muons decay. Because these decays are
three body decays the equation (B.1) is not applicable and it is therefore essential to
perform a Monte-Carlo study to compute the effect of the off-axis angle. In figures B.2
and B.3 are shown the neutrino fluxes at SK with no oscillation, and from which particles
they were generated, as given by the T2K beam simulation (JNUBEAM version 10d).
These figures show that typically the muon and kaon peaks are broader than the pion
peak and that the average energy of the neutrinos produced via kaon decay is higher than
that of neutrinos produced by pion decay.
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B.2. “Off-axis beam” effect on the contamination of a classic νµ beam

from νe

Figure B.2: νµ flux at Super Kamiokande (SK) in function of the neutrino energy
assuming there is no neutrino oscillation. The parent particle that produced the νµ is also
shown. These spectra were obtained from a simulation of the T2K using JNUBEAM 10d
version. Note that the “muon parents” here comes from µ− decay which was unfocused
by the horns.

Figure B.3: νe flux at Super Kamiokande (SK) in function of the neutrino energy
assuming there is no neutrino oscillation. The parent particle that produced the νe is also
shown. These spectra were obtained from a simulation of the T2K using JNUBEAM 10d
version.
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Appendix B. Off-axis beam

For T2K, we are mainly interested in νe beam contamination on the supposedly pure
νµ beam at the energy for which the oscillation probability is maximal, given the distance
between J-PARC and Super Kamiokande, that is typically for Eν < 1.2 GeV. Figures B.2
and B.3 shows that, for this neutrino energy range, the νµ beam is composed mainly of
the π+ → µ+ + νµ decays, and the νe beam is composed mainly of the µ+ → e+ + νe+ νµ
decay. These figures also show the νe contamination to the νµ beam is about 0.5% for
Eν < 1.2 GeV.

To understand the effect of the “off-axis” angle in the νe contamination of the beam it
is essential to estimate the angular dependency on the neutrino flux. We will consider a
decay of a parent particle P into several different N daughter particles Di, among which
one of them is a ν (for simplicity we define the first daughter particle to be the ν), that
is P → ν + D2 + . . . + DN . We define the angle between the P momentum (pP ) and
the ν momentum (pν) to be θ, in the laboratory reference frame, which is boosted by β

from the P reference frame. In the P reference frame we define the angle between the
boost β and the ν momentum (p∗

ν) to be θ∗. We also define the energy of P and of the
ν to be EP and Eν = |pν | in the laboratory reference frame and the energy of the ν to
be E∗

ν = |p∗
ν | in the P reference frame. In this case the boost β defines θ as a function

of θ∗ by equation (B.2). The boost β is given by the P momentum and energy in the
laboratory reference frame : β = pP/EP .

{

Eν = γE∗
ν + γ|β||p∗

ν | cos θ∗
|pν | cos θ = γ|β|E∗

ν + γ|p∗
ν | cos θ∗

⇒
{

|pν | = γ|p∗
ν | (1 + |β| cos θ∗)

|pν | cos θ = γ|p∗
ν | (|β|+ cos θ∗)

⇒ cos θ =
γ|p∗

ν | (|β|+ cos θ∗)

γ|p∗
ν | (1 + |β| cos θ∗) =

|β|+ cos θ∗

1 + |β| cos θ∗ (B.2)

In the P reference frame the ν direction is random, and therefore the θ∗ distribution
is flat, assuming we compare fluxes for the same solid angles. The θ distribution for a
3 GeV µ+, π+ and K+ decays are shown in figure B.4. For a given off-axis angle of 2.5◦ we
observe that the µ+ intensity decreases much faster than the π+ intensity, therefore the
fraction of νe from µ+ decays is reduced in relation to the fraction of νµ from π+ decays,
for particles decaying with the same energy. Furthermore, the K+ flux is almost constant
and almost no change is produced in the νe or νµ flux from kaons.

Taking these considerations into account, even though with this simplistic calculation,
we obtain that the νe contamination of a classical νµ beam should be reduced with the
increase of the “off-axis angle” where the measurement of the beam is performed.
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B.2. “Off-axis beam” effect on the contamination of a classic νµ beam

from νe
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Figure B.4: Angular distribution of the opening angle (θ) between the parent particle P
and the ν produced by its decay for 3 GeV µ+ (β = 0.9994, in red), 3 GeV π+ (β = 0.9989,
in blue) and 3 GeV K+ (β = 0.9864, in green).
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Appendix C

Cerenkov radiation on water

C.1 The Cerenkov effect

The Cerenkov effect occurs when a charged particle travels through a medium with ve-
locity larger than that of the light in the medium. This effect is the equivalent for light of
the sonic boom, which happens when an object travels at a speed higher than the speed
of the sound in the medium.

The light emitted though Cerenkov effect, called the Cerenkov radiation, is generated
through a disruption of the electromagnetic field in the medium due to the passage of the
particle. Even though such disruption happens for any charged particle passing through
the medium, only in the case where the charge particle has speed greater than of light in
the medium there is a constructive interference which intensifies the radiation intensity.
This happens at a given angle θ from the direction the particle propagates with speed βc
in a medium where the speed of light is c/n, with n the refraction index of light in the
medium. The wavefront of the Cerenkov radiation is conical, as shown in figure C.1, with
angle θ defined by equation (C.1) [76].

βct

(c/n)t

θ

Figure C.1: Schema of a Cerenkov radiation emission by propagation of a charged
particle (in green) with speed βc in a medium with refractive index n after a time t. The
electromagnetic waves generated by the particle from a given point (in red) will propagate
at the speed of light in the medium. This creates a constructive interference that will
generate a conical wavefront of light (blue) defined by the Cerenkov opening angle θ.
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cos θ =
1

βn
(C.1)

For mediums where the refraction coefficient is constant, and for a singly charged
particle, the number of photons emitted by Cerenkov effect between wavelength λ1 and λ2
is given by equation (C.2), where α is the fine structure constant [76]. From this equation
we should note that a larger number of photons is emitted at smaller wavelengths which
gives the blueish tint to the Cerenkov radiation observed at the core of nuclear reactors.

dN

dx
= 2πα sin2 θ

(
1

λ1
− 1

λ2

)

(C.2)

Another property of the Cerenkov radiation is that it is linearly polarized in the plane
containing the charged particle direction and the direction of the photons composing the
Cerenkov radiation [14].

C.2 Cerenkov radiation in water

For practical purposes, we want to evaluate more specifically the Cerenkov radiation in
water (n = 1.34), given that the Super Kamiokande detector uses the Cerenkov effect in
water to detect neutrino interactions.

For a ultra-relativistic (β ∼ 1) singly charged particle1 we deduce the Cerenkov open-
ing angle θ to be about 42◦. The number of photons emitted by Cerenkov radiation is
of about 270 photons/cm, assuming the wavelength interval for PMT response to be be-
tween 300-500 nm, region where the SK PMTs quantum efficiency is higher as shown in
figure C.2. This corresponds to the energy emission for the given wavelength band per
unit length of roughly 600-1000 eV/cm.

Figure C.2: The quantum efficiency of the PMTs used in Super Kamiokande as a func-
tion of the wavelength of incident light. Extracted from http://www-sk.icrr.u-tokyo.

ac.jp/sk/ykphd/chap3-6.html.

1Typically this condition is satisfied for all electrons used for the T2K νe search.
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C.2. Cerenkov radiation in water

The Cerenkov radiation energy loss is small compared to, for example, the ∼2 MeV/cm
energy loss from ionization of the medium [76], and therefore does not explain the energy
loss of electrons and muons in the detector.

For muons with momentum between 100 MeV/c and 10 GeV/c, which is typically the
case for T2K, the energy loss is mainly due to ionization, which is about constant [14].
This is also the case for several other heavy particles such as π± and p. The ionization
process will not change the trajectory of the particles and therefore a sharp edged ring is
emitted, as shown in figure C.3.

µ

Figure C.3: Schema of a Cerenkov radiation emission for a µ (in green). The Cerenkov
radiation (in red) emitted while the µ is above Cerenkov threshold (solid line) will create
conical wavefront of light (blue). Once the µ is below Cerenkov threshold (dashed line)
there is no longer Cerenkov radiation emission. The wavefront created by Cerenkov ra-
diation will therefore create a ring when projected to the wall of the Super Kamiokande
detector, for example. Note that if the µ leaves the detector while emitting Cerenkov
radiation the actual shape will not be a ring but a full circle.

On the other hand, for electrons with energy higher than a few tens of MeV, which is
also typically the case for T2K, the energy loss process is mainly due to bremsstrahlung [14].
Given the electron mass is rather small in comparison to other particles in the medium,
from the interaction between the electron and the medium there is a rather large proba-
bility that the electron will change trajectory during its propagation, that is it will suffer
multiple scattering. As consequence of these frequent changes in the electron trajectory,
the ring from Cerenkov radiation produced by an electron will have a fuzzier edge than the
rings from Cerenkov radiation produced by a muon. This is the reason for the difference
in the charge pattern in the event displays from electrons and muons shown in figure 2.15.

Finally, even though photons are not charged particles, the high energy photons (with
energy above a few MeV) will also emit Cerenkov radiation indirectly and therefore will
also be visible in the Super Kamiokande detector. More precisely, the high energy photons
will go through e+e− pair production after a certain conversion length, which will then
generate Cerenkov radiation. For these photons pair production is the main process
responsible for energy loss [14]. Given that the Cerenkov radiation is produced from the
electrons and positrons from the γ pair production, the characteristics of a γ and an
electron ring at Super Kamiokande are similar, except for the conversion length that is
required before the γ will start emitting Cerenkov radiation.
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Appendix D

Generic calculation to obtain

remarkable results

D.1 Properties of the π0 decay

D.1.1 π0 mass from γγ decay

The π0 → γγ decay has a branching ratio of 98.8% [14] and is the π0 decay mode we have
studied here. It is necessary to calculate the π0 mass from the observed properties of the
two γ in order to check if the two reconstructed γ really correspond to a π0.

By calculating the 4 momenta of the π0 → γγ decay we obtain :

Pπ0 = Pγ1 + Pγ2
⇒P 2

π0 = P 2
γ1
+ P 2

γ2
+ 2Pγ1Pγ2

⇒m2
π0 = 2|pγ1||pγ2 | (1− cosφ12)

⇒mπ0 =
√

2|pγ1||pγ2| (1− cosφ12) (D.1)

where φ12 is the angle between the two γ.

D.1.2 Lower limit of the momentum of the highest energy γ from
a π0 decay

From the equation (D.1) we can easily calculate the momentum of each γ in the π0 rest
frame of reference, where we know by momentum conservation that |pCMγ | = |pCMγ1 | =
|pCMγ2 | and φ12 = 180◦, therefore |pCMγ | = mπ0/2.

Now we define which γ is the first or second γ by imposing |pγ1 | ≥ |pγ2| in the
laboratory frame of reference, which is boosted from the π0 rest frame by β = pπ0/Eπ0

given in the laboratory frame of reference.
Given that in the π0 rest frame the γ are produced back to back, when they are

boosted by β we have that |pγ1| ≥ |pCMγ | where γ1 has pCMγ1 ·pπ0 ≥ 0, given the definitions
previously given. Therefore |pγ1| ≥ mπ0/2 ≈ 67.5 MeV, in natural units (where c = 1).

D.2 Reconstructed neutrino energy for CCQE events

We will obtain in this section the reconstructed neutrino energy of a neutrino that inter-
acts through CCQE interaction, where the produced lepton momentum and direction is
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measured.
The CCQE interaction can simply be written as :

νl + n→ l− + p

Therefore we can write the following identity, where Pi is the 4-momentum vector of i :

Pνl + Pn = Pl + Pp

⇒Pp = Pνl + Pn − Pl

⇒P 2
p = P 2

νl
+ P 2

n + P 2
l + 2PνlPn − 2PνlPl − 2PnPl

In order to expand this expression it is useful to make a few approximations :

• mνl = 0, therefore |pνl | = Eνl

• pn =
−→
0 , where pn is the 3-momentum vector of the neutron in the laboratory

referential, therefore En = mn.

⇒m2
p = m2

n +m2
l + 2Eνlmn − 2mnEl − 2(EνlEl − pνl · pl)

⇒m2
p = m2

n +m2
l − 2mnEl + 2Eνl(mn − El + |pl| cosϑνl)

⇒ Eνl =
2mnEl −m2

l −m2
n +m2

p

2(mn − El + |pl| cosϑνl)
(D.2)

where ϑνl is the angle between the νl and the l directions.
The expression of the neutrino reconstructed energy given by (D.2) is similar to the

one given by (2.1). The difference between these two expressions comes from the fact that
the neutron here was assumed to be a free neutron, while at the equation (2.1) it was
considered to be a bound neutron in an atom.

We can obtain the equation (D.3) from (D.2) if we replace the mn by (mn − V ), that
is we say that the effective neutron mass available for the CCQE interaction is not the
neutron mass, but the neutron mass in the bounded atom that is reduced by a V potential
from the nucleus. The equation (D.3) is the same as equation (2.1).

Eν =
2(mn − V )El −m2

l − (mn − V )2 +m2
p

2(mn − V − El + pl cosϑνl)
(D.3)

We should also note that when T2K will start running on ν beam mode the cor-
responding CCQE interaction will be written as νl + p → l+ + n, and by making the
same approximations as previously while swapping the role of the p and n on the pre-
vious calculation we obtain the similar expressions as (D.2) and (D.3), with mn and mp

swapped.
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Appendix E

Estimation of systematic error set that

maximizes the probability of a given

oscillation parameter set assuming a

simple Gaussian error on number of

expected events at SK

In this appendix we will use the same notations defined in chapter 5.
We want to calculate here the value of P (Oi|M, ε) when P (εj|Oi) is a Gaussian. Since

P (Oi|M, ε) is defined to be the maximum for any realization εj of P (Oi|M, εj) we need
to study the derivative of this probability with respect to εj.

The expression of P (Oi|M, εj) is :

P (Oi|M, εj) = κ(M,Oi)P (M |Oi, εj)P (εj|Oi)

where κ is a product of probabilities independent of εj. Developing the terms depending
on εj we obtain :

P (Oi|M, εj) = κ(M,Oi)

(
(nexp)i(1 + εj)

nobs

)nobs

exp

[

nobs − (nexp)i(1 + εj)− 0.5

(
εj
σSE

)2
]

= κ′(M,Oi) (1 + εj)
nobs exp

[

−(nexp)i(1 + εj)− 0.5

(
εj
σSE

)2
]

where κ′(M,Oi) is a factor that does not depend on εj.

The P (Oi|M, εj) derivative with respect to εj is :

dP (Oi|M, εj)

d εj
= κ′(M,Oi)

{

nobs (1 + εj)
nobs−1 + (1 + εj)

nobs

[

−(nexp)i −
εj
σ2
SE

]}

exp

[

−(nexp)i(1 + εj)− 0.5

(
εj
σSE

)2
]
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probability of a given oscillation parameter set assuming a simple

Gaussian error on number of expected events at SK

At the maximum dP (Oi|M,εj)

d εj
= 0, and we obtain the condition :

nobs (1 + εj)
nobs−1 + (1 + εj)

nobs

[

−(nexp)i −
εj
σ2
SE

]

= 0

one possible solution is εj = −1. To find remaining solutions we can further simplify the
problem by solving :

nobs + (1 + εj)

[

−(nexp)i −
εj
σ2
SE

]

= 0

ε2j +
(
1 + (nexp)iσ

2
SE

)
εj + ((nexp)i − nobs) σ

2
SE = 0

⇒εj =
− (1 + (nexp)iσ

2
SE)±

√

(1 + (nexp)iσ2
SE)

2 − 4 ((nexp)i − nobs) σ2
SE

2

⇒εj =
− (1 + (nexp)iσ

2
SE)±

√

(1− (nexp)iσ2
SE)

2
+ 4nobsσ2

SE

2

There are 3 possible solutions for εj that could maximize P (Oi|M, εj). The first
solution we will consider it the “−” solution of the second degree equation. In this case

εj = −
1 + (nexp)iσ

2
SE +

√

(1− (nexp)iσ2
SE)

2
+ 4nobsσ2

SE

2

and given that
√

(1− (nexp)iσ2
SE)

2
+ 4nobsσ2

SE ≥
√

(1− (nexp)iσ2
SE)

2
= |1− (nexp)iσ

2
SE|,

εj < −1 + (nexp)iσ
2
SE + |1− (nexp)iσ

2
SE|

2
≤ −1

since it is not reasonable to consider the number of expected events to be negative, that
is εj ≥ −1, the proposed solution is not physical, and therefore refused. Note that the
boundary condition case εj = −1 is one of the possible solutions mentioned previously.

The second solution to be considered is εj = −1. For εj = −1, the P (Oi|M, εj) is 0
unless nobs is 0, which is assumed to be the case from the definitions given. Given that
the P function is bound between 0 and 1 we can safely conclude that εj = −1 is not a
maximum, and therefore not the solution we are searching for.

The remaining solution, which is used in chapter 5 and given in equation (5.14), is

εj =
− (1 + (nexp)iσ

2
SE) +

√

(1− (nexp)iσ2
SE)

2
+ 4nobsσ2

SE

2

which, if εj > −1, maximizes P (Oi|M, εj), since d2 P (Oi|M,εj)

d ε2j
< 0.
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